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The new advanced - design GS1 and GS2 FM digita 

THE FM STANDS FOR THE 
Introducing a new era in keyboard 

synthesis: the Extraordinary (;S 1 and (;S 2 
FM digital keyboards. They place at your 
fingertips unparalleled Ilayatility and un- 
eclua1c:c1 sound. The kind of playatility and 
sour id that years from [IOW will he years 
,ihu:ad. 

There are Itrree key 
considerations that 
make the (;S 1 

and (;S 2 
unlike 
any 

other keyboard: 1. a philosophy, 2. advanced 
technology, ;i. stunning beauty 

Tin! philosophy that sets us apart is 
simple: to create keyhoards designed for 

musicians, not computer 
programmers. Notice 

Ihe simplicity in 
the front 

panel performance controls. 
- The technology behind all 

this is not so simple. But it is the 
key to the GS rand 2's vast and 

realistic sound spectrum. That tech - 
nology is FM (frequency modulation( 
digital synthesis. 

Briefly, FM digital synthesis enables 
the GS 1 and GS 2 to precisely recreate 
the harmonic structure of acoustically 
produced sounds, as well as many other 
sounds, by generating a brilliant range of 
harmonics "all at once" And all without the 
tedious and expensive drawbacks of other 
digital synthesizers. 

THE WAY IT WILL BE. 
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eyboards. 

Complex as the technology may be, 
tapping it is a cinch. Bcth models come with 
a Voice Library -a book filled with magnetic 
strips on which Yamaha has digitally stored 
a vast collection of sounds. Just insert the 
voice card into the slot and touch one of the 
16 memory location buttons. 

We will continually expand the Voice 
Library so you can continually exploreenew 
worlds of musical expression. 

Further ex- 
pression is 

right at your fingertips with the world - 
renowned Yamaha velocity- and pressure - 
sensitive keyboard on the GS 1 and the 
velocity- sensitive keyboard on the GS 2 ` 

Lastly, the unique beautyofthese 
remarkable instruments puts them in a 

class by themselves. 

The GS l's especially 
rich wood and strikingly 

harmonious design are but a hint 
of the beauty that lies within. 

Lay your hands on the future of 
sound that only the GS 1 and GS 2 can bring 
you today. Only from Yamaha. 

For more information, write Yamaha, 
Box 6600, Buena Park, CA 90622. In 
Canada, Yamaha Canada Music Ltd., 135 
Milner Ave., Scarb., Ont. M1S 3R1. 

*YAMAHA 
Combo Products 

CIRCLE NO. 99 ON READER SERVICE PAGE. 
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'THE 
MOST 

ACCURATE 
REAL TIME ANALYZER 

FOR UNDER $1500. 

Irt.AR 

PULSAR LABORATORIES, INC. 3200 GILCHRIST ROAD MOGADORE, OHIO 44260 
(216) 784 -8022 
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STUDIO NOTEBOOK #5 
By James F. Rupert 32 
Okay, we know you want it all, but the 
fact is you can't get it all at once! 
Another chart -for those of you into 
lines -to help you pinpoint where those 
hard -earned dollars should go! 

RECORDING TECHNIQUES, PART I 

By Bruce Bartlett 

4 
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VOL. 7 NO. 5 

THE STAPLES 

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 4 

TALKBACK 
The technical Q & A scene. 

l V A THE PRODUCT SCENE ri,! By Norman Eisenberg 
te- The notable and the new, from 

the audio marketplace. 

The debut of a brand -new series: one that 
will take the entire recording process chain a 
step at a time so you can maximize your 
understanding of this complex -yet rewar- 
ding- business! 

RECORDING WITH RAY DAVIES 
42 By Jeff Tamarkin 

No one said it was easy, and the band did en- 
dure its share of ups and downs, but to re- 
main one of the major groups for almost 20 
years, and not compromise yourself, makes 
for a phenomenal success story. Ray Davies 
took time out from their latest tour to talk 
with MR &M about the band he always had a 
"fanatical belief in." 

PROFILE: SPLIT ENZ 
By Jeff Tamarkin 
The band that came from "down under" in 
the early '70's admits that it may be "com- 
mercial suicide" to metamorphose as quick- 
ly as they do. Yet with the release of their 
A &M album, True Colours, their quirky 
philosophy appears to be paying off. 

COMING NEXT ISSUE! 
Garland Jeffreys "Live!" 
Profile: Teruo Nakamura 
Recording Techniques, Part ll 

Modern Recording & Music (ISSN 02738511) is published monthly by 
Cowan Publishing Corp., 14 Vanderventer Ave., Port Washington, N.Y. 
11050. Design and contents are copyright 1982 by Cowan Publishing Corp., 
and must not be reproduced in any manner except by permission of the 
publisher. Second class postage paid at Port Washington. New York, and at 
additional mailing offices. Subscription rates: $15.00 for 12 issues: $26.00 
for 24 issues. Add $3.00 per year for subscriptions outside of U.S. Subscrip 
lions must be paid In advance in U.S. funds. Postmaster: Send Form 3579 to 
Modern Recording & Music, Cowan Publishing Corp., 14 Vanderventer Ave., 
Port Washington, N.Y. 11050. 

MUSICAL NEWSICALS 
By Fred Ridder 
New products for the musician. 

16 

26 

30 

NOTES 
By Brian Roth 58 
"Where would you be without it ?" It's the 
much -maligned mic, of course. Some TLC 
tips to keep yours singing out for a long time 
to come! 

AMBIENT SOUND 
62 By Len Feldman 

Diversity in all its splendor was in attendance 
at the recent Audio Fair in Tokyo. But can it 
be a double -edged sword? A lack of standards 
may spell early extinction for some of tomor- 
row's products. 

LAB REPORTS 
66 By Norman Eisenberg 

and Len Feldman 
Cerwin -Vega GE -3 Graphic Equalizer 
Nikko ND -1000 Cassette Deck 
SAE A1001 Power Amplifier 

GROOVE VIEWS 76 
Reviews of albums by Adam and the Ants, 
The Ramones, Brave Combo, Jimm Rowles, 
Barbara Carroll, Eric Dolphy, Eiji Kitamura 
and Mario Lanza. 

ADVERTISER'S INDEX 
Cover Photo, Laurie Paladino 
Davies Photos. Laurie Paladino 
Split Enz Photo: Bob Sorce 

82 
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V'J VlN' ZDJION 
Breaking Down 
the Berlant Wall 

We received the following letter from James Rayton in response 
to Ivan Baran's letter: 

I'm writing in response to your letter on page 12 of the 
November 1981 issue of Modern Recording & Music. So, you've 
bought a Berlant Series 30 recorder! This should serve as a 
valid initiation into the Glamorous and Wacky World of Ob- 
solete Technology- something that fascinates me also, for some 
perverse reason... 

I'm a bit too young (38) to have been involved in pro audio in 
the mid -50's, when your machine first came on the market; but I 
did start getting Allied Radio catalogs out of Chicago around 
then, and boy did I drool over pictures of such contraptions! 
And, thanks to that perverse fascination of mine that I referred 
to, I can give you a sketchy description of what's happened to 
the Berlant people: 

The Berlant name in its heyday was closely associated with 
another name well -known in the audio field- together, (perhaps 
having merged), they were known as Berlant -Concertone. The 
Berlant was a mechanically- operated deck, as you know, 
whereas the Concertone models were generally pushbutton 
solenoid -type decks. Indeed, the Concertone 90, probably their 
most famous and successful model, was a very neat lower -priced 
version of the Ampex 350, a legend of design if there ever was 
one. 

My facts get hazier here, but probably around the early '60s, 
the assembly was moved to Japan, and around the same time, I 
believe, the company became known, paradoxically, as 
"American Concertone "; their product emphasis gradually 
moved into the mid -to- high -end consumer category, (and occa- 
sionally appeared under other trade names like 'Concord'). 
Whatever remains of the company today is perhaps better 
known as TEAC, who, interestingly, continued making the old 
Concertone 90 at least through the late '60s, with only a change 
of nameplate (and probably solid -state electronics) and a dif- 
ferent model number. 

It's probable that no one in the Teac organization today 
would have any recollection of the Berlant legacy, (and even 
LESS -oops, less -likely that anyone actually would care 
enough to rummage through an old filling cabinet to find it). 

So, I'm gonna make you an INCREDIBLE, ONCE -IN -A- 
LIFETIME OFFER!!! Under separate cover, (probably after 
Thanksgiving dinner settles down), I'm sending you a Xerox of 
the complete operating and service manuals for your machine. I 
bought this studio about 8 years ago from an old codger who 
owned nothing but obsolete technology, and among the 
neanderthal items I inherited was a Model 30 -30 (so called simp- 
ly because it was 1/2-track stereo). I've since sold the machine to 
a gullible friend, but saved the manuals. Have fun! 

-James Rayton 
Ascot Recording Studio 

Hollywood, Ca. 
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The Professional's Choice 
Professional Groups like: Jefferson Starship, Pink Floyd, 

Thin Tizzy, The Knack and Frank Zappa are using Carvin 
because they beliete it's the best sound they've been able to 
obtain for thei- performances. 

At Carvin you're not only buying the best, but our "Pro Net" 
prices are attractive because you're buying Direct from us. 
Write for your FREE 80 page Color Catalog. Include $1 for 
RUSH 1st Class mail, $5 for foreign countries. For product 
information, Call Toll -Free 800 -854 -2235 (Calif. 
800 -542- 6070;. Master Charge & Visa accepted. 

Garvin products as shows 

H5000 Renkus Heinz super tweeter - Pro Net $234 
H500 Renkus Heinz 2" horn - $559 
1320J Horn loacad woofer w J3L E143 - 5329 
7.80J Pro stage rr:onitor w JBL & Renkus - $549 
MX1608 16 in x $ cr.t bard w 2 track mix d )w-i - 12595 
XC1000 Stereo electronic crossover - $27g, 
UCM301 300W ricrito- amp w 9 and EQ - $399 
IiCA800 800W (bridged i stereo power amp - $599 
hE -812 British styled "}C' stack w Celestior - $1349 
X\ -100 All -Tube 'X" amps w EV or Celestial - sta- at $419 
lI C200. Stereo gcitars - start at $455 

Write: CARVII, Dept. MR- 32,115E industrial Ave., 
Escondido, CA 92025 

Pli 

-.r - --- -- - --- - --- -- 
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CIRCLE 112 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

P.S. HOT TIPS: 1) Don't use small reel 
diameters. Stick to 10" or 7" large -hub 
types. 2) Don't use tapes thinner than 
1'/2 mil. 3) Make sure capstan pinch - 
roller is adjusted precisely, i.e. exactly 
parallel to the capstan shaft; Berlants 
love to eat tape, and slight misalign- 
ment of the pinch roller is usually the 
cause. 

But It's Still Used in Bumpers 
I have two questions that I hope you 
can answer for me. The first question 
concerns Cr02 cassette tape. Is there 
any particular reason why cassette 
tape manufacturers such as TDK, 
Maxell, and BASF don't sell Cr02 
cassette tape in the C45 length? 

My second question is about music 
sound sheets. I was thinking about 
having some of these made and I was 
wondering if you could recommend 
anyone that provides this service? 

-Jim Begley 
Waymouth, Mass. 

In answer to your first question, the 
few companies we spoke to led us to 
understand that many manufacturers 
simply aren't selling CrO2 tapes any- 
more because there are other materials 
that seem to be giving better results. 
The super avilyn tape used by TDK, 
for example, is said to have superior 
magnetic properties. It can reproduce a 
wider dynamic range and has a better 
frequency response along with better 
overall fidelity. 

We did manage to come up with one 
company that can provide you with 
music sound sheets. They are Eva - 
Tone Soundsheets, Dept. 622, 4801 
Ulmerton Road, Clearwater, Florida 
33520. Their phone number is 
813 -577 -7000. 

2-4-6-8, 
Would You Please Elaborate? 

Do you have any information on the 
Tom Robinson Band? I'd be very inter- 
ested in anything you could dish up. - Robert Guthrie 

Rome, PA 

The Tom Robinson Band originated 
during the British new wave movement. 
Robinson himself is a "self- avowed" 
politcal activist and homosexual. He 
had originally been a member of a band 
called the Care Society, a small band 
which had released an album in 1976 

with the help of Ray Davies of the 
Kinks. Robinson then split with Davies 
and "came out of the closet," forming 
the quartet to "militate for change." 
In 1977 there was a lot of activity in Eng- 
land on the music scene, and The Tom 
Robinson Band managed to get a con- 
tract with EMI Records. (EMI had 
actually been the first label that dismis- 
sed the Sex Pistols because of their 
controversiality.) 

The Tom Robinson Band made it to 
the top of the pop charts with "24-6.8 
Motorway." Their first album was 
released in 1978, called Power in the 
Darkness. It included songs such as 
"Up Against the Wall," "Ain't Gonna 
Take It, " "Glad to be Gay," and "Long 
Hot Summer." America was very in- 
terested in their somewhat preachy 
music, and they were well -received here 
when they went on tour. But it was too 
late for America to really get involved 
with very proselytizing, radical music, 
being about ten years after this 
country's idealistic period. Problems 
within the group arose before they could 
make their second album, and by 
mid -1979 they no longer existed. 

Wood Appreciation 
I just wanted to write and say that I 
really enjoyed the article on Ron Wood 
which appeared in the October 1981 
issue. I'm glad I found out about his 
solo album. Keep up the good work! 

-Holly Cripe 
Nappansee, IN 

The Noise Gate Letters 
First of all, let me thank Modern 
Recording and Music for including con- 
struction articles for those of us who 
prefer to "rock 'n' roll our own." The 
"Building a Noise Gate" article is no 
exception. I appreciate seeing a do -it- 
yourself with so much control over its 
functions as opposed to a black box 
with a single knob. Hats off to Jon 
Gaines! 

But alas, after taping, etching, and 
loading the circuit board as outlined, I 

have encountered a few bugs. (Here we 
go again!) With the attack control set 
fast, as the gate opens to pass the 
signal there is a fairly noticeable pop. 
Granted this would not pose a serious 
problem for processing percussive 
signals like drum tracks, for vocals and 
the like, still, it is quite objectionable. 
It also appears with fast release times, 
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Special 
microphones 

for special sound 
requirements 

As an audit specialist, you know 
making do with "utility" microphones 
isn't good enough. You need a 
complete assortment of microphones. 
each suited for specific applications. 
Microphones that not only sound superb but are built 
to withstand the abuse of session to session punishment. 
Shure SM Ine professional microphones offer built-in 
ruggedness and reliability and are designed to give you the 
optimum performance you need in every circumEtance, 
whether it be for a bass drum (SM7); an acoustic stringed 
instrument (SM17): percussion instruments (SM56 and 
SM57); snare drum or acoustic guitar (SM81): amplified 
instruments (SM53 and SME4); studio quality vocals inside 
the studio (SM59); studio cuality vocals outside the studio 
(SM85) :. stand -up interviews (SM61 and SM63): desk -top 
applications (SM33) ... or wmatever your needs. 

CJ SH URE 
The Sound of the Professionals® 

Shure Brotherts Inc . Dept. 63. 222 Hartrey Ave.. Evanston. IL 60204 
Ir Canada A.C. Sirrmonds & Sons Limited 

Manufacturer of high fidelity components, microphones. 
loudspeakers, sound systems and related circuitry. 

...under one cover 
For all tip facts on Shure s full line of professional micro- 
phones. -ill out and return the coupon below for your 
FREE copy of our new 72 page catalog describing over 
150 microphones. No matter what your sonic require- 
ments. there s a Shure microphone that fills th_ bill. 

r PLEASE PRINT 
Yes, send me your new Full Line Microphone/Circuitry Catalog, 
AL700. (Outside the U.S.. enclose $2.00 for postage and 
handling.) 
Name 

Address 

City State Zip 
D/2/82 
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Enclosed in a booth you hear the tracks in your cans. 
The band's pulling in the right direction. So far you've been 
laying down the basic tracks, and now it's time for a little 
sweetening. You strengthen the groove and you bring in 
those quick chippy highs off your cymbals and start to 
savor the sound. 

Your Zildjian Quick Beat Hi -Hats with a flat 4 -holed bot- 
tom cymbal spin out a short 
tight compact sound. Incredi- 
bly controlled and still just 
plain incredible. And your 
Zildjian Thin Crash comes on 
with quick bright high -end 
accents that keep it all nice 
and tasty. 

Because we put our best 

into a dozen Hi -Hats and 29 different Crashes, you get your 
best out of all of them. No matter how long you've been 
savoring the highs from your cymbals. And that same 
sharp clarity and super strength are handcrafted into all 
120 different Zi Idjian models and sizes for every kind of 
drummer in every kind of music. 

See for yourself how over 200 of the world's most 
famous performers savor the high from their Zildjians. ?n our 
new Cymbal Set -Up Book, the most comprehensive refer- 
ence guide for drummers ever published. For your copy, 
see your Zildjian dealer or send us $4 to cover postage 
and handling. 

1 >> 

Avedis Zildjian Company, Cymbal Makers Since 1623, Longwater Drive, Norwell, MA 02061 The only serious choice. 
CIRCLE 176 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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although to lesser degree. -This same 
symptom can also be generated by 
merely opening and closing the gate 
via the threshold control with no signal 
applied. A high value capacitor placed 
in shunt with the gate lead of the FET 
and ground tames the glitch but ob- 
viously adversely affects the attack 
and release times. Back to square one! 

Which brings us to annoyance #2, 
the threshold control. It seems to be a 
waste that the first one third of rota- 
tion of this control is useless. The 
gating action is nonfunctional in this 
range since it is open regardless of any 
input. Since we encounter so many 
subtleties and nuances in conjunction 
with explosive levels with today's re- 
cordings, increasing the dynamic range 
of this control could only make sense. 
If we can put these problems behind 
us, surely this gate can compete with 
the big boys. Any suggestions? 

-Jeffrey Schnaidt 
Starstruck Audio 

Custom Audio Services 
Carmichael, Ca. 

fWe relayed the preceding letter to 
writer Jon Gaines, and received the 
following reply:] 

Let me deal with the second problem 
first, since it is the most easily 
remedied. 

The range of the threshold control 
can be improved by lowering resistor 
R7 to 10 K ohms and raising R 10 to 39 
K ohms. With these values, the 
threshold will be 0 dBv at approx- 
imately '/3 rotation of the control, +10 
dBv at 2/3 rotation, and +15 dBv at full 
clockwise rotation. This will vary 
slightly with the taper and accuracy of 
the threshold potentiometer itself. 

The problem of "click" or "pop" 
when the gate turns on is hard to 
eliminate, but it can be minimized. In 
my own studio use of the noise gate, 
the click has rarely been a problem, but 
then I've usually used the gate on per- 
cussive material such as drums and 
electric bass. 

The simplest remedy for click prob- 
lems is to slow down the attack time, 
taking the edge off of the turn -on. 

In terms of minimizing what click 
there is, remember that the click is of a 
constant level, but the audio you feed 
into the gate doesn't have to be; make 
sure you're feeding a good, strong 
signal level to the gate to obtain the 
best signal to noise (click) ratio. 

Also, remember that any DC offset 
at the output of the stage feeding the 
noise gate (mic preamp, tape playback 
electronics, etc.) will aggravate the 
click problem, so make sure that all 
preceding equipment is operating 
properly. 

-Jon Gaines 
JTG Audio 

Rochester, NY 

Power Supply 
Because of all the requests we've 
received from readers for a power sup- 
ply, Jon Gaines, (author of Construc- 

tion Project.: Building a Noise Gate, 
which appeared in our November 1981 
issue, among other things), kindly sup- 
plied us with the following design. 

There are many power supply designs 
currently in use. and books are avail- 
able for anyone interested in building 
precise regulated supplies. Many audio 
projects will work quite well with the 
simple unregulated supply described 
here, so for those who have never built 
a power supply, this can be a good 
place to start. 

The basic power supply consists of 
three elements: 1) A transformer to 

If it doesn't 
have an 

ANVIL... 
you don't 

have a 
case. 

The fact of the matter is simp If 

your case doesn't have the ANVIL', 
on it it doesn't have ANVIL s ex- 
perience, reputation and quality 
construction in it. 

Sturdy, dependable .ANVIL' 
cases are the industry standard, 
and always have beerr. They're 
designed around the delicate 
equipment they carry ana are per- 
fectly balanced for easy -)andling. 
They're dent -proof, scuff -proof, and 
slippery- fingered -roadie- proof. 
And they're available in just about 
any color you can name. 

Sc if you want your guitar, syn- 
thesizer, cello, drums, amps and 
sound- reinforcement gear to get to 
the gig in one piece aepend on 
ANVIL We can make a s ráng case 
for jiust about anything. 

ANVILW CASES, INC., 4128 Temple City Blvd., Rosemead, CA 9177C (213) 575 -8614 
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step down the 117 Volt AC line level to 
a usable voltage, 2) A bridge rectifier to 
convert AC to DC, and 3) filter 
capacitors to smooth the DC and 
remove noise that might otherwise get 
into the audio chain. 

A parts list for this circuit is given. 
The part numbers are Radio Shack 
numbers. 
Transformer (273 -1512) 25 Volt Center - 
tapped 
Bridge Rectifier (276 -1180) 

Electrolytic Capacitors (2 required) 
(272 -1021) 3,300 Mfd., 35 V AC line 
cord. 

The specific values of the parts are 
not critical, but should not fall too far 

117 

VAC 

Primary Secondary 

Center Tap 

AC 

AC 

(Bridge) 
Filter Capacitor 1 1- 

1,000 to 
3,300 Microfarad 
Electrolytic Capacitor, 
Rated at 25 VDC 

Secondary 24.28 V 

Center.tapped 
1,000 to 

Filter Capacitor +-- 3,300 Microfarad 
Electrolytic Capacitor, 
Rated at 25 VDC 

Outputs 

O Plus 

O Ground 

O Minus 

1 0 

c:s.; 750 -WATT TOTAL 4-OHM POWER 
Revolutionary new Class "H" Amplifiers - 375 watts p/c @ 4 ohms continuous, 250 
watts p/c @ 8 ohms continuous. THD <0.03% at 1KHz, S/N >105dB, Slew Rate >50 v. 
per microsecond...Features the new Patent Pending Vari- portional® /Auto-Buffer® 
system for continuous 2 ohm operation with NO CURRENT LIMITING. TRUE 

Clipping indicators show actual onset of waveform distortion. 16 -gage steel mainframe, modular construction. RA6501 750-watt amp only $799.00 
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750 WATT 50 BRIDGED MONO/STEREO 
PROFESSIONAL AMPLIFIER 

A 0 A 

SPECTRUMCANALYZER 

OUTPUT DISPLAY 

CHANNEL Et TRUE 
CUPPING 

TARI. PORTIOMA2 
AUTO, SUPPER' 

SYSTEM 

CLASS H AMPLIFIER 
MODEL RA7503 

RA7503: With Pink Noise Test Record provides spectrum performance for: Electronic Crossovers ...Weighted Curves... Component comparison ... Equalizers 

310 WATT 40 PROFEN1110NAL STEREO AMPLIFIER MODEL RA5601 

Processors $1199. 

380 -WATT TOTAL 4-OHM POWER... $549 . 
RA5501: POWER MOSFETS and NO- CURRENT -LIMITING 
circuitry provide 190 watts p/c at 4 ohms continuous, plus re- 
markably low THD (.05%, 20 -20 KHz), unsurpassed Head- 
room and Safe Operating Area. SIN >105dB, damping>200, 
slew rate >40v /microsecond, TRUE Clipping LED's to indicate 
actual onset of waveform distortion. 16 -gage steel wrap- around 
main -frame, modular plug -in construction. 

SOUNDCRAFTSMEN INC., 2200 So. Ritchey, Santa Ana, CA 92705 (714) 556-6193 CANADA: E. S. Gould, Montreal Quebec H4T 1E5 
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10 to 1 yOUíll like ours! 
Every studio needs a $1,000 microphone. 

It tells everyone you're serious about good sound, 
and it impresses the talent. 

But when the sesson gets under way, all that 
counts is results. Not price tags. And judged only 
by what you hear, the new AT813 Unidirectional 
Electret Condenser from Audio -Technica is going 
to truly impress you...at about 1/10 the cost you 
might expect. 

Recently a recording engineering class at a 
major university made simultaneous multi -track 
tapes comparing our AT813 side -by -side with 
some of the best microphones money can buy. The 
informed and critical students did the judging. 

Surprisingly, in many cases they couldn't find a 
nickel's worth of difference. And some preferred the 
AT813 sound to the expensive competition. 

You may agree with these student engineers 
when you hear the AT813. Or you may rot. 
But at these odds, you can't afford to overlook us. 
And for new studios just getting underway, who 
can't afford a roomful of top -dollar microphones, 
the AT813 is an effective way to achieve full 
multi -mike capability. Write today for the AT813 
spec sheet and A -T microphone dealer ist. Then 
see your Audio -Technica sound specialist for great 
sound.... right from the start. 

audiotechnica, 
AUDIO -TECHNICA U.S., NC., 1221 Commerce Drive, Stow, Ohio 44224 in Canada: Audio Specialists, Inc., Montreal P.O. 
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below the values suggested on the 
schematic. 

The primary advantage of this 
design is its simplicity. The disadvan- 
tage is that under heavy loads, the out- 
put voltages of the power supply may 
begin to fall'slightly. This will not be a 
problem when a few noise gates are 
used, but if many different pieces of 
equipment are sharing the same sup- 
ply, you should check the voltage with 
an ohm -meter to make certain that you 
are not losing power. 

More elaborate designs use voltage 
regulator IC's to maintain exact 
operating voltage under all load condi- 
tions, but these supplies become slight- 
ly more complex and expensive. 

-Jon Gaines 
JTG Audio 

Rochester, NY 

George Meany Would've 
Been Proud 

What are the requirements involved 
when recording with union musicians? 
I will be facing this situation and wish 
to know what my responsibilities are. 
As a producer I've only dealt with non- 

union musicians up until now, and the 
paper problems were minimal. What 
are everyone's rights? 

-David Stouck 
Miami, FL 

A union contract is the first thing that 
will be required. You'll also need W-4 
forms. To file a union contract for a 
record date, someone involved must be 
a signatory to the American Federa- 
tion of Musicians Recording agree- 
ment. They must then be responsible to 
the union for making sure that all the 
musicians are paid according to the 
standard agreements, and that they 
receive all the health, welfare benefits, 
and pension fund contributions that 
they are entitled to. Every musician 
must present the producer or contrac- 
tor with a W-4 form that contains his 
name, address, number of dependents, 
instrument, union local number, mem- 
bership number, and social security 
number. The W-4's then enable the con- 
tractor or secretary to make up a union 
contract which is handed to the union 
with the musicians' checks and other 
contributions to the union funds. 

Though a recording session can be 

completed without being a signatory to 
the AF of M agreement, this violates 
union rules and puts the musician in a 
bad position. The same kinds of con- 
tracts must be filed when recording 
film, jingles, and TV. Vocalists belong 
to AFTRA (the American Federation 
of Television and Radio Artists). 
AFTRA's rules and contracts are dif- 
ferent than those of musicians. A con- 
tractor is usually a good idea when 
recording with union musicians, 
especially when there are more than 
just a few people involved. We recom- 
mend you look into the details of all the 
union's stipulations and requirements 
with the contractor. 

The Counts from Montebello 
We received the following letter from 
Drew Daniels in response to the "An 
End to Teac Test Tape Torment" letter 
which appeared in the Talk back col- 
umn of the October 1981 issue, page 16. 

1. Our (Teac's) parts department 
automatically refers customers who 
call or write about test tapes, to the 
proper tapes from MRL or STL. For 

PRECISION ENGINEERED FROM THE START 

AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING 

Reinforcement and recording consoles 
crossovers 
limiters 
feedback suppressors 
equalizers 
disc mixers 
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5 Collins Road 
Bethany, Ct. 
06525 
203 - 393 -0887 
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A NEW DAWN 
IN REVERBERATIO 

UNMATCHED PERFORMANCE ATAN AFFORDABLE PRICE! 
For years, companies have tried 

to develop a self- :ontained, 
rack -mount reverb of professional 
quality that would sell fcr under 
$1,000. A I attempts have been 
based on the san-e basic iesign, 
some using signal manipLlations in 
an attempt to conceal the 
inherent inadequacies of the 
reverberation elements. vot one 
of these designs successfully 
eliminates the unwanted 
side -effects such as boing twang 
and flutter. 

The new MAST= R- ROOMTM 

XL -210, however, incorporates 
revoluticnary tedhnology(patent 
pending) which provides smooth, 
natural sounding reverberation 

without unwanted side -effects .. 
even on the most demanding 
percussive material. 

The XL -210 operates in t -ue 
stereo as well as full mono- This 
unit can be used with the 
echo /Effects section of am 
console or can be connected in the 
main s gnal path. The versatile EQ 

allows the user to effectivelq 
simula:e the reverberant sounds 
of a live chamber, plate or concert 
hall. Tre XL -210 is ruggedly iailt for 
road use and is triple -isolated to 
prever t acoustic feedback 

The MASTER- ROOMTM name has 
long been synonymous with the 
highes= in professional qua Iry 
reverberation and can be found in 

the coos- respected studios and 
on tcur roughout the worlc. 
The )XL -217 provides per= ormance 
that is fa- superior tj what hzs 
previjus 7 been cors dered the 
best of irexpensive reverbs and 
establisies the new standard for 
excel erce in systems priced below 
$1,003. 

Visit ,cour MASTER RCOMTM 

dealer fcr a very reealñg 
demonstration of reverberation 
at its fin_st. Listen and : ompare 

Yawl near the difference. 

MASTER- ROOM 
TM 

MICMIX Audio Products, Inc. 
2995 _acbird Lane 
Dallas, Texas 75220 (214' 352-3311 
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example: 15 ips NAB = MRL 21 J 105, 
or STL 3A (200 nWb /m). (NOTE 1); 7.5 
ips NAB = MRL 21 T 104, or STL 2B 
(185 nWb /m). 

2. As anyone familiar with electronic 
test gear knows, most oscilloscopes are 
"general purpose," since dedicated 
test gear is impractical for all but a 
limited number of very sophisticated 
installations. 

If you are not familiar with elec- 
tronic test gear, I recommend you 
leave servicing of equipment requiring 
test gear to people who are, or you 
could end up paying them to readjust 
your adjustments. 

3. Teac didn't make it any more dif- 
ficult to service their equipment than 
anyone else's. 

What's a professional product or 
broadcast studio doing without a 
VTVM? It's impossible to properly 
maintain or calibrate a studio type 
setup without one! 

4. The output of the OUTPUT 
(pre)AMPS of the 3440 is the output 
of the deck itself, and there is an 
additional trimmer for the meter 
calibration. 

5. There are well over 100,000 of the 
3340/3440 (I can't tell you exactly) in the 
hands of all levels of users, and to my 
knowledge, you're the only one who's 
ever experienced what you describe! 
NOTE 1: When using a 200 nWb /m 
tape, consult the accompanying spec 
sheet for level corrections. 

-Drew Daniels 
Applications Engineer 

TEAC Corporation of America 
Montebello, CA 

A Book with Some Answers 
Regarding Stephen Ditmer's requests 
in Letters to the Editor (November 
1981 issue, pg. 4), I would like to offer 
him and readers of Modern Recording 
& Music some possible solutions. John 
Roberts of Phoenix Systems offers a 
parametric design that is capable of 
-20 dB with a Q as narrow as one fifth 
of an octave. Cascading two sections of 
just the portion of the circuit that you 
require would probably fill the bill, pro- 
viding performance and noise specs to 
satisfy the most discriminating of ears. 
Tunable notch filter designs are also 

presented in Walter Jung's book Audio 
IC Op -Amp Applications (SAMS 
#21558). As for interfacing a semi -pro 
unbalanced level to a balanced system 
(with boost), may I suggest a linear 
feedback gain controlled stage feeding 
a transformerless balanced transmis- 
sion system. These circuits along with 
many others are also presented in Mr. 
Jung's book. Suitable building blocks 
for such circuits are the TL series of 
ICs from Texas Instruments and the 
NE5534 from Signetics. To make a 
point, no serious audiophile should be 
without a copy of this excellent book, 
whether they use it for designing, 
reference or just a source of 
straightforward knowledge. 

Jeffrey Schnaidt 
Starstruck Audio 

Custom Audio Services 
Carmichael, CA 

Drum Booth 
I'm in the process of building a studio 
and I need some advice on the building 
of drum booths. I'm trying to avoid 
leakage and echoing in particular. I've 

The Missing Link 
00 

LOW M 
LEVB LEVEL 

The ASHLY SC -40 Instrument Preamp 
That critical first stage of amplification for your instrument can make or break your sound. The SC-40 
Instrument Preamp gives you clean pre -amplification with an absolute minimum of noise and distortion. 
The sophisticated three -band tunable equalizer makes a wide range of voicings possible. (Equalization 
bypass switching is provided on the PA send.) We designed the SC -40 with an effects send and return, high 
and low level stage outputs, and line level and microphone level PA outputs so you can interface with prac- 
tically anything without the need for expensive adaptors. But we didn't stop there! You'll also appreciate 
our heavy -duty 16 gauge steel construction and a host of other features not offered on any other preamp. 
The next time you plug in your bass, guitar, or keyboard, make sure it's going into an Ashly SC-40 Instru- 
ment Preamp...designed and built for those who want the best, by people who still care. For more informa- 
tion call or write us. 

I ASHLY 
ASHLY AUDIO 
100 FERNWOOD AVE. 
ROCHESTER, NY 14621 
(716) 544-5191 

EXCLUSIVE CANADIAN DISTRIBUTOR: 
O363 ADELAIDE ST. E. 

TORONTO, ONTARIO M5A 1N3 

DISTRIBUTION INC. (416) 361 -1667 
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heard that these are the main problems 
to watch out for. Any help you can of- 
fer would be most welcome. 

-Ray Griffin 
New York, NY 

One type of leakage that you may en- 
counter would be drum sounds being 
picked up by microphones that were 
meant to be for other instruments. This 
would give you problems when mixing. 
When the leakage is picked up by other 
microphones, it is out of phase and 
delayed in comparison to the original 
drum sound. The resultant drum sound 
therefore is muddy- sounding when re- 
corded and all the tracks are put 
together. The way to solve this prob- 
lem is to have some way of isolating 
the drums, such as a booth or a drum 
area. The booth must contain an 
isolated platform so that the kick 
drum's vibrations do not get picked up 
by the microphone stands. The plat- 
form must be large, very large, to pro- 
vide proper isolation and also to help to 
create a thudding bass drum sound. 
You can achieve this massiveness by 
filling the platform with sand or con- 
crete. If the platform is constructed of 
a single layer of plywood, for example, 
it will act as a membrane absorber, and 
will end up depleting the drum sound 
by depleting the lower frequencies. 

Try floating the platform on a 
vibration- isolated medium such as 
fiberglas, celotex, or prefabricated 
isolators to decouple it from the rest of 
the studio. 

Try to provide the booth with an 
overhead canopy. This will help absorb 
sound and to prevent miscellaneous 
reflections from entering the studio. 
The lower you make the canopy the 
better will be your isolation. If the ab- 
sorptive canopy is too low, under seven 
feet, it may deaden the drum sound. 

You can also place, above the drum- 
mer's head, in the canopy interior, 
bass trapping, to absorb unwanted 
resonances and overhead reflections. 
There is really no general rule as to how 
much absorption you'll need. 

Usually booths are placed in the cor- 
ner of a studio, and the adjacent walls 
are treated absorptively to prevent 
high -frequency reflections which are 
produced by the cymbals and high hat 
from splashing into the studio. You can 
increase isolation by placing gobos 
around the booth or incorporating 
them permanently into the booth 
design. 

NOWA STARVING 
ARTIST DOESN'T HAVE 
TO RECORD LIKE ONE. 

Sony has developed a mid -side recording mic that will bring the 
quality of your recordings one step closer to the studio. 

The ECM -939T Available, remarkably, for about what it would 
cost you for one hour of studio time. 

This mic utilizes the latest Sony innovation: the first bi- direction- 
al back electret capsule. Which, in tandem with its cardioid capsule, 

provides incredible definition and stereo imaging. 
In simple English, you'll reproduce your sound more 

faithfully and more affordably SONY 
than ever before. Professional Audio 

® 1981 Sony Corp. of America. 9 W. 5711, St.. N.Y., N.Y. 10019. Sony it a rcolotered 
trademark i the Sony Corporation. 
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OURNow you can choose from a whole family 
of dbx compressor/limiters to match 

F AMILY°' 
budget and application. All 

feature our Over Easy compres- 

PLAN sion curve for inaudible transition 
into compression. True RMS detec- 

$210 TO tion for the most natural sound. 
Patented VCAs for precise 

s 650. * 
low distortion control of audio levels. 
That's the plan. Now join the family. 

See your dbx Pro dealer, or write for information. 
°Manufacturer's suggested retail price. 

I 
din 

db: ,eo,r 

dbx 

s 
Over Easy® CompressoríLimiters 

dbx, Incorporated, Professional Products Division, 
71 Chapel St., Newton, Mass. 02195 U.S.A. 
Tel. (617) 964 -3210, Telex: 92 -2522. Distributed in 
Canada by BSR (Canada) Ltd., Rexdale, Ontario. dbx® 
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/TALK 
"Talkback" questions are answered 

by professional engineers, many of 
whose names you have probably seen 
listed on the credits of major pop 
albums. Their techniques are their, own 
and might very well differ from 
another's. Thus, an answer in "Talk - 
back" is certainly not necessarily the 
last word. 

We welcome all questions on the sub- 
ject of recording, although the large 
volume of questions received precludes 
our being able to answer them all. If you 
feel that we are skirting any issues, fire 
a letter off to the editor right away. 
"Talkback" is the Modern Recording & 

Music reader's technical forum. 

Multi -Track Mixdown 
I have been using a Fostex A -2 as a 
mixdown machine for my multi -track 
tapes. The A -2 is a very fine machine, 
but is limited to a 7" reel capacity 
which works out to about 20 minutes or 
so of recording time. This is approx- 
imately the length of an average LP 
side. 

Could you tell me whether record 
mastering plants prefer to have all of 
the material on a single reel, or if two 
(or more) reels are acceptable? Also, 
would there be any problem in ac- 
comodating a 7" reel rather than a 
101/2" professional NAB reel? 

I am planning on purchasing 
another 2 -track machine for dubbing 
purposes. Your reply to my questions 
will determine whether I need one with 
a larger reel capacity. 

-Gerry L. Turner 
Quincy, Ill. 

A call to Jeff Ader, Quality Control 
Manager for Goldisc Recordings, Inc. 
of Holbrook, New York, garnered the 
information you requested. Jeff, who is 
involved in the process every day, told 

16 

us that the mastering plant would 
quite simply transfer your tape onto a 
101/2" reel. Apparently their machines 
are geared for the standard 101/2" reel. 
Jeff did question the wisdom, however, 
of mastering your tapes at 71/2 ips. He 
felt you might experience some loss of 
sound quality at the slower speed, re- 
quiring a bit more equalization in the 
cutting room. If you can swing a 
machine that will handle the larger 
reels, and allow you to mixdown at 15 
ips, it might be advisable. 

City Saturation 
I have a Teac 3440 and a Model 2A 
mixer and serious RF problems! So far 
I have tried shielding, heavy ground- 
ing, turning the components around 
and balancing them on my head! One 
of the sources was in the mic preamp; 
constructing external preamps in 
aluminum boxes helped, but the prob- 
lem remains severe. Teac Corp. has 
been surprisingly unresponsive: just a 
few words on "not doing any engineer- 
ing in America" and a very general 
paper on RF. 

Can this malicious radio signal be 
filtered somehow? Is it possible to 
enclose my mixer in aluminum? Should 
I move to a different area? A different 
planet ?? 

-Bob Waxer 
Cambridge, Mass. 

The Boston area and the Seattle area 
are two places you should consider 
avoiding if you need a "clean" RF free 
environment. There are lots of others, 
but Boston and Seattle are the only 
two places we consistently get com- 
plaints from. It seems that all the com- 
plaints center around non -professional 
microphones, and poorly balanced in- 
put lines or those with no transformers 
at all. We have recommended using 
connectors such as Switchcraft A3M 

and A3F, and connecting the braided 
shield of the mic cable not only to pin 1 

inside, but also to the case grounding 
lug -and then making sure the lug 
tightening screw is set tightly. If this 
scheme is used at both ends of the mic 
cable, it improves the RF rejection of 
the cable at least, and if you have a 
microphone with a grounded case -one 
made of metal -you can expect 
reasonably good RF suppression. The 
Teac Model 2A and the Portastudio 
144 are the two units our customers 
most often plug unbalanced or high im- 
pedance microphones into. We sell 
some unbalanced microphones primari- 
ly for use with cassette decks for re- 
cording speech in a living room situa- 
tion, but any serious recording requires 
serious microphones and serious line 
termination with proper components. 
Using microphones with higher output 
means you can lower the input sen- 
sitivity which also lowers 
noise -including RF. We've noticed 
that many of the problems people have 
with RF seem to be related to the use 
of large amounts of gain and full treble 
boost. C'mon now! Be reasonable with 
what you expect out of these devices! 
If you don't have enough top end, get a 
microphone with more top end! You 
might even try reducing the bottom to 
make the top seem brighter! 

If after you've scanned the area with 
an RF field strength meter and found 
that you're lucky not to have RF 
burns, you can take the offending unit 
to a guy with lots of pens in his pocket 
and a calculator on his belt, and have 
him install RF blocking capacitors and 
ferrite beads in all the appropriate 
places. We naturally encourage you to 
use Teac low- capacitance cable in all 
cable locations in your setup (except 
the microphones). It has a braided 
shield and is as RF proof as RG 58, the 
cable used by test equipment makers 
to measure -130 dB signals! 
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RFI is a common disease and, unfor- 
tunately, a growing one. Fortunately 
the cures are common, and any good 
practitioner of these should be able to 
help at least to diminish the effects of 
the RF- saturated city environments. 

-Drew Daniels 
Applications Engineer 

Teac /Tascam 
Professional Products Group 

Montebello, Ca. 

Mother's Little Helper 
In regard to the letter from Nick Cutts 
of St. John's, Newfoundland in the Oc- 
tober 1981 Talkback column (see "Nec- 
essity the Mother of Invention ?," page 
22), I have some information that may 
be of help to him with his speaker repair 
dilemma. 

Over the years, I have had the same 
problem - blowing out speakers on the 
road and in the studio. Of course they 
had to be repaired as soon as possible, 
not in six months. Luckily, I found out 
about Waldom Electronics, Inc. (4301 
W. 69th St., Chicago, Illinois 60629, 
telephone 312 -585 -1212). They have re- 
placement parts for Altec, Celestion, 
Eminence, Electro- Voice, Jensen, JBL, 
Vega and most other musical and stereo 
hi -fi speakers. They also have replace- 
ment tweeter parts and diaphragms, all 
guaranteed. Unfortunately, as you well 
know, factory kits usually take a good 
six -to -eight weeks to arrive and are more 
expensive. I have used the Waldom 
recones for many high output applica- 
tions with very few problems and have 
been very pleased with the results. 

Give them a try and good luck! 
-Jack Le Tourneau 

Producer /Engineer 
Madison, Wisc. 

Appropriate Advice for 
Avid Avatar Aficionado 

I recently acquired an ARP Avatar. I 
love the product, but the Hex guitar 
pickup I received with the Avatar is 
badly damaged. The special guitar 
cable is also in bad shape. 

I would like to purchase a new pick- 
up, all mounting hardware, and an 
extra -long guitar cable. I also need a 
new string gate switch and I'd also like 
to get a demo tape of the Avatar in 
action. 

I've contacted ARP in Lexington, 
Massachusetts, but was told that they 
"were no longer selling any products." 

FEBRUARY 1982 

w 

REVOLUTIONARY 

NEW 

ISOMAX 
MICROPHONE 

IMPROVES: 
4 "on mike" sourd 
fs available gain without f.edbcck 
Q isolation for cinfererces & iiGervews 

matte block finish looks great on :amero 

REDUCES: 

room rumb e & echo 

clothing ncise 

cornera rose 
paper shuFle noise 

ISOMAX PRO 
for ba owed line battery 
or phcn om operation. 

ISOMAX W 
hr une .with all ui eless 
body pock tonsr hers. 

COUNTRYMAN ASSOCIATES INC. 
417 STANFORD AVE.-REDWOOD CITY, CA. £4063 -PHONE 4'6-364 -9988 
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Not just once, but twice. 
The advanced Scotty F-520 Vocal Mic and the ECM -23 F Instru- 

ment Mic are both pried at about one-third to one -half fie cost of 
anything comparable. 

Made for the stave, the rugged F -520 has a taikred vocal re- 
sponse and a smooth cardioid pattern to -irevent fredbacc. 

Among other fea-tares, the ECM -23F offers condenser sound 
quality that lets your instrument come .hrough uncolored. and con - 
venient AA battery operation to eliminate phantom power neecs. 

The Sony Mics. They allow a lot of struggling SONY 
musicians to finally be Droperly heard. wolè_vunal AtJihr 
a 19E1 Sony ('urporation of America. 9 NhrLS]h Strcni.'ru r( N1 111(19 Non, e, n regiarcd [ndem.rk.onle luny Corp - arion. 
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Can you refer me to someone who is 
selling ARP products factory direct? 
Any help will really be appreciated! 

-Harold Gabbard 
Middleton, Ohio 

ARP is indeed out of business, but the 
song goes on forever...or more precise- 
ly, the product line (at leat partially) 
continues on. Some of ARP's assets - 
the manufacturing rights to the EP -16 
voice and EP -4 voice Electronic 
Pianos -were purchased by Fender 
Rogers Rhodes of Fullerton, California. 
However, Music Dealer Service (MDS) 
of Chicago has purchased all available 
stock of service and replacement parts 
and acessories. A call to their Parts 
Department assured us that they have 
stock on the replacement items men- 
tioned in your letter. They will accept 
mail or phone orders, andmost orders 
will be shipped UPS COD, but it might 
be best to phone first for information 
on prices or any part reference numbers 
that you might have to include on your 
order. MDS is also able to service your 
ARP product, should that be necessary 
somewhere down the line. 

An important note on MDS for all 
the musicians out there, is that they 
are the largest, if not the only, source 
for service and replacement parts for 
Fender, Peavy and Music Man prod- 
ucts. (File this info away for the next 
time you need "just one of" something 
in a hurry!) 

You can write to MDS at their new 
address, 4700 W. Fullerton, Chicago, Il- 
linois 60639, or call the Parts Depart- 
ment direct at 312 - 282 -8171. 

Phase Maze 
I hope you can help explain a situation 
that has me rather confused. Dealing 
with 3 -pin microphone cable for 
balanced and unbalanced line sends, as 
well as microphone signals, I have been 
unable to determine a uniform pin 
assignment. Pin 1 is the shield, but 
pins 2 and 3 seem to alternate as "hot" 
and "cold" (in -phase and out -of- phase, 
respectively). Pin 2 is usually "hot" on 
microphones, but on balanced lines, 
"hot" can be pin 3 (witness Peavey 
equipment) or pin 2 (as on Biamp 
units), or either as is the case with 

Yamaha's unbalanced line inputs. 
I am confused by this seeming lack 

of uniformity and I hope there might 
be a standard I am not aware of that 
will simplify things for me. 

-Doug Klug 
Wausau, Wisc. 

There is indeed a lack of standard- 
ization in the pin numbering of XLR- 
style connectors. Fortunately, the ma- 
jority of the known universe recognizes 
pin number 1 as the shield connection. 
However, there are two possible ar- 
rangements for pins 2 and 3 in terms of 
"hot" or "not." 

From what I currently observe, mic 
manufacturers almost always call pin 
number 2 "in- phase" and pin number 3 

"out -of- phase." On the other hand, 
makers of electronic equipment that in- 

terfaces in line level environments 
(tape recorders, mixer outputs, elec- 
tronic crossovers, equalizers, limiters, 
etc.) tend to use pin 3 for the in -phase 
connection. 

And to further complicate matters, 
some manufacturers of mixers wire mic 
inputs with pin 3 "in- phase." This goes 

The Module makes the Difference! 
The difference is a mixer that is totally 

modular. And we are not just talking about 
different features, we offer better engineering. 

Our boards are engineered for flexibility. For 

example, you could start with one input and 
one output and expand all the way to thirty -two 
inputs and eighteen outputs. Also, you have 
the capability of changing modules during a 
performance without having to shutdown. A 
modular changeover can be made in less than a 
minute by removing two screws using just a screwdriver. 

Our boards are engineered for quietness, In fact, they 
are extremely quiet, less than - 129dBv. 

We offer extensive back panel patching (mic -in, line -in, 
acc in /out, direct -out) and we engineered 
the use of LED readouts that give fast 
and accurate signal indication. 

The bottom line at Walker Audio Visual 
Engineering is that we give you a 
totally modular mixer that is 

engineered for flexibility to meet your 
needs and fit your budget. 

pan pot 
4 or 8 output sends (depending on model) 

line /mic switch 
mute 

two monitor sends 
two effect sends 

full five band equalization controls -versatile and simple 
to use 

variable gain control with three color LED level indicator 
(fast & accurate) - LEDs indicate overload anywhere on 
input module, post preamp, fader. & eq 

100 millimeter fader 
cue (solo) available in all modules 

For the name of your nearest dealer, 
write or call: 

Walker Audio Visual Engineering 
P.O. Box 5723 
San Bernardino, CA 92412 
(714) 884 -1294 
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CREATE 
AN ORIGINAL 

A custom designed sound system allows a degree of freedom and a level of 
performance that is sometimes not possible with a conventional system design. The 
advantage lies in the ability to match a system to its architectural environment, in terms of 
mechanical, acoustical, and aesthetic performance. 

Peavey now offers a complete line of System Designed ComponentsTM to enable the 
serious musical craftsman to custom design and build his own sound system enclosures. 

Our ECS SeriesTM of equalized crossover systems, CH SeriesTM constant directivity 
horns, 22ATM compression drivers, and Black Widow® Super StructureTM cone type 
transducers represent state -of- the -art technology, and when mounted in optimally designed 
enclosures will provide smooth, extended frequency response and extremely high power 
handling with high system efficiency and reliability. 

For all the details, write today for a free brochure on our advanced line of System 
Designed ComponentsTM to Peavey Electronics Corporation, Department M -6 , 711 A 
Street, Meridian, Mississippi 39301. 
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against the grain of the standards set 
by most mic makers. 

So what's the bottom line? Simply 
this: relative phase is much more im- 
portant than absolute phase relation- 
ships. This means that all mic cables 
and inputs within a given system must 
use a consistent pin numbering 
system. Consequently, all mics will be 
in phase with each other. 

Put another way. any cable con- 
nected to pin 2 on one end must con- 
nect to pin 2 on the other (and the same 

goes for pin 3, of course). 
As long as a consistent wiring 

scheme is followed, out -of -phase 
cancellations and the resulting audio 
colorations won't be a problem. This 
goes for line level equipment as well. 

Some authorities have determined 
that the human ear can detect absolute 
phase relationships. For instance, if a 
snare is miked through an audio 
system, the ideal action of the loud- 
speaker's cone would be an outward 
movement (toward the listener) when 
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Studio 
Sophistication 

Performance 
Versatility 

Designed by engineers with 
recording, stage and digital 
audio backgrounds, the TC2 

features: 
1+ seconds delay time (and it's expandable) 

20 -16KHZ bandwidth @ al delay settings 
95 db dynamic range; <_ .1% distortion 

4 -digit display 
2 separately adjustable memory taps 

dynamic pitch tracking & other new effects 
adaptable digital I/O port for remote control 

For under S1500. 

/Ac. 

85335 SARVIE FERRY ROAD EUGENE, OR 97405 (503) 687 -8412 

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED 

For more information, call or write: 
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the drum is "whacked." If the phase is 
reversed somewhere along the line, the 
cone will "suck in," which reportedly 
results in less realistic reproduction. 

In my observations, this problem is 
relatively minor, particularly in typical 
club and P.A. systems. It is much more 
important for all mics /processing elec- 
tronics /speakers to be properly phased 
with respect to one another. , 

If you do desire to maintain con- 
sistency throughout a sound system, it 
will be necessary to determine "which 
pin is which" in each component. This 
will require some homework: Study 
manufacturer's literature carefully. 
Then, pick your standard and 
rewire any equipment that is not in 
conformity. 

One last thing, a 2 -, 3 -, or 4 -way 
speaker system has its own phasing 
problems due to phase shifting effects 
of the average crossover network as 
well as the physical placement of the 
one speaker's element versus the 
other's. So, absolute phasing accuracy 
can go out the window in this situation. 
Just remember, though, that the 
relative phasing of each part of the 
system is by far the most important. 

Be logical and consistent and you 
won't have any sonic problems slap 
you in the phase (sorry!). 

-Brian Roth 
Technical Editor 

Modern Recording & Music 

Puzzling Pieces 
I've been a subscriber for close to four 
years now, and I have some questions 
that I'd like answered. 

I have some devices that I'm not 
sure how to hook up. Do I put my 
MXR Dyna -comp ahead of or after my 
Ashly preamp? Where do my MXR 
Flanger /Doubler and Moog Phaser fit 
in? Can I use two compressors on one 
signal? 

What I'm doing now is putting my 
Ashly Preamp into the MXR Dyna- 
Comp and taking that to my Fender 
amplifier. I then mic the amp, put that 
through my Ashly Limiter /Compressor 
and take the resulting signal into the 
board. Is this a good way of utilizing 
these devices? 

-Henry Thompson 
Oslo, Norway 

Ah, yes, the old "what goes before 
what" dilemma. Without knowing all 
the details concerning your setup, nor 
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Obsession 
with 

Excellence... 
David Wofford 
Bass Pryer w th Sayro Gyres 
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Spyro Gyra ani I -lave so-ne pretty 
tough stancards. Night atter night 
the sand of rry Lass mist prote 
itself. Gettirg a tight sou -d makes 
all the difference. That's why I use 
Electro -Voice speakers. 

Electro -Voice has captu i depth 
and clarity all i-1 one cab net. I L.se 

two E -V B215 -M speake- cabinets 
aid t.no Intersourd IVP p -eamps 
with an A -B foctswitch ' can change 
from a fat and fun-(y sourd to a 

percussive popping sourd, and it 
will a I ae clear. 

Don't think that good equiJmerr 
isn't i -r portant jus- becau. you -may 

be playing for 30C-seat c ubs in- 
steac of 5,000 -seat aLdit riums. 
I've played clubs too. Believe me it's 
just as important ..NF en your bais 
speakers are the bass speakers. 
you need the best you car get. 

With Electro -Voice speakers I ca- 
hear it :ight anc play it locse. That's 
w-1at :f e groove is all about. 

Elecfrolloice 
a gulto cour - ony 

600 Cecil Street, Buchancn, MictligEr 49107 

In Coracle. 
Ele:tro- VSiee. Div. of Dolton Irclustres ( Cesada) Ltd., 
345 Herber St.. Gananoque Ontario (7G21. 
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the desired audio effect, it is virtually 
impossible to recommend the optimum 
sequence. 

There are a few general considera- 
tions, however. Try to put the noisiest 
processors at the end of the chain so its 
racket won't be amplified by other ef- 
fects devices. For a similar reason, 
equalizers should go near the front of 
the sequence to minimize noise accen- 
tuation. Also, be sure that a given pro- 
cessor's output won't overload the 
other devices down the line (unless you 
intentionally want distortion). 

Beyond that, try the different com- 
binations and let your ears decide what 
sounds best to you. Experimentation is 
the key. There really aren't any rights 
or wrongs, just as there isn't one pro- 
per way to mic an instrument. I sug- 
gest that if it's possible, refer to "The 
Great Pedal Puzzle" which originally 
appeared in the July '79 issue of this 
magazine [It was reprinted by popular 
demand in the 1980 Buyer's Guide, as 
well. -Ed.] In it, I explored this very 
topic in much greater length than I 

could do here, and you might be able to 

pick up some hints that will help you 
find the ultimate "hook up." 

-Brian Roth 
Technical Editor 

Modern Recording & Music 

[While we heartily second Brian's ad- 
vice to read his "Great Pedal Puzzle," 
it might also be good for you to catch 
up on a two -part series on interfacing 
devices that we presented in April and 
May of 1979. The series, by Larry 
Blakely, explored this question from a 
different angle (the recordist's) and the 
two pieces together might prove to be a 
perfect "mini- seminar" on the topic. 
We're quite sure that all these back 
issues are available as we go to press. 
If that situation should change, how- 
ever, by the time you read this, we can 
get you reprints of the articles.) 

Marantz and the Military 
I have been a subscriber to your 
magazine for quite sometime now. 
Your articles and features have kept 
me up to date on the recording in- 

dustry while I have been in the 
military, and I thank you. 

Due to my geographic location, I 
must again turn to you for some 
technical research: I am in need of a 
schematic and parts listing for a 
Marantz Model 1060 integrated 
amplifier. Any help you could provide 
as to where I can get these materials 
would be greatly appreciated. 

-John H. Zemek 
San Francisco, Ca. 

The service manual that you require for 
the Model 1060 is available from 
Marantz Co., Inc., of Chatsworth, 
California. Simply send a check or 
money order to Marantz in the amount 
of $2.39 (1.89 for the manual, $.50 for 
shipping and handling) and be sure to 
specify the manual you want. We were 
told that it only takes about a week to 
receive it after they've gotten your 
order. Marantz's mailing address is 
20525 Nordhoff St., Chatsworth, 
California 91311. If you have questions, 
you can call their Customer Service De- 
partment at at 213 -993 -9333. 

i 

Total c trol- with verific ": tion- 
At one location the crossover - Crown's new 
mono electronic MX -4 controls bandwidth for four 
outputs (high, mid -range, low and sub -woofer), with 
separate level control for each output and for input. 

The MX -4 includes signal- present and 
overload indicators for each band. At a 

glance it tells you how well it's working. 
Precision stepped rotary switches select 
18 dB /octave Butterworth filters. Easy to set. Easier 
to reset. 

XLR balanced, or phone -jack unbalanced, input/ 
output. Extra XLR input connector for "daisy- chain- 
ing :' Built -in polarity switches on XLR outputs. 

Total control. Total convenience. Totally Crown. 

at the crossover. 

,..WHEN YOU'RE READY FOR REAL! 

crown® 1718 W. Mishawaka Road, Elkhart, IN 46517 

Please write us, or call 219/294 -5571 for further information. 
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The whole truth. 
Bipolar transistor power amplifiers are 

obsolete. 
Now there's HH MOS -FET technology; with 

no thermal runaway, no secondary breakdown, 
simpler circuits, fewer 
components and superior high- 
end performance for better sound 
quality when reproducing fast 
transients. 

Naturally, we anticipate 
that most professional sound 
engineers will be eagerly 
switching over to MO S -FET at 
the first opportunity. So to make 
it easier, there are 4 models (all 
19" rack mounting) with outputs 

e e 

e e 

e 

from 150 ta800 Watts...and multiples thereof, using 
the X300 frequency dividing network. 

And once installed, our cool MOS -FET 
amplifiers will perform with so little distortion, that 
i.m.d, d.f.d.and t.i.m,.d. are almost immeasurable by 
contemporary standards. 

So at last you can boost your input with total 
honesty -and notirrig else. 

Graduate to the 8O's. MOS -FET. 
H H Electronic Inc., 
2500 East Fender Avenue, 
Unit 1, Fullerton, California 92631. 
(714)- 680 -4293. 
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By Norman Eisenberg 

26 

Speck Electronics of Arleta, Ca. has introduced the 
Speckmix 16, a 16 input, 8 output recording console 
which they say has been designed specifically for 
the semi- professional and professional 8 -track 
recording studio. For a suggested list price of $3,575 
the Speckmix 16 offers sixteen inputs; eight mixing 
buss outputs; eight VU meters; six -frequency, three - 
band equalizers; transformerless mic inputs; op- 
erating levels at +4 dBm; plus more. 
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MODULAR POWER AMPS 
Power amplifiers in the new PA series from Edcor of 
Irvine, California may be used with a variety of input 
modules for interface with any program source. 
Units rated for 50, 100 and 150 watts are available. 
The amps are rated for distortion of less than 1 per- 
cent THD and may be ordered with transformer out- 
puts (4, 8, 16 ohm or 24/70 volts), or with direct out- 
puts. Also featured are clipping LEDs, satisfactory 
operation down to 85 volts AC line output, rack or 
shelf mount, electronic and thermal protection cir- 
cuitry and handles. 
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AMPEX ATR FOR 
BROADCAST MARKET 

With the broadcast market so much in the news, 
Ampex has recently introduced an addition to its 
ATR series of tape machines. This one is designated 
the ATR -800 and is offered specifically to the radio 
and television broadcaster, and, of course, to the 
recording studio. The ATR -800 offers a number of 
features such as: interchangeable transport control 
panels (panel can be mounted on either the left or right 
side of the recorder); a universal power supply with 
both NAB and EIA equalization standards; 101/2 -inch 
NAB, EIA reel, 30 cm. DIN hub capability; tape 
marker and cutter options to mark and edit tape at the 
touch of a button; closed loop DC servo transport for 
constant tape tension; electronic tape timer for all 
three speeds (71/2, 15 and 30 ips); single point search - 
to -cue which allows the recorder to return auto- 
matically to a cue or edit. Available in one, two and 
four channel configurations, the ATR -800 will list for 
$5,450. 
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J 
AUTO REVERSE,DECK HAS DOLBY C 

The new top -of- the -line cassette recorder from 
Pioneer is the model CT -9R which includes Dolby B 
and C, and also offers automatic reverse on 
playback. The transport uses three motors -a 
quartz -PLL direct -drive type for the capstan and 
two DC direct -drive motors for the reels. A three - 
head deck, its response is rated as 20 Hz to 22 kHz 
with metal tape at -20 dB recording level. S/N ratio 
with Dolby C on is listed as 80 dB. Price is $675. 
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PROGRAMMABLE 
AUDIO PROCESSOR 

Lexicon has produced what it calls the "first user pro- 
grammable audio processor with memory." The 
model 97 "Super Prime Time "T\1 includes eight ef- 
fects: flanging, resonant flanging, doubling, tripling, 
chorusing, slap echo, short echo and long echo, and 
allows the user to "create, store in memory and recall 
the desired effects in any sequence at the push of a 
button." The 97 model stores eight factory preset pro- 

h' PRIME ÌIME 

FULL -RANGE P.A. SPEAKER 
A new full -range speaker is available from Eastern 
Acoustic Works, the professional sound manufac- 
turer. The model FR -350 claims comparable 
performance to multi- component sound systems 
and an efficiency of 107 dB SPL per watt over the 
operating range of 45- 22,000 Hz. Bass frequencies 
are handled by one 15 -inch cone driver (3 -inch 
diameter voice coil); middle frequencies by a 
13/4 -inch compression driver mated to an exponen- 
tial horn with a 500 Hz cutoff; high frequencies are 
reproduced by a matched pair of 5/8 -inch compres- 
sion driver horn tweeters. Packaging of the FR -350 
conforms to on- the -road requirements and includes 
recessed hand -holds, steel -ball -type roadie corners 
and a control and connector panel with parallel 
banana jacks and 1/4-inch standard phone jacks. 
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grams and thirty -two user created programs of effects 
in a non -volatile memory. If engineers and producers 
want to keep certain effects for future use, the unit 
allows for off -loading user programs to ordinary 
cassettes. The Super Prime TimeTM supplies the user 
with a distortion figure of less than .03% at all delay 
times; up to 1.92 seconds of full bandwidth delay; 90 
dB dynamic range; two separate inputs for input mix- 
ing and cross -connection of two delay lines for com- 
plex processing. 
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DBX -NEW GENERATION 
The well -known model 160 from dbx has a new 
generation which allows for switchable Over Easy° 
and hard -knee operation regardless of compression 
ratio selected. The 160X Compressor /Limiter has a 
dual true RMS display system which utilizes a 
19 -LED display to monitor input or output signal 

level over a 60 -dB range and a 12 -LED display to in- 
dicate the amount of gain reduction over a 40 -dB 
range. The 160X Compressor /Limiter provides con- 
tinuously variable compression ratio from 1:1 to 

oc :1 to -1:1, and permits operation at all standard 
studio and broadcast levels via its input /output 
capability of +24 dBm. 
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ECHO /DIGITAL RECORDER 
The "Echo /Digital Recorder" (EDR) is an innovative 
signal processor from Imaginearing Audio of 
Milwaukie, Oregon. Computer- controlled and key - 
operated, the device is capable of the following ef- 
fects: echo, reverse echo, echo hold, echo reverse 
hold, record, playback, "live" sound on sound or 
multi- track -all from the EDR keypad or via remote 
control at distances up to 100 feet. R -C options in- 
clude a keypad and a foot -controlled model. 
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MODULAR MIXER 
Interface Electronics of Houston, Texas announces 
its Model 400B, offered as a high- performance com- 
pact mixer of fully modular plug -in construction. Its 
primary use, says Interface, will be in sound system 
where it makes four mono submixes, each of which 
can be panned into the two main stereo outputs. 
Slider masters are provided for submixes and main 
outputs. The four cue /effects sends can be used for 
special effects, cueing or stage monitoring. The 
operator's stereo monitor listens to the main output, 
or to the cue mixes, or to any input solo. The mixer 
also lends itself to stage monitoring, to recording up 
to eight tracks, to mixdown for stereo or mono and 
other applications. Modular and sectional, the 400B 
has a basic unit with ten inputs (or less). Each added 
section holds fifteen more inputs. Modules have 
three equalizers with 15 -dB boost or cut capability 
plus a wide -range tuneable mid- frequency EQ as 
well as sharp low- and high- frequency cutoffs. The 
basic 10 -input model is priced at $3500. 

EXCALIBUR CASE 
Excalibur Industries of Lake View Terrace, Ca. is 
producing a videocassette recorder case which 
allows the user to operate the unit while it is still in 
the case. The VCR is pressure- fitted into heavy 
foam pads and remains in the case. The case also has 
heavy rubber bumpers on the bottom and a ventila- 
tion system which ensures proper air flow from 
under and above the VCR through the rear of the 
case. Construction is of ' /a" plywood covered with 
either fiberglass or ABS; interior is 2" thick 
Ethafoam. Price is $450. 
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ENCE ACCESS SYSTEM 
The model ARU (also known as the "Other Half ") is 
an ambience access system from Benchmark 
Acoustics of New York, NY. Designed to recover the 
ambience present in a given recording, the ARU 
adds no reverb. The original signal is transmitted 
"as is" to the front speakers, while the same signal is 
also fed to side speakers with a time delay of 0.03 se- 
cond. In addition, a pair of rear speakers receives an 
uncorrelated signal consisting of the difference by 
0.03 second. Explains Benchmark: Since most 
recordings are cut in mono at extremely low frequen- 
cies, the difference signal will tend to be bass -shy. To 
fill in here, a mono signal made up of the sum of left 
and right front channels is added to the rear 
speakers below 60 Hz. Highs are contoured for the 
side and rear frequencies as they would be in a con- 
cert hall. A remote -control unit permits the sound 
levels for front, side and rear speakers to be adjusted 
from up to 25 feet distance. Said to be capable of 
functioning with any kind of music, the ARU also is 
credited with broadening the effective stereo listen- 
ing area. Price is $829. 
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MORE FOR THE PR99 
Realizing that its popular PR99 tape machine is being 
used for a number of different purposes, Studer Revox 
has issued a transportation case, a monitor panel and 
a roll- around console for the machine. The console per- 
mits three -position angling: 30 °, 45 ° and horizontal. 

NEVw FROM HEIL 
Heil Sound of Marissa, Illinois has introduced four 
new products, two high- powered amplifiers and two 
mixers. The amps are the PRO 200E. (150 watts per 
channel) and the PRO 400B (260 watts Fer channel, 4 
ohms). Both amplifiers feature a module design called 
MOD -U -PAC for easy service, and the e'rclusive Heil 
AUTO -MATCH input circuitry that automatically 
senses either balanced or unbalancec fixes and swit- 
ches the inputs to match the correct mode. The amps 
are standard 19 -inch rafk size. 

Rear panel openings make for easy access for AC and 
all connections. The transportation case is made from 
the same housing as the console and has a snap -on 
front cover and flush -mounted handles, plus is finish- 
ed in scuff -resistant vinyl. The 19 -inch monitor panel, 
which may be fitted in a 31/2-inch space at the top of 
the cabinet housing, contains a 6 -inch oval speaker, a 
volume control, an amp card and a track selector 
switch. 
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"DC CIRCUITS" COURSE 
Having already published two texts covering basic 
electricity concepts, mathematics, parallel circuits, 
voltage dividers, capacitors, inductors, etc., Radio 
Shack, a division of Tandy Corporation, has now re- 
leased a series of six cassettes as an instructional 
complement to the two -volume DC Circuits text. 
The two books, DC Circuits Vol. I, "Basic Electrici- 
ty and Circuit Concepts" (62-2019) and DC Circuits 
Vol. II, "Circuit Analysis Methods" (62 -2020) are 
$6.95 each and should interest recordists who need 
to know the basic facts of electricity before diving 
off the deep end. The cassette program complement 
is $29.95. 
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In addition Heil has _ssued the PRJ E00 and SIX- 
TEEN THREE mix ers. The PRO 800 is a low cost 
mixer ($385) with eight low impedance inputs, 
variable gain and two -stage EQ, ±18 dB boost and 
cut. Weight is 7 lbs. The SIXTEEN THREE is a more 
sophisticated console with sixteen inputs and LED 
monitoring for level. Its output panel con ains, among 
other features, two sú masters, a r-ior.o mixdown, 
four monitor masters and line inputs fir all sixteen in- 
puts as well as each aubmaster and monitor. Price is 
$2,290. 
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MUSICAL INSTRUMENT AMPLIFIERS 

Road Electronics has added two new 
compact amps to its product line -the 
single -channel L120 and the switchable- 
channel SL120. Both amps feature 
three -band active EQ including Road's 
Parascan midrange EQ with variable 
frequency from 400 Hz to 3 kHz, reverb, 
master volume control, effects patching 
loop, a headphone output which discon- 
nects the speaker and an extension 
speaker jack. Both amps are rated at 60 
watts RMS and have a special - design 
12 -inch speaker. Channel switching on 
the SL120 is accomplished via a 
footswitch with LED indicators. 

CIRCLE 1 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

Peavey recently announced three new 
models which should be of interest to the 
lovers of the tube amplifier sound. The 
three models comprise the VTX series 
and are all tube amplifiers in line with 
Peavey's long -standing policy of offer- 
ing both tube and solid -state amps; two 
of the model names are familiar to 
Peavey fans, but the amps are all new to 
complement the recent updates in 
Peavey's transistor amp lineup. All 
three models are two -channel amps with 
Peavey's Automix remote selection 
system. All three amps feature Peavey's 

EQ scheme which combines three bands 
of passive EQ (bass, mid and treble) with 
an active presence section, and they all 
feature Peavey's exclusive Saturation 
circuit which yields unmatched sustain, 
overload dynamics and tonal texture. 
Another feature common to all is a pull - 
for- bright switch on each input channel 
which is designed to change as the gain 
of the channel is varied, and a pull -for- 
thick control for increased harmonic 
content in the midrange; the thick effect 
is enabled by pulling the treble tone con- 
trol, but it may also be programmed to 
operate when the lead channel is 
selected from the footswitch. Also stan- 
dard in the VTX Series is an Ac- 
cutronics Type IV Reverb unit which 
can also be selected from the Automix 
footswitch. The smallest of the VTX 
Series is the MX, a high- powered (130 
watts RMS) compact amp with a single 
12 -inch Black Widow premium speaker 
and a "no-frills" approach to the design. 
The Classic is a familiar Peavey model 
name, and this new version of the 
Classic features 65 watts RMS and a 
pair of 12 -inch Scorpion speakers, plus a 
built -in Peavey phase shifter in addition 
to the standard features already men- 
tioned. Both the Classic and the MX 
have a lead channel with Saturation and 
a normal channel which feed a common 
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EQ and master section. The Heritage, 
on the other hand, has two completely 
separate channels, a lead channel with 
Saturation and the Peavey passive /ac- 
tive EQ circuit, and a normal channel 
which has pre- and post -volume controls 
and a three -band active EQ circuit with 
semi -parametric midrange EQ which 
may be swept over the 150 Hz to 1.5 
kHz range for precise control of tonal 
balance. The Heritage also includes the 
same phase shifter circuit found in the 
Classic. The Heritage delivers 130 watts 
RMS into its pair of 12 -inch Scorpion 
loudspeakers. 

CIRCLE 2 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

Randall Instruments Inc. recently an- 
nounced the introduction of two new 
amplifiers, a high -performance, high - 
power bass amp head and a high - 
performance compact combo amp for 
guitarists. The Randall Bass 500 is a 
new generation of bass amp featuring 
unlimited headroom to prevent input 
clipping even with today's hot pickups 
and sophisticated circuitry. The control 
compliment includes Gain, Treble, Mid, 
Mid Frequency Shift, Bass, Bass Rolloff 
Filter and Master Volume, plus a five - 
band graphic EQ; all controls use active 
circuitry. The graphic EQ and master 
volume may be switched out of the 
signal path for operation more like a con- 
ventional bass amp; switching is via a 
footswitch, and an LED indicator is pro- 
vided to indicate when the EQ and 
master volume are in circuit. An effects 
patch loop is provided as well as a signal 
out jack for satellite amps or direct feeds 
to mixing boards. Power output of the 
Randall Bass 500 is rated at 300 watts 
RMS into 2 ohms. The Randall 
RG -80 -112 SC is a two -channel, 80 -watt 
combo amp with an interesting blend of 
features. One channel of the amp has an 
extremely high sensitivity (1.5 mV) for 
loads of distortion and sustain while the 
other is the clean channel. A footswitch 
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is provided to select either channel or 
both together, and LED indicators are 
provided on both the panel and the 
footswitch. Each channel has an input 
gain control and a master level control, 
and the amp has bass, mid, treble, 
presence and reverb controls which are 
common to both channels. An effects 
patch loop is provided, plus a preamp 
out. The amp accurately duplicates the 
sound of tube amps thanks to a FET 
preamp design, a special power amp de- 
sign and the Celestion G12 -80 speaker. 

CIRCLE 3 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

St. Louis Music Supply has announc- 
ed the addition of a new, higher powered 
amplifier to its Crate line. The new amp 
is the Condor CR -90EV, a 90 -watt RMS 
model with two foot -switchable chan- 
nels, each of which has a gain control 
and a master volume control. Other 
features include active equalization, an 
effects patch loop, low impedance and 
high impedance direct outputs with 
level control, Hammond reverb, a 
12 -inch Electro -Voice speaker and a 
solid walnut and oak cabinet. 

CIRCLE 4 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

GUITARS AND BASSES 

Kaman Music has introduced the 
latest in bowl- bodied acoustic guitars 
under its Matrix trademark. The con- 
cept of a guitar with a bowl- shaped 
back made from molded fiberglass was 
pioneered by Kaman under its Ovation 
trademark, and the new Matrix line 
makes use of several technological ad- 
vances to bring this design to popular - 
priced guitars as well as the premium 
end of the market. The Matrix guitars 
all use the familiar rounded back mold- 
ed from a fiberglass material known as 
Lyramold which is mated to a 
laminated spruce top with a premium 
bracing pattern for optimized projec- 
tion and tone. The unusual feature of 
the Matrix models is found in the neck 
where a solid aluminum, T- section 
brace with integral heel is covered with 
a new high density plastic material 
known as Urelite, which is said to 
resemble mahogany in look and feel 
while delivering much better durabili- 
ty. The neck is smooth and contoured 
for fast hand movement, and the 
rosewood fingerboard with nickel - 
silver frets is also conducive to fast 
fingering. Matrix guitars are available 
in 6- and 12- string models as straight 
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acoustics, acoustic /electrics with piezo- 
electric pickups mounted on the bridge 
and as acoustic /electrics with built -in 
FET preamps and bridge- mounted 
piezo -electric pickups. 

CIRCLE 5ON READER SERVICE CARD 

Two new models, an electric guitar 
and a bass, have been added to the 
Vantage line from Music Technology, 
Inc. Both new models carry the VP -795 
model number and feature neck - 
through -body construction with 
laminated maple and mahogany necks 
and mahogany bodies. The VP -795 
guitar features two custom -designed 

Vantage humbucking pickups with 
coil -tap, phase and pickup selector 
switches, solid brass nut and saddle in- 
serts in a tunomatic -style adjustable 
bridge. The VP -795 bass has twin split - 
style Vantage pickups with a three - 
way selector switch, and also features 
a solid brass nut and an adjustable 
brass bridge. 

CIRCLE 6 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

Odyssey Guitars makes something 
like a dozen models of guitars and 
basses, most of which are available in a 
choice of two colors, although in reality 
most of the models are variations on 
the same handsome double cutaway 
design. Among the design features 
common to all the models are neck - 
through -body construction, DiMarzio 
pickups on the guitars and Bartolini or 
DiMarzio pickups on the basses, and 
Grover or Schaller tuning machines. 
The top of the Odyssey line is the 

Series 100 which is a carved body 
model with a bookmatched maple top 
3/4 -inch thick with a herringbone and 
ivoroid binding around the edge; the 
guitar uses two DiMarzio Dual Sound 
pickups with separate tone and volume 
controls, phase switch and dual sound 
switches, while the bass uses a pair of 
Bartolini Hi -A pickups with separate 
volume and tone controls. The 200 
series is identical in features to the 100 
series, but has bodies carved from 
select ash wood without the edge bind- 
ing of the Series 100. 

The 300 Series from Odyssey is 
deluxe in the sense that it uses the 
same components as the 100 and 200 
series, but no- frills in the sense that the 
body is simply shaped from Honduras 
mahogany rather than being a carved 
body. Also available are the Hawk 
Series 400, an economy series with 
natural- finish maple bodies and 
simplified electronics (single DiMarzio 
for the bass, and two lower model 
DiMarzios with simplified volume and 
tone controls); the semi -acoustic Series 
500 with free -floating solid spruce tops 
over the neck -through -body back; and 
the design- your -own Custom Series 
600 with your choice of pickups and 
electronics including an available built - 
in six -band graphic equalizer. 

CIRCLE 7 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

New from International Music Cor- 
poration is a new classical guitar model 
in its Hondo line. The new model is 
known simply as "The Guitar," or, 
more precisely, as Model 7, and 
features a cedar top, book matched 
rosewood back and rosewood sides. 
The binding on the guitar is also 
rosewood, and there is handsome mar- 
quetry inlaid around the soundhole. 
Hondo's new classic was designed for 
brilliant midrange and treble 
and is said to be an ideal recording 
instrument. 

CIRCLE 8 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

Curlee U.S.A. has announced a new 
series of electric basses, the ST2001 
series, comprising six new models with 
popular body styles. All six models 
feature adjustable rock maple necks 
with 24 frets, and bodies made of either 
Brazilian walnut, mahogany or koa 
wood. Components on the Curlee 
ST2001 series are top -notch and include 
Grover tuning machines, Badass 
bridges and DiMarzio pickups. 

CIRCLE 9 ON READER SERVICE CARD 4 
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By James F. Rupert 

Equipment selection can be a multi -headed dragon 
for the new studio owner. The equipment you decide 
to purchase has to jibe with the direction that you 
wish the studio to go in. An Audio /Visual recording 
studio will have a far different equipment emphasis 
than will a straight multi -track music studio. Recor- 
ding studios to be used with film production will 
necessitate more specialized gear yet. Every ad you 
read in this or any other studio -based publication is 
designed to convince you that the product shown is 
the one that you just have to have to prevent you from 
curling up into a little ball and turning into toe jam. 
Don't get me wrong, they are all fine and reputable 
products, but you obviously can't buy them all. That 
same wonder option you hocked Grandma's teeth to 
get this year might prove to be of use only as a 

doorstop next year. Not because it malfunctioned; 
not because it's obsolete; not because it's a bad 
product. You might not be using it because you found 
out too late that you really had no use for it in the 
first place. 

The following is a listing of equipment you might 
want to consider for your studio business. It will be 
up to you to decide which items listed will truly be 
necessary to your operation and which will be icing 
on the cake. On the form you can put check marks in 
the columns marked "D," "P," and "F" (Definite, 
Possible and Future) to establish some sort of 
priorities for what you feel you must have to start, 
what you would like to get if there are enough remain- 
ing funds and what you might consider purchasing 
down the trail. By each item there is also room to 
notate a few possible manufacturers' products you'd 
like to consider for that item. The final column is for a 

generalized price range you would like (or are forced 
by your pocketbook) to stay within. (For suggestions 
of manufacturers and prices I would strongly advise 
consulting with Modern Recording & Music's Buyer's 
Guide. This should be an invaluable aid in narrowing 
down your choices as to which products you would 
like to perhaps receive any additional information on.) 

When filling out this list, take everything in your 
situation into account. If you are familiar with your 
competition and their set -up (and you better be, 
Harvey!), decide if you need a certain hunk of gear to 
keep pace with them or if you are going to try for 
another direction. Perhaps you might be able to af- 
ford something that would give you the one -up on 
them in the long run. Perhaps they have accustomed 
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the clientele in your area to a certain way of doing 
things for reasons of both creativity or convenience. 
Are you going to fight that with your own way of do- 
ing things or are you going to offer the same type of 
services for less? Once again, there has to be some 
kind of demand for something that the competition 
cannot or will not offer or there is not much sense in 
your competing with them. If customers are happy 
where they are and you cannot offer them anything 
different in your operation, then it's time to pull down 
your shingle and convert your equipment into very ex- 
pensive planters. 

Remember your budget, too. A beauriful new 
sixteen -track recorder doesn't do you much good if 
you have no rubles left over to buy mixers, 
microphones, etc. Your budget limits will initially 
determine your overall balance, but if things go right 
it is also the foundation that you will build into bigger 
and better equipment in time. 

It's all up to you. No one can tell you what to buy or 
which is the best. Maybe when it comes right down to 
it, there is no such thing as an absolute best. Nothing 
is perfect for everybody. But with a little research you 
can nail down with reasonable confidence what is 
the best for your budget, your room size, your level of 
expertise and your studio direction. 

Now before the letters pour in saying, "Geez 
Rupert, you dumb schlemiel! You forgot to include 
the electronic winky -tink float -a -toner in that list," let 
me toss out the disclaimer that this list is far from 
complete as to all the options available on the 
market today. Nor does it include studio instruments 
you might want to have (e.g., synthesizers, drums, 
amps, vocoders, piano, organ, etc.). Also, don't forget 
about furniture, test equipment, repair equipment, 
19 -inch racks, shelving and possibly high -speed 
cassette and /or reel -to -reel duplicators. This list is, 
as usual, only a starting point to get everybody head- 
ed in the right direction for his /her own studio 
business. 

Once again, think and choose carefully. You might 
want to make some photo- copies of the list for figur- 
ing and re- figuring your needs. An audio /visual studio 
might definitely need an audio pulse generator where 
a totally music studio might put more priority on 
phasing and flanging options. Yet both need items 
like tape head care kits and de- gaussers. (You can't 
forget the basics!) 

See you again, next time. 
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ITEM D P F Possible Manufacturers Price Range 

16-track machine 

8-channel machine 
4trk/4channel deck 
2-channel half-track deck 
2- channel 1/4 -track deck 

Full-track mono deck 
Variable speed control 
Cassette deck (Dolby) 

Mixing console 

1 Mixing console expander 
Monitor amp(s) 

Control room monitors 
Studio monitors 
Crossovers 
Dolby(s) 

dbx(s) 

Noise reduction 
Graphic equalizer 
Parametric equalizer 
Limiter(s) 

Noise gate(s) 

Phaser(s) 

Flanger(s) 

Compressor(s) 

HarmonizerlM 

Expander 
Aural Exciter 

Sibilance control 
Notch Filter(s) 

Digital delay 

Analog delay 

Reverb unit 
Pop/scratch filter 
Turntable 

Cartridge (phono) 

Pulse generator 
Direct boxes 

Headphones 
Multi-headphone junction box(es) 

AM-FM tuner 
Patch bay 

Metronome 

Tape head care kit 
Record disc care kit 
Degausser 
Bulk tape eraser 

Mic stands 
Mic cables 

Mic clips /mounts 
Phantom power supply 
Patch cords/cables 

Microphones -(Matched pairs? 
Omni? Cardioid? Stereo ?) 
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ne characteristic of modern record- 
ing equipment stands out: It's com- 

plicated! Before you can achieve a quali- 
ty recording, there are many functions 
and procedures to learn; much equip- 
ment and terminology to understand. 

How do you adjust all the knobs and 
switches, and choose and place the mic- 
rophones to attain that elusive quality, 
"good sound "? To answer that question, 
this series of articles will separate the 
multitude of equipment and procedures 
into easily understandable parts, and 
will describe effective methods for get- 
ting on tape the kind of sound you want 
to hear. 

First, let's take a quick look at the en- 
tire process. Musical sound starts with 
the musician and his or her instrument, 
goes through a series of changes and 
manipulations and ends with the mus- 
ical experience in the ears and mind of 
the listener. The series of events and 
equipment that are involved in sound re- 
cording and playback is called the re- 
cording- and -reproduction chain (Figure 
1). This article will take a broad view of 
the parts of the chain; later installments 
will describe each part in detail. 

The Beginning of the Chain: 
The Musician and 

His Instrument 
From a recording engineer's view- 

point, a musical instrument is a source 
of sound to be captured on tape. The 
musician uses the instrument as a tool 
to convert musical ideas and feelings in- 
to sound waves (vibrations of air molec- 
ules). The playing technique and the 
quality of the instrument affect the 
sound the instrument produces. Sound 

waves travel in all directions from the in- 
strument, and a different tone quality 
radiates in every direction. 

Studio Acoustics 
After the sound waves leave the in- 

strument, they travel through the air 
and bounce or reflect off the walls, ceil- 
ing and floor of the studio or recording 
room. The room surfaces affect the char- 
acter of the reflected sound, which in 
turn contributes to the instrumental 
timbre (tone quality) and adds a sense of 
ambience or space. 

Microphones 
A microphone is a transducer, a de- 

vice that converts one form of energy in- 
to another. Specifically, a microphone 
converts acoustical energy (sound 
waves) into electrical energy (the signal). 
This conversion is done because elec- 
trical signals are easy to control, modify 
and record. By controlling the electrical 
signal, you can control the sound of the 
reproduced music. 

Microphone technique is the selection 
and placement of microphones to pick 
up sound sources. The type of micro- 
phones used and their placement rel- 
ative to the instruments affect the re- 
corded tone quality and the amount of 
room ambience that is picked up. Often, 
many microphones are used, even one or 
more per instrument. 

The Mixing Console 
The electrical signals from all the mi- 

crophones are conducted via cables to 
the mixer or mixing console. A mixer, (1) 

amplifies the signals from the micro- 
phones; (2) controls their relative vol- 

by Bruce Bartlett 

urnes; (3) blends all the signals into one 
or more composite signals; and (4) sends 
the composite signals to tape recorders, 
amplifiers and speakers. Mixing con- 
soles offer other functions such as 
equalization or tone control, submixing, 
signal -level metering and control of 
special sonic effects. 

Outboard Equipment 
Separate from the mixing console, 

these devices produce special effects to 
further influence the sound quality and, 
possibly, to enhance the music. Some ex- 
amples are reverberation, delay, flang- 
ing, limiting and compression. 

The Cue System enables the musi- 
cians to hear each other, and previously 
recorded material, through headphones. 
This system includes the cue mixer built 
into the mixing console, the cue amp- 
lifier and headphones. 

Tape Machines convert the electrical 
signals from the mixing console into 
magnetic signals stored on magnetic 
tape. A tape recorder acts like a time 
machine, storing the music in magnetic 
form until playback at a later date. Dur- 
ing playback, the magnetic signals on 
tape are converted back into electrical 
signals for amplification. Noise reduc- 
tion devices often are connected at the 
input and output of the tape machine to 
reduce tape hiss. 

Note in Figure 1 that the signal from 
the console can go to either a two -track 
tape recorder or a multi -track tape re- 
corder. If you mix the music as it is per- 
formed, you send the mixed signal from 
the console to a two -track tape recorder. 
The tape made on that machine is the 
final product. As an alternative, you can 
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send individual signals from each instru- 
ment (or group of instruments) to 
separate tracks of a multi -track tape 
recorder. Then all the tracks can be 
played through the console for mod- 
ification and mixing after the recording 
session. The recorded signals from the 
tape tracks, rather than the "live 
signals from the microphones, are mixed 
using the console. You play back the 
multi -track tape of the performance 
several times until the mix is perfected. 
Your final mix is recorded on the two - 
track machine, and the resulting two - 
track tape is the final product. 

The Monitor System lets the record- 
ing engineer hear the sound of the in- 
struments one at a time, or blended as 
the final listener will hear it. This system 
includes a monitor mixer, amplifiers, 
loudspeakers, headphones and listening - 
room or control -room acoustics. The 
electrical signal from the mixing console 
or tape machine is amplified and is sent 
to a pair of loudspeakers or headphones, 
which convert the electrical signal into 
an acoustical signal (sound waves). 
Ideally, these sound waves bear a re- 
semblance to those produced by the 
original instruments. Listening -room 
sound reflections affect the timbre and 
decay -in -time of the final sound reaching 
the ears of the listener. We have arrived 
at the end of the chain. 

To summarize, let's review all the 
changes the music went through from 
start to finish: 

1) The music begins as sound waves 
(musical instruments). 
2) The sound of the instrument is in- 

fluenced by room reflections (studio 
acous tics). 
3) The sound that is picked up is part- 
ly determined by microphone place- 
ment (microphone techniques). 
4) The sound is converted to an elec- 
trical signal (microphones). 
5)The signal is modified 
(microphones, mixing console and 
outboard equipment). 
6) The modified electrical signal is 
changed to a magnetic signal for stor- 
age (tape recording). 
7) The magnetic signal is reconverted 
to an electrical signal (tape playback). 
8) The electrical signal is amplified 
and is changed back into sound (mon- 
itor- system amplifiers and speakers). 
9) The loudspeaker sound is influ- 
enced by room reflections (listening - 
room acoustics). 

10) The sound strikes the listener's 
ears and is heard as music. 
The end product of the "recording" 

half of the chain is the master tape. Ex- 
tensions to the chain at that point in- 
clude tape copies, record cutting and 
stamping and the listener's home stereo 
system. 

Every Link Is Important 
Each "link" of the recording repro- 

duction chain contributes to the 
total sound quality. A good -sounding 
master tape is the end result of optimiz- 
ing every part of the chain (this series 
will suggest methods to do this). Con- 
versely, a bad -sounding tape can be 
caused by a deficiency in any part of 
the chain. 

Consider, for example, the causes of 
"muddy sound" (a common fault of am- 
ateur recordings). "Muddy sound" gen- 
erally means too much bass, too little 
treble or too much reverberation (sound 
reflections in a room). Too much bass 
may be due to a bassy -sounding instru- 
ment; a musical arrangement where sev- 
eral instruments are playing in the same 
low -pitch area; a close microphone place- 
ment that emphasizes a bassy part of 
the instrument; microphone proximity 
effect (bass boost of closely placed 
unidirectional microphones); too much 
low- frequency boost in the console 
equalizers; a rising low- frequency re- 
sponse in the tape recorder or loud- 
speakers; or corner placement of book- 
shelf speakers. (Muddy bass is quite 
common and is often the result of the 
bass playing loudly into a small room 
with walls that are too stiff or too sound- 
reflective.) 

Too little treble can be caused by such 
things as the musician's playing techni- 
que; worn -out strings on stringed in- 
struments; poor high- frequency 
response in the microphone, tape 
recorder or speakers; dirty tape heads; 
or a room acoustic treatment that ab- 
sorbs and muffles the high frequencies. 

Excessive reverberation might be due 
to insufficient absorptive materials in 
the recording or playback room; too dis- 
tant microphone placement; use of om- 
nidirectional microphones (because they 
do not reject reverberation); or excessive 
"leakage" of an instrument's sound into 
several microphones. 

To correct poor sound, you must de- 
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termine which parts of the chain are con- 
tributing to the problem and work on 
them. If you don't know where the prob- 
lem lies, it may be best to check out the 
end of the chain and work your way back 
toward the beginning. Start by improv- 
ing the control -room acoustics and mon- 
itor speakers if possible, then upgrade 
each link (including your techniques) 
back to the microphones, studio 
acoustics and musical instruments. 

A Home Recording Session 
To illustrate each part of the chain, we 

can use a home recording session as an 
example. Multiple microphones will be 
mixed down to a two -track tape as the 
musicians are playing. Note: By 
performing the following procedures in a 
"cookbook" fashion, you may be able to 
get a reasonably good sound on tape. As 
this series develops, however, you will 
come to understand the reason behind 
every procedure, so you can take a 
creative approach to recording. You'll be 
able to achieve the results you want, 
rather than blindly following what work- 
ed for one particular session. There are 
many ways to record music; here is just 
one. 

Imagine a pop -rock band who wants 
to record a simple demo tape to hear how 
it sounds and to document its progress. 
The band wants a clean- sounding tape 
free of production gimmicks and over- 
dubs. 

In a large carpeted living room, the 
musicians begin to set up for the record- 
ing session. They are fairly spread out 
around the room, but are close enough to 
play together in synchronization. Their 
instrumentation includes a small drum 
set, electric lead guitar, acoustic or elec- 
tric rhythm guitar, electric bass, sax- 
ophone and a vocalist. 

All the instruments are tuned and are 
adjusted acoustically to sound good 
"live" in the living room. For example, 
the guitars have new strings and the 
drum heads are lightly damped with 
folded handkerchiefs and masking tape. 

The recording engineer for the session 
is the group's sound man, who mixes its 
"live" sound at concerts. He has chosen 
to use many of the microphones that the 
group uses on stage. Specifically, "car - 
dioid dynamic" microphones with a 
"presence peak" in the frequency re- 
sponse (example: Shure 545 or SM57; 
Audio Technica model AT811 or AT812; 
or Electro- Voice's model DS35.) are used 
on bass drum, electric guitar amplifiers 
and sax. "Cardioid condenser" 

microphones with a wide, flat frequency 
response (example: Shure SM81) are us- 
ed on drums, acoustic guitar and voice. 
All the microphones are placed very 
close to the instruments to minimize 
pickup of room acoustics and leakage 
from other instruments. 

The drum set is covered with three 
microphones. One is placed about two 
inches out from and above the edge of 
the snare drum, aiming down toward the 
top head, coming in from the front of the 
set. It picks up the snare drum, hi -hat 
cymbals and one of the small tom -toms. 
Another microphone is positioned just 
above the top head of the floor tom, aim- 
ing up to pick up the cymbals, floor tom 
and one of the small toms. The front 
head is removed from the bass drum and 
a pillow inside the drum presses on the 
beater head to dampen or "tighten" the 
beat. The third microphone is placed in- 
side the bass drum a few inches from the 
head, about VI of the way from the cir- 
cumference of the head. 

On the lead -guitar amplifier /speaker 
is a microphone one inch from the grille 
cloth, aiming at the center of one of the 
speaker cones. The bass guitar is taken 
direct; that is, its output plugs into a 
direct box, a device that connects and 
matches the electric -bass signal directly 
to the mixing console. 

Acoustic guitar is covered with a mic- 
rophone about three inches from the 
sound hole. Since this close placement 
unnaturally emphasizes the bass, the 
engineer flips the tone-control switch on 
the microphone to the "bass rolloff" 
position. This rolloff is also used on the 
vocal microphone placed three inches 
from the mouth at nose level. A foam 
pop filter or windscreen goes on the 
vocal microphone to prevent "pops" (ex- 
plosive breath sounds) from the letters 
"p" and "t." The sax is picked up with a 
microphone near the bell, aiming at the 
finger holes. 

All the microphones are plugged into 
a snake, a box with several microphone 
connectors attached to a long multiple - 
conductor cable that carries the signals 
back to the mixing console. 

A strip of masking tape is pressed 
across the front top of the console (below 
the faders) to write on the names of the 
instruments that each console volume 
control (or fader) affects. For example, 
the vocal microphone is arbitrarily plug- 
ged into Input 1 of the snake, and Fader 
1 of the console is labeled "vocal." A 
similar procedure is followed for the 
other microphones and console faders. 

The recording engineer wants to 
listen to (or monitor) only the sound of 
the recording he is mixing, not the 
"live" sound of the band. To do that, he 
has placed the mixing console and tape 
recorder in a separate room with the 
door closed, and he is wearing high - 
quality headphones that seal off his ears 
from the outside world. The headphones 
are plugged into the output of a monitor 
amplifier (from a home stereo system) 
that can be switched to amplify the out- 
put of either the console or the tape 
recorder. 

Before the session starts, the engineer 
cleans and demagnetizes the tape 
recorder heads and threads some high - 
output, low -noise tape onto the tape 
machine. He feeds a 1,000 Hz calibration 
tone into the console and sets the tone 
level to read 0 UV on the two console 
output meters. The tape recorder record - 
level controls are set so that the calibra- 
tion tone from the console reads 0 VU on 
the tape recorder meters, and 30 seconds 
of tone are recorded. 

Every knob and switch on the two- 
channel console is set to "flat" or "0" as 
required, so as to have no effect. The 
engineer turns up the monitor amplifier 
volume control and sets the master 
faders (that control the overall level) on 
the console about 3/4 up. 

With the equipment in place and 
calibrated, he is ready for a "mic check." 
He turns up one microphone at a time (or 
solos each microphone) and listens for 
recording -room sounds to make sure 
each microphone and its cable are work- 
ing. If not, he checks any microphone 
on -off switches, batteries and power 
supplies, and replaces cables if 
necessary. 

As the band rehearses its first pieces, 
the engineer sets the console input at- 
tenuators for each microphone so that 
no distortion is audible. This particular 
console has, on each input module, an 
LED -a miniature light that comes on 
when clipping distortion occurs in the 
microphone preamp. He increases the in- 
put attenuation just until the LED 
stops coming on. 

Then, using the console faders, and 
listening through headphones, he begins 
to mix the instruments -to adjust their 
relative loudness for a pleasing balance. 
Basically, he mixes the instruments to 
resemble the sound of records played 
over the same headphones. The actual 
mix he prefers depends on the song, the 
arrangement and the musical style. 

So that the musicians can hear the 
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Roland Understanding 
Technology 
Series 

Subjec -: 
Total Percussion 
for Rectirding, 
Perform ng and 
Composing 
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Writing 
Because the TR-808 is com- 
pletely programmable, the 
rhythm selection is no= limited 
to factory presets. Anyrhythrn 
pattern can be easily written 
into the TR -808 cigital mem- 
ory. even odd time signatures 
like 5/4 and 7/8. 

The progra nming is done 
in real time using the step 
method we pioneered with 
our BOSS Dr. Rhwthm. How- 
ever, the nLmberof steps is 
variable so that nythms can 
be programmed with as sma 1 

a division as 32nd notes. 

The Roland TR- idoubte _ _ 

standard for rhythm machines of the future because it 
does what no rhythm machine of the past has ever done. 
Not only does the TR -808 allow programming of indi- 
vidual rhythm patterns, it can also program the entire 
percussion track of a song from beginning to end, 
complete with breaks, rolls, literally anything you 
can think of. 

Playing 
A total of 32 different rhythm 
patterns can be wr tten into 
the TR -808. Rhythms are 
played by selectinç one of the 
16 switches along tie bottom 
of the front panel. These can 
be switched while a rhythm is 
playing to change from a 
straight beat to a fil , or 
another rhythm. 

LEDs indicate which rhythm 
is playing. and a Prescale fea- 
ture makes sure all rhythms 
are in time with each other, 
even while switchirg 
between odd and even 
time signatures. 

Composing 
A feature that sets the TR -878 
apart frcn any other rhythm 
device is its ability to record 
an entire 7.omposition's per- 
cussion score, which we call 
Composing the Rhythm 
Track. Timis accomplishec in 
exactly te same way as he 
unit is p aged, by switching 
from one rhythm to another 
only this is done while in a 
Compose.Mode. When the 
song is bier and you switch 
from Compose to Play, eve -y 
change has been recordec: 
every fil . straight beat and 
break, cp to 768 measures 
in length. 

Roland 
We Want You to Understanc he Future 

The Voices 
The eleven instument voices 
of tie TR-878 riclude bass 
and snare drums, three toms . 
three cyrrLal' vices, hand 
claps anc mote. Roland 's 

exclusive procrammable 
accents give additional life to 
any programmed rh,ytnm. 

Each voicehs its own level 
control for tÖta mix. and many 
of ttie voices heve timb, e. tun - 
Inc and c :ay :ontrols. If 

that's not enoLgh control . 

each voice its own output 
jack so it can be processed 
however ycu 

Ro andCoro LS 
2401 Saybrook Ave. 
Las Angeles. 90040 
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vocalist and acoustic guitar, they are 
wearing headphones fed with a cue mix. 
The engineer uses the "cue" section of 
the console to mix the microphone 
signals as required for the musicians' 
headphones. This mix is separate from 
the one going on tape. 

For this particular song, no equaliza- 
tion (tone control) is needed except for 
some bass rolloff on the acoustic guitar 
microphone (about -10 dB at 100 Hz) 
and a treble boost for the drum micro- 
phones ( +6 dB at 10 kHz). 

The pan pots (panoramic poten- 
tiometers) on the console affect the 
sound -image location of each instru- 
ment between the two stereo speakers 
used for playback. The engineer decides 
to "pan" (place the image of) the bass, 
kick drum and vocal to center. Lead 
guitar and sax are sent far left and 
rhythm guitar goes far right. The two re- 
maining drum microphones are panned 
half -left and half- right, respectively. 

Since very little room ambience (or 
sound reflections) is picked up by the 
closely placed microphones, the sound is 
overly "dead" or "dry," lacking in "air" 
or "space." To correct this, the engineer 
adds artificial reverberation (simulated 

sound reflections or echoes) by setting 
the two "echo receive" controls on the 
console about 1/2 way up, and by turning 
up the "echo send" controls as desired 
for each instrument. He decides to put a 
little reverb on only the vocal and sax. 

The band plays the song a few more 
times while the engineer perfects the 
mix. He sets the tape recorder in 
"record" mode at 15 ips tape speed, 
slates or announces on tape the name 
and take number of the tune and records 
a final mix of the entire performance, 
while keeping an eye on the VU meters. 
The master gain controls (or master 
faders) of the console are adjusted so 
that the tape recorder VU meters peak 
often at 0 VU and occasionally at +3 
VU maximum. Note that some profes- 
sional consoles can overdrive some tape 
recorders, causing distortion. In this 
case, the console meter levels are reduc- 
ed until distortion stops (typically, 
about 12 dB), while the tape recorder 
record levels are increased by the same 
amount. 

With the song finished, the engineer 
plays back the recording and tries to 
listen objectively as if he were hearing a 
record. He asks himself such questions 

as, "Is any voice or instrument too loud 
or soft ?" "Is the amount of reverb right 
for the song ?" Do the sounds of the in- 
struments require any equalization ?" 
"Is the stereo stage well balanced from 
left to right ?" 

It turns out that he's reasonably hap- 
py with the recording, so he plays the 
tape to the musicians over the stereo 
speakers in the living room. Each musi- 
cian comments that he wants his own in- 
strument to be a little louder on tape. 
After some discussion, several more 
songs are recorded with the mix, reverb 
and equalization adjusted as required. 
Finally, the engineer edits out (or cuts 
out) the tape between songs, and splices 
4 seconds (60 inches) of leader tape be- 
tween each song. He labels the master 
tape reel and its box for their contents. 
The recording session is complete. 

There are many other ways to con- 
duct a session. A multi -track recording 
session, for example, requires separate 
recording, over -dubbing and mixing 
stages. Each session procedure, and 
each link of the recording /reproduction 
chain, will be explored in detail in 
future issues of Modern Recording & 

Music so, save each issue. 

The A/DA Stereo Tapped Delay (STD -1) is the only vol- 
tage controlled analog delay capable of producing 
six different delays simultaneously, making it the most 
powerful time processor available for "stereo" flang- 
ing, doubling. and multi -voice chorus effects. 

Conventional delays take one input signal and 
produce one output signal at one delay length. When 
a signal enters the STD-1, it is delayed. then tapped at 
six different non -harmonically related points ranging 
from 1.3 to 55.5 ms. This produces six variations of the 
signal, each capable of being assigned and mixed 
into two output channels. The non -harmonically 
related taps create a natural sounding time delay, 
while other units at best, are multiples of some fixed 
delay time, creating predictable sounding effects. 

The extensive delay section produces a 1- 5x con- 
tinuously variable delay range from each tap. The 
delay time can be swept at rates varying from .1 to 25 
seconds. As the Sweep rate Is Increased. the Sweep 
range automatically tapers so you perceive a change 
In rate only, without an accompanying change in 
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range as is common with other units. (You're not 
forced to compensate by backing off the C.V. Mix 
when you increase the Sweep speed). Further, the 
Sweep Modulation control superimposes a higher fre- 
quency sweep pattern over the regular sweep. This 
allows effects Ilke a vibrato sweep to sweeps which 
appear to move randomly like sample and hold on 
synthesizers. 

The regeneration section has been carefully tai- 
lored to achieve mechanical to natural sounding 
ambiences by providing separate Level, High Cut 
equalization, and Tap select controls that can be 
switched in or out from the front panel or remotely via 
the rear panel jack. The Level control determines the 
decay time at long delays (up to 15 seconds), and 
the amount of resonance at short delays (up to ,12 
dB). Since a reverbant signal primarily consists of bass 
and lower midrange frequencies, the High Cut feature 
In the STD-1 reduces the high -frequency content In the 
program material as K reclrculates through the system 
for a more natural sounding echo. At longer delay 
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times, echoes can be textured from a hard reverb to a 
soft spacious drone. At short delay times, the 
resonance can be shaped from a sharp "metallic 
ringing" sound to "boom(' bass peaking. 

All these features working independently and in 
conjunction, allow such effects as high flanging, low 
flanging, voice doubling. multi -voice chorusing, echo, 
reverberation, machine gun reverb, singular to multiple 
'doppler ' effects, vibrato, and highly resonant fang - 
ing. Never before has such an unlimited number of 
delay combinations been available to the musician, 
engineer, or concert sound technician. 

DA/DAD A/DA 
2316 Fourth Street 

Berkeley, CA 94710 

(415) 548 -1311 
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RIGHT ON THE MONEY. 
Introducing the MQ- 

Series. A new line of highly 
affordable mixers that refuse 
to compromise with audio 
performance. 4jr 
your needs. 

You get thelonal flexiNlityl 
of 'a 4-band Eetron each'cha9nel 
avitil tie added flexibilitf 
per- c_aannel ecfro arja foldbask 
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sends. Plus a pair of master - 
program 9 -band graphic 
equalizers. And direct interface 
flexibility with per -channel dual 
input switching. 

There's also the depend- 
,, ability and service convenience 

6T,a modular layout with each 
charm-Ws components mounted 

wa separal inter alprinted 

circuit board. The MQ- Series. 
Right on the money, right down 
the line. 

Visit your Yamaha dealer 
or write us for more information 
Yamaha, Box 6600, Buena Park, 
CA 90622. Ir Canada, Yamaha 
Canada Music Ltd., 135 Milner 
Ave., Scarb., Ont MIS 3R1. 
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If you're ready to move up 
to a specialized mix¢r,you're ready for Ramsa. 
The Sound 
Reinforcement 
Specialist: 
Ramsa WR-8716 

When your sound says you're 
professional but your mixer 
doesn't. When you're wasting 
your subtlety and style on 
"make -do" boards. When 
you're creating compromises 
instead of clear -cut distinc- 
tions. Then you're ready for 
Ramsa -the new mixers that 
are specialized so you won't 
have to compromise. 

The WR -8716 is a fully 
modular sound reinforce- 
ment console with 16 input 

modules, 4 group modules, 
and 2 masters. It features 16 
input pre -fader solo buttons, 
4 group modules with pre- 
fader insertion patch points, 
and lockable post -fader solo 
buttons. There are 6 illumi- 
nated VU meters with peak 
LED's for easy outdoor 

reading and a separate 
stereo variable frequency EQ 
for monitor sends. Pan pot 
controls allow panning to the 
left or right masters while 
level controls permit 16 x 6 
board operation. The left and 
right direct channel assign 
function lets you bypass the 
group modules for individual 
sources. Portable operation 
is a snap with easy access 
connectors. 

And the WR -8716 features 
plastic conductive faders 
for greater reliability and 
smooth, low -noise operation; 
external power supply for 
lightweight, and switchable 
48V DC phantom power 
for condenser mics. 
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The WR -8816 recording ' 

console includes the same 
modular construction, input 
modules. power supplies, and 
faders as the WR -8716 plus 
many important recording 
advantages. Like direct out - 
puts for 4.8. or 16 track re- 
cording and peak -reading 
LED meters that let you moni- 
tor any 4 out of 24 signals 
with clear quick response. 

You'll command a variable 
frequency EQ section with 
3 frequency settings for the 
high and low frequepcies 
plus continuously variable 

midrange. Stereo echo send 
replaces the separate mono 
controls you'll find on com- 
petitive boards. And you get 
two indepencent stereo 
monitor controls -one for 
musician's headphones, one 
for control room monitors - 
a special feat. re for any 
mixer in this class. And them 
are other important features 

like low noise electronically 
balanced mic inputs with 
rew high -speed C's, 16 
switchable post -fade- solo 
controls and XLR -type mic 
connectors. 

Ramsa offers a full line of 
specialty mixers including 
the more compact WR -8210 
recording mixer and WR -130 
sound reinfcrcemert mixer. 
So don't hold down your 
professional sound, call 
(201) 348-747C, bemuse 
you're ready for Ramsa. 

Panasonic. 
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have a fanantical belief in the Kinks 
as a rock and roll band," says Ray 
Davies, and although it's his band, 
he's not the only one who shares 

that belief. For almost 20 years, the 
Kinks have survived turmoil that would 
have caused just about any other band 
to toss in the towel. And it's that 
fanatical belief that has caused Davies 
and the band to carry On. Now, the 

.perseverance seems to have paid off 
again -the Kinks have firmly establish- 
ed themselves as one of the best, beyond 
dispute, and their audience has grown to 
a point that top -20 records and filled col- 
iseums are the norm rather than a dream 
for the Kinks. But it hasn't been easy. 

Having first exploded as part of the 
British Invasion in the mid -60s, the 
Kinks returned a few years later to find 
themselves practically unknown on 
these shores. The struggle to regain 
prominence was the toughest thing the 
group ever had to face, and it almost 
failed. Fights among group members 
were legend; albums came and went 
without being noticed by any but a 
handful of cult followers; and Ray 
Davies' bouts with personal and artistic 
demons should have caused him to retire 
from music and return to painting, 

a á _ 

by jeff tamarkin 
which he had done in college. But even- 
tually, through patience and hard work, 
the Kinks earned respect and their 
rightful place among the greats of rock. 
What's amazing is that Davies hasn't 
compromised any of his artistic ideals in 
order to get there. 

Recently, the Kinks released what is 
perhaps their best album in years, Give 
The People What They Want (Arista). 
Ray, his brother, guitarist Dave Davies, 
drummer Mick Avory (an original), 
bassist Jim Rodford and keyboardist 
Ian Gibbons played at Minneapolis' Met 
Center as part of a tour to support the 
album. There, Modern Recording & 

Music 's Jeff Tamarkin met up with Ray 
Davies to discuss his music and the 
history of the Kinks. What follows is a 
candid conversation with a rock and roll 
genius. 

Modern Recording & Music: The 
latest Kinks album is called Give The 
People What They Want. Is there any 
special significance behind the title? 

Ray Davies: It's a song I've had for 
two and a half years now. I wrote it for 
[our album] Low Budget. I wrote it while 
I was in New York. I could see the crass- 

, _._ 

ness on television. To me, it's the 
ultimate perversion of entertainment. 

MR &M: Is it specifically aimed at 
television? That attitude of giving the 
people what they want can also be ap- 
plied to rock and roll. 

RD: It can also be applied to rock and 
roll, and it does apply to promoters. 
There is an element in rock and roll, 
which has come up through the 70e -a 
gross element -which is to make a quick 
buck, get the schedules done, get the 
album out, get the tour going. I've seen 
it with a lot of the new groups, and I 
understand the economics of it, but it 
appalls me to see what people have to go 
through. 

MR &M: How does that attitude affect 
the Kinks? The group has been around 
long enough now so that it shouldn't 
have to play that game. 

RD: I'd like to say I stand alone, but 
we did stand alone in the mid -70s and we 
didn't sell any records. My brother near- 
ly quit, I nearly quit, Mick nearly quit. 
Because if you don't have recognition, 
you might as well not be doing it. You 
might as well get a day job and then stay 
home at night and write songs. That, 
plus the fact that I have a fanatical 
belief in the Kinks as a rock and roll 
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MR &M: I noticed at tonight's show 
when you went into "Tired Of Waiting 
For You" (one of the earliest Kinks hits), 
there was... 

RD: No response. 
MR &M: Right. Why? 
RD: I just did that for one of the old 

fans, a die -hard, who was outside, and 
couldn't get a ticket, or maybe he was 
just giving me a jive to get a backstage 
pass. I'm an easy touch. 

MR &M: How long ago did you begin 
work on the Give The People... album? 

RD: This album has been a very dif- 
ficult one to make. "Give The People 
What They Want" was recorded at the 
Power Station in New York first, and so 
was the song "Destroyer." But I didn't 
like the way they turned out. When the 
first sessions were done, I was writing a 
musical play in London at a small Off - 
Broadway theater, 'cause I promised to 
do it. But it took like three months off 
our schedule, so that's why the album's 

. u s u s ,. 
band. I think they should be seen by a 
lot of new people, and maybe raise the 
standards of other bands. 

MR &M: How do you feel about those 
new Kinks audiences? A lot of the kids 
coming to see you weren't even born 
when "You Really Got Me" first came 
out. 

RD: I think rock and roll has really 
changed. I think the age element -that 
you have to be 20 years old to be a rock 
and roll hero -is dead. You get people in 
bands like Ian Dury, who's two years 
older than me, or Chrissie Hynde, who's 
30 and not ashamed of it, or Mick Jag- 
ger, who's a year older than me and still 
rocks out. There's a certain element of 
timelessness in rock and roll, and the 
kids who come to our gigs, who are 15 

years old and even younger, are getting 
into our new stuff. The oldest thing they 
know is "Lola" from the "live" album. 

late. The first real recording sessions 
were in April. The first track we did was 
"Predictable," no, "Better Things," 
then a re- recording of "Give The People 
What They Want." That was our foun- 
dation. That was April (1981), then we 
did some tours in England. "Better 
Things" was made as a total sendup, 
because that was done for Low Budget. 
But we couldn't get the parts together 
and people weren't into playing it. We 
did it at the end of a demo session in 
April, and completely, as they say in 
quotes, sent up the genre, that style of 
playing. Then it turned out great; I 

think it's really exciting sound, for that 
sort of rock ballad. "Predictable" was 
done real happy. The curious thing 
about that is that Dave isn't playing on 
it, 'cause he was recording his album. So 
I did a little overdub guitar with Dave 
later; he wasn't on the actual session. 

"...I am a bit scared of being seen. I'm really shy. 

...there's a reward out... to the photographer 

who can get a picture of us in which 

we all look good." 
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We started laying down the rest of the 
tracks in the end of May. 

MR &M: So, was the "live" album 
(One For The Road) actually planned to 
come out when it did, before this album, 
or was that just to have something out 
while you recorded this album? 

RD: No, that was planned. I'd wanted 
to have a "live" album for years. But 
what happened to me with the "live" 
album was that it took my life over. I 
thought, oh yeah, let's get all the tracks 
and listen to them and pick out the best 
things...I was listening to tapes for six 
months. 

MR &M: Dave mentioned that he 
didn't even know about some of the 
tracks that ended up on the album until 
the record was released. 

RD: Right, that's true. You say to 
yourself, which one do I go for: the one 
with the best drum sound or the one 
with the best guitar solo? Or do you try 
to get things together? I mixed the 

whole album once at Konk (the Kinks' 
studio in London) and the drum sounds 
varied more than anything. So we used 
the "Celluloid Heroes" from Switzer- 
land, with cuts from "Till The End Of 
The Day" from Dartmouth, New Hamp- 
shire. "David Watts" was done at 
Queens University. What I did was I got 
another drum kit and put speakers on 
top of the drums and sent the sound 
through really loud. Then I got some 
sort of continuity. Robert Ludwig, who 
cut the album, deserves a lot of credit. 
He was the cutting engineer; he's from 
Masterdisc in New York. The funny 
thing is that while he was making the 
album, he gave up smoking, gave up 
drinking -went on a total health kick. 
This was a very difficult album to cut. 
He cut all the parts, and I insisted that 
there were to be no copies made; he had 
to cut from the virgin track, 'cause it 
was "live." 

MR &M: Your engineer, Ben Fenner, 
where did you hook up with him? 

RD: He's from the Sussex University 
of sound engineering. Ben is our resident 
Konk engineer. 

MR &M: Is this the first time you've 
worked together? 

RD: No, I worked with him last year 
on a project by Trevor Rabin, whom I 
produced. That was a heavy metal thing. 
I would like the opportunity to be able to 
use any studio I want and people I can 
learn things from. The problem at Konk 
is that I get young people in, and 
although they're good people, they come 
in and they learn from me. Then they 
split. So next time I want to go to some- 
body I can get energy from. I really 
would like to be more involved as an art- 
ist, instead of having producer's prob- 
lems, like wondering if it's a good cut. 

MR &M: How involved do you get 
technically? Do you come up with 
technical ideas? 

RD: On this record, we worked really 
hard to get the best drum sound, and if 
you play the record really loud you can 
tell we did. I did a few tricks like put 
metal on the wall. If you drop a pin, you 
can hear it. Most studios are dead and 
we made it very, very "live." We got the 
drums and all the instruments sounding 
"live," and [then] I said let's do a rough 
take and think about the sounds. Usual- 
ly the rough take ended up being the 
master. 

MR &M: The mix sounds better than 
the other Arista albums. 
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Effect 
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imagination! 
Our Performer Series units are designed 
specifically for you, the quality musi- 
cian. Visit your local DeltaLab dealer 

and discover why oLr special effects 
processors are the most natural 
sounding digital devices available. 

For further information contact: 

DeltaLab 
DeltaLab Research, Inc._ 
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The Kinks 'giving the people what they want' on their 1981 tour: (left to right) 
keyboardist Ian Gibbons, drummer Mick Avory, Ray Davies, bassist Jim 
Rodford and guitarist Dave Davies. 

RD: It's the most consistent because 
it was mixed roughly. Ben and I knew 
the band and exactly what I was going 
for. And the joke is that the prototype 
for the whole album is "Better Things." 
That was the one we got right first. 

MR &M: That song was released in 
England as a single before the album 
came out. Wasn't there a B -side that 
isn't on the album? 

RD: Yeah, "Massive Reduction." 
That was a leftover track from the 
Power Station in New York, from Low 
Budget. 

MR &M: Can you talk about your 
studio in London? Was that built for you 
or did you buy an already existing 
studio? 

RD: Konk Studios used to be a factory 
for biscuits. I went there in 1971 after 
making Lola Versus Powerman, which 
cost us about 60,000 pounds to make. I 
thought for that we could have our own 
little studio. It was only meant to be a 
rehearsal place. We eventually put 
things into it, and rather than go off and 
tour and blow all our money, we decided 
to invest and be sensible. The Kinks are 
still very low paid people. We don't earn 
that much money as individuals. The 
sidemen get more because that's their 
sole living. But the basic Kinks -Dave 
and myself -get a low wage and then we 

plow it all into Konk. Now we have one 
of the best control rooms in London. 
It's completely isolated and the floor is 
separated from the studio by suspen- 
sion. We have a new Neve desk with a 
computer mix, which I'm a bit 
suspicious of. I was talking about that 
[computer mixing] to Ry Cooder, 
because he's very into the technical side 
of it. I prefer to do monitor mixes. Once 
you go into the computer, it goes 
through a set of transistors and you get 
a very thin, "toppy" sound. You lose a 
lot of that middle and bass end. "Killer's 
Eyes" on the new album is a monitor 
mix. 

MR &M: Did you have any specific 
ideas about what you wanted to do with 
the studio when it was built? 

RD: It was meant to be just for the 
Kinks. But now it's a fight to get in and 
we have to plan it out by a year. Trevor 
did his album there and the Bay City 
Rollers did some stuff there. We did the 
Robin Trower album with Jack Bruce. 
We also do a lot of jazz stuff. We have a 
real good games and pool room, 
although we call it [pool] snooker. When 
people hire our place, they hire the whole 
building. It's theirs for as long as it 
takes to make the album. A lot of big 
groups like that because they don't 
want to share a studio with other 

groups. When we were doing Low 
Budget at the Power Station, Blondie 
was in [studio] one, we were in two and 
Springsteen would come in at night to 
do The River. There was all that swit- 
thing over; there was no continuity. But 
the Power Station is a great studio; I 
learned a lot there. Low Budget was 
recorded there and it was written in New 
York -everything except "Low 
Budget," "Superman" and "Pressure." 

MR &M: My three favorite songs on 
the album! 

RD: Well, I better stay in England 
then! 

MR &M: Are you a guitar collector? 
RD: I'm becoming one because I really 

want to improve my sound. The thing 
I'm proud of on this record is that 
they've actually faded up my guitar. 
There's a guy named Mort Shuman who 
used to be a songwriter with Doc 
Pomus, and he always used to like to 
hack away at the piano, to get a good 
rhythm track. Then they'd fade the 
piano track out. That's what I tend to do 
with the guitar. But now they use my 
guitar a lot. I like using a Melody Maker. 
I got one for $110 at Manny's in New 
York and I use it onstage. I'm very con- 
scious of the weight of guitars; I like 
them light. Dave has an incredible 
guitar collection; he has about twenty 
guitars. 

MR &M: Can you list the other equip- 
ment you used in making this album? 

RD: We used a lot of Neumann mics. 
I've got a lot of valve [tube] mics; I ac- 
quired them from the BBC. But they 
keep blowing up. I use them for the 
vocals. My voice is very difficult to 
record because I have a nasal quality. So 
I use a valve mic and I use a Sennheiser u 
to get both qualities, and then I mix 
them down to one track. Then I'll do 

"We'd been banned : 

from the U.S. for three 

years because of a 

union problem 

we'd had." 
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maybe four or five tracks and mix them 
down to get the best performance -one 
line here, one line there. We've got JBL 
speakers and alternative Tannoys on 
top because I'm a real Tannoy believer, 
ever since the days we used to record at 
Pye Recording Studios. In the studio, 
Dave's been using a Roland amp slaved 
up to a Peavey, which he uses on the 
stage. I'm not totally happy with that 
because I like a big sound, and he gets a 
more "jangly" sound. And I like to use 
as much valve [tube] equipment as 
possible -if anyone has any, get in touch 
with me. It's the fattest sound. All the 
great records have valve equipment. 

MR &M: Do you work on your guitar 
technique a lot or at this point in your 
career do you just play? 

RD: I started off as a very serious 
guitar player and I studied music. Then 
I stopped playing an instrument when I 
became a songwriter. I play piano a lot. I 
don't do it on stage because I feel I have 
to move a lot, but Ian is a good piano 
player. I show him what I want and he's 
pretty good at doing it. 

MR &M: How much preparation went 
into the recording of Give The People...? 
Did you do a lot of demos first or just 
jump into it? 

RD: We didn't do as many as we did 
for Low Budget. For example, with 
"Killer's Eyes," I knew how I wanted to 
record it, so there was no demo. I said, 

M M M M M M M M M M 

"Fellows, I know this is boring the asses 
off of you, but we're gonna play it till we 
get it right." Everybody's doing a part 
in that. Dave hates rigidity; he hates any 

is kind of plan. There's a big snare sound in 
that. I wanted to get a reverse echo on 
the snare, but we had to do that 
technically. An echo is in fact a lie. You 
don't hear it, then it comes. So that 
wasn't the effect I wanted. What we did 
was put one of the tracks out of phase. If 
you listen carefully to "Killer's Eyes," 
you can hear it. It's a very simply 
recorded track. Other songs, we did 
rough demos and took them home, 
listened to them and thought about it. 

MR &M: How do you view your role as 
producer of the Kinks? Do you like to 
have total control over a project? 

RD: No, I like to give people the oppor- 
tunity to play a bit. Because Dave does 
most of the playing, we tend to fight a 
lot about solos. I like to use a lot of syn- 
thesizer, and I think I use it very sen- 
sibly. Dave likes to wail away. I say, 
"I'll tell you what Dave, I'll leave the 
room. That's the sound I want, but I'll 

go play snooker. When you think you've 
got what you want, call me down." What 
I usually do is mix down what I think is 
a good sound. But usually we get a fairly 
good rapport going. 

MR &M: Were you happy with the 
sound of the album in general? 

RD: Side one I'm proud of, and side 
two I'm...I'm proud of side two, but I'm 
really proud of "A Little Bit Of Abuse." 
We're all Otis Redding fans -especially 
Mick and I -and played loud, that's a 
funky track. That's the whole band's 
favorite track on the album. "Art 
Lover" was the only track on the album 
that was close miked. We wanted to get 
a warm, close little sound. When the 
guys first heard me play that, they look- 
ed at each other strangely, "What is this 
man trying to do to himself." But the 
song is pretty sad, really. It's about this 
guy who has no family and spends his 
time looking at all the other families in 
the park on Sunday afternoon. 

"I think rock and roll 
has really changed. I 

think the age element 
that you have to be 

20 years old to be a 

rock and roll hero - 
is dead." 

MR &M: As long as you brought up 
the lyrical content, let's talk about that. 
In general, it seems that you're writing 
more directly than you recently had 
been. The songs are less evasive, less 
vague. 

RD: Actually, I'm trying to get more 
vague. I'd, rather suggest. Maybe it's 
the attitude I got in near the end of the 
album. My problem is that I finish an 
album, then I don't get a chance to write 
for two years. If I could be writing now 
on the strength of finishing the album, I 
could be doing some really good stuff. It 
would be great to make an album with 
spontaneous thoughts and not have to 
worry about going platinum. "Waterloo 
Sunset," which isn't very well known 
over here, is a poetic thing and it doesn't 
say anything specific. It's imagery I 
want to create. 

MR &M: With this record, though, it 
seems that there are some very topical 
songs, very specific subjects. 

RD: Yeah. "Killer's Eyes" was writ- 
ten in England the day that guy shot the 
Pope. We were traveling from Edin- 
burgh to Glasgow and I bought all the 
newspapers and looked at that guy's 
face. I wrote the whole song on the 
coach. I knew exactly what I wanted. I 

brought up the attitude [expressed in 
that song] because there were some 
quotes from his mother. His mother said 
he was a poor boy and he was always 
strange; we always knew he was going 
to do something bad one day. I took that 
attitude in the choruses: "Your little 
sister's seen your picture /She thinks 
you're in some kind of movie." Also, the 
Peter Sutcliffe thing, the Yorkshire Rip- 
per; there's an element of that in it. 
I saw his parents being interviewed on 
television. 

MR &M: That's the side you never 
really hear about. 

RD: Yeah, imagine what Sonya 
Sutcliffe [Sutcliffe's wife] must have 
gone through all those years not know- 
ing he was a murderer. 

MR &M: Listening to the album, I 

noticed that some ideas lead from one 
song to the next. For example, the title 
cut has that bit about JFK's assassina- 
tion, then "Killer's Eyes" is about the 
guy who shot the Pope. Then, there'll be 
a line in that song that is carried over to 
the next, and so on, throughout the 
whole album. 

RD: And there's this madness, this at- 
tention that most people want in the 
Sunday papers: "Sonya's Terrible Tor- 
ment." But they don't give a shit about 
Sonya Sutcliffe; she's just good copy. It 
sells papers, and that comes out in 
"Give The People What They Want." I 
did a lot of writing, just poetry and stuff, 
that I couldn't use on this album, and I 

hope I can get a video made of it. If I 

can, it's gonna be a long, long video. On 
the intro to the album, which was made 
from recordings of various radio sta- 
tions, you can hardly hear it, but the last 
thing that's said is: "And if he had only 
managed to kill the Pope, he would have 
been a hero in the Moslem world." Then 
you hear a crash. Obviously, there was a 
lot of pressure from the record company 
not to have that on the record. But if I do 
the video disc, that's gonna be on it. 
Then I can develop the whole idea of 
"the missing DJ" from "Around The 
Dial." I think that's a nice notion: 
going around the dial looking for the 
missing DJ. 

MR &M: What inspired "Around The 
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"And there's this madness, this attention that most people want in the 

Sunday papers:'Sonya's Terrible Torment.' But they don't give a shit 

about Sonya Sutcliffe; she's just good copy." 

Dial "? Was it the generally pitiful state 
of radio? 

RD: I'm very random...I've got this 
terrible theory that commerce dictates 
art. I might be wrong, but think about 
it- there's no money in the record 
business so people tear their shirts. And 
that becomes fashion, the punk fashion. 
I thought, fuck it, I'm gonna keep twid- 
dling these dials and make art out of it. 
And it inspires me. What was the ques- 
tion again? 

MR &M: What inspired the song? 
RD: I just had a note in my book to 

write a song called "Around The Dial." 
MR &M: The idea of the DJ being 

taken off the air, or disappearing, can be 
related to the concept of giving the peo- 
ple what they want, can't it? The people 
want this DJ, but the station owners, or 
someone, want something else. 

RD: I've actually got a plot written 
out for this (video) thing; it's about this 
DJ who kind of freaks out and loses con- 
trol. He gets told what records to play, 
which ones to lay off...he goes berserk in 
there. There was a cassette of the Ripper 
made before he was caught, in which he 
says they're never gonna get him, that 
he's gonna kill someone else. I want to 
put that cassette in this. I think on a 
video disc, without the restrictions of 
time on an album, I'll be able to do much 
more. It can explain the album more. I'd 
like to say, at this point, though, that 
it's [Give The People What They Want] 
not a concept album. 

MR &M: Some people have suggested 
that. 

RD: It's just a piece with songs. You 
record a lot of songs at the same time 
and they fit together. 

MR &M: What's the inspiration 
behind "Predictable ?" 

RD: [Davies spills some hot chocolate 
on his lap] I spill things; I'm a bit of a 
slob. It's like Robert Crumb comics. You 
turn on the TV and you see what's on, 
why bother? It's actually based on my 
brother -in -law, who works for British 
Airways. He's an instrument mechanic. 
He spends -let me work this out -five 

hours a day, 25 hours a week in an 
automobile going back and forth to 
work, going mad. He gets home to his 
wife and kids, who've become teenagers, 
and that inspired the song. 

MR &M: I like the line where you say 
"predictable" is the "word of the year." 
It's so true. Every time someone writes 
a negative review of an album or a film, 
that's the word they use. Would it 
bother you if someone said that about 
the Kinks, said that their new album 
sounds like the last one? 

RD: I think it would be a great title for 
somebody's album. It's the word of the 
year because it's all you hear. But if you 
notice, the lead singer never sings the 
word in the song; it's always the backup 
singers. I think it's one of the happiest 
sounding tracks on the album. "Add It 
Up," the next cut, is partly factual, 
about a friend I had who had nothing. 
"The first time I saw you you were 
modestly waiting for a bus /and now 
you're talking upper crust." Everything 
adds up. You've got your rental cars, 
you've got your posh hotels, the credit 
cards. I hate credit cards! I despise them 
and you can't do anything without 
them. 

MR &M: Do you use them? 
RD: I have an American Express I've 

used twice in three years. It's 
disgusting; it's the way our society is 
built. That would make a good video, 
too. 

MR &M: What did you think of the 
video you did for the "live" album? 

RD: It's a miracle that it got finished 
because they ran out of money. I just 
finished the nightmare of the "live" 
album and then Time -Life (who financed 
the video) turned around and said they 
had no more money (for the project). So 
what I did was get Arista to rent me 
three 3/4 -inch [video] machines and a very 
crude editing machine; I sat in my apart- 
ment in New York and did a rough cut of 
the show. I did what they call off -line 
cutting. Then I got a very good editor 
named Wayne Hyde, who came to the 
house and helped, and we finished it off. 

That album and video took a year and a 
half out of my life. It made me a mental 
defective. 

MR &M: You still live in England but 
you rent a place in New York, right? 

RD: Right. It's right next to where 
Lennon was shot. 

MR &M: Back to the record. There's a 
very familiar musical phrase in 
"Destroyer," isn't there? What made 
you decide to use the melody from "All 
Day And All Of The Night" again? 

RD: Can I just tell you the whole story 
of this? 

MR &M: Sure, I want to hear this one! 
RD: OK, we were in the Power Station 

in New York doing this ponderous 
track -"Sunny Afternoon" revisited. I 
said, "Ah fuck this; let's do this," and I 
just shouted out the chords while I was 
on the piano. I said, "I'll shout out the 
chords and you just follow me, and when 
I say stop, you stop. When I got to that 
"All Day And All Of The Night" bit, I 
said stop. Then after that, I went into 
the riff that's in the chorus of 
"Destroyer ": E- B- E- B- D- A -D -A. It was 
simply made up on the spot. And 
because of that, there's a lot of excite- 
ment there. It was very hard to recreate 
the next time. 

MR &M: There's also the re -use of the 
lyric from "All Day... ": "Girl I want 
to..." 

RD: Yeah, I wasn't going to use that 
and then I heard David Bowie and he 
was referring to Major Tom, and taking 
the story on. And I thought so why not? 
And I rewrote the lyrics to "Destroyer" 
and developed the character more. And 
it works great; it's great to play. 

MR &M: I like the idea that you took 
the music from one old song, and then 
grafted the lyric concept from another 
old song, "Lola," onto it. It kind of ties 
up a few loose ends and makes 
something new. 

RD: Oh yeah, I love all of that, and I 
think people who are into a lot of our 
stuff are really into that track. It always 
gets a good reaction. And there's a hint 
of "Pressure" in there as well. 
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MR &M: What about the lyrics of that 
song ("Destroyer")? What was that one 
getting at? 

RD: I really worked hard at that. I had 
to rewrite a lot of words to fit it in. The 
words were really done afterwards. 

MR &M: What about "Yo-Yo "? 
RD: Again, that was written in New 

York, in 1979. We tried to record it four 
times, and then I sat down with the guys 
and said, "Look, we're just gonna do 
this track, 'cause I know it's a great 
track. It says a lot of things I want to 
say about people, and my relationships 
with people. I just told Mick to sit on the 
drums and punch. There's a lot of over- 
dubs on that; we had a big problem with 
Dave's guitar on it. We tried overdub- 
bing a Rickenbacker and that didn't 
work. I think we ended up using a Les 
Paul through a Boogie amp. 

MR &M: Were there any problems 
with the vocals on that track? I think 
it's your best vocal on the album, but it 
sounds like it might have been a difficult 
one. 

RD: No, the vocals were the first time 
[take]. "Better Things" was also the 
first vocal, and there's venom in it. I'm 
glad you liked it. That song has been 
edited down; it was twice as long. I'm so 
proud of the drums on that track; you 
can hear them crack. That's using more 
ambient tracks. 

MR &M: What's that song ( "Yo-Yo ") 

about? 
RD: There's a little voice in there, say- 

ing, "He's not the man that married 
me." That's our secretary from upstairs. 
I've got her singing the line over and 
over and Ben cut it all in for me. She's 
singing along with me. That's a very 
visual song. Really, that song is about 
my brother -in -law again. He comes 
home from work every day, and watches 
channel four, which is a channel in 
England now, but his brain's not ex- 
pected home for a couple of hours. And 
she's sitting in the kitchen. It's a very 
picturesque thing. Then it goes into the 
meat of the thing: "You needed me when 
you were crying." There are a lot of 
things like that. I rarely have the oppor- 
tunity to sing that sort of lyric, when 
you think about it -that person to 
person. 

MR &M: "Back To Front" is next on 
the album. Any comments on that one? 

RD: That was written in 1977. I 

wanted it to be out of time, sort of avant - 
garde. But it turned out to be a really 
bluesy track. It's about somebody going 

"On this record, we worked really hard to get 

the best drum sound... I did a few tricks like 

put metal on the wall. If you drop a pin, 

you can hear it." 
back home and nobody knows him 
anymore; all the attitudes have changed. 
It just says, never go back 'cause things 
will be different; we've blown all that we 
had; it's down the drain and we've gotta 
go on somewhere else. It's all back to 
front and east is west. I believe they've 
got the same problems in Russia that 
they have in America. It's exactly the 
same. 

MR &M: There's a line in that song 
that goes, "I don't fit in and I don't 
stand out." Is that something you per- 
sonally feel? 

RD: It's the frustration of being alone. 
Because I don't follow any sort of com- 
mittees or any particular course. 

MR &M: You don't really hang out 
with the big shots of the rock and roll 
world, do you? 

RD: No, no. Maybe I ought to. I think 
the biggest insult to me is to have my 
picture taken in Billboard. No, that's a 
bit unfair, but I am a bit scared of being 
seen. I'm really shy. You rarely see pic- 
tures of the Kinks. In fact, there's a 
reward out -a $1,000 reward -to the 
photographer who can get a picture of us 
in which we all look good. Everyone has 
to approve of it. 

MR &M: "Art Lover." That one has a 
couple of different sides and can be 
taken different ways. Sometimes the 
guy in the song seems like a pervert 
who's out to seduce little girls, and other 
times he just comes off as a lonely old 
man. 

RD: When I was writing a play this 
year, I was living near Regent's Park in 
London. I ran there. I run every day, ex- 
cept I've been ill three times on this 
tour...what was the question again? 

MR &M: "Art Lover." 
RD: Ah, so I run every morning, even 

if I've been drunk and in the pits the 
night before. It's really hard finding a 
place to run in America. I tried running 
in Cleveland and I nearly got run over. 
Anyway, it's lovely in Regent's Park. I 

believe in beautiful things...I'm 
divorced...I have two little girls who I 

them, but I can write to them. I have a 
lot of feeling for people in that situation. 
I want to write for waitresses and 
divorced people. They like rock and roll 
as well. That's what's changed in the 
last three years, thanks to people like 
the Sex Pistols and Ian Dury. It's great 
that people like the Stones tour; Bill 
Wyman is 45, and they still swing better 
than any band. 

I want to write about different 
aspects. That's why that brings us to 
the next track, "A Little Bit Of Abuse." 
When I was writing the play -which 
was called Chorus Girls, an updated 
Greek play about women taking over a 
theater and stating their rights -I got 
talking to all these women, very mili- 
tant, active feminists. They'd say, "You 
can never write songs about battered 
housewives." But their songs are so one- 
sided. However, the last time I took so 
much care with a lyric was with 
"Waterloo Sunset." There's a line in the 
song that says, "Excuse me, but is this 
your tooth ?" 

MR &M: It's a shocking image. It 
doesn't mince words. 

RD: I used to live down the block from 
this woman, in Muswell Hill, where I 

grew up, and she always used to have 
her face all cut up. But I was too young 
to realize what it was. Her husband used 
to come home pissed every night and 
they were always shouting and fighting. 
But she stayed with him, you know, un- 
til one day she couldn't take it anymore. 
There are so many women like that who 
don't even talk about it. It's so common. 
I really wanted to write that song; I'm 
proud of it. I know there'll still be 
criticism from feminists, who'll say, 
"Who are you that you can write a song 
like that ?" But there's also the mental 
battering that a lot of husbands take. It 
works both ways. 

MR &M: The last song on the album, 
"Better Things," is so outrightly op- 

timistic. It's interesting that you placed 
it at the end. 

RD: That was written in New York, 

don't see. I'm not allowed to contact too. 

. M M M M M M M M M M M M M M 
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MR &M: It doesn't seem like a New 
York song. 

RD: It doesn't, does it? It's a fantasy, 
because New York was really getting to 
me. I just started singing, "Here's 
wishing you the bluest sky and all the 
happy things in life." 

MR &M: Let's talk about the Kinks' il- 
lustrious past. It recently occurred to 
me that every other British rock and roll 
person, including you, got started in art 
school. What gives? 

RD: When you are moderately work- 
ing class, in London, there is no other 
outlet but to go to art school. You 
couldn't say, I wanna be a musician. At 
the secondary school I went to, the high 
school, I was real good at painting, 
anyway. I would've had a good career at 
it. They said to me, "What do you want 
to do? You've got all A's in literature 
and art. Why don't you pursue that ?" I 
said, "But I want to write music." They 
said, "Yeah, but there are no jobs for 
that, but I've got an excellent job on the 
assembly line at Ford's. Try that. Why 
don't you try silk screen printing. You 
can get your apprenticeship..." So I left 
school and got a job in an architect's of- 
fice for six months, hated it and applied 
for one of the art colleges. I got in 
straightaway because I had pretty good 
credentials. So I took art for two years 
and passed the course; then you had to 
do it for another three years, to get to 
where you're qualified to teach. And I 
thought to myself, by the time I finish 
this, the standards will be so far behind. 
This was in...1962. I thought, art's going 
in a different direction now and photo- 
graphers can do just the same job and 
there aren't any impressionists left 
anymore. They're just doing copies for 
chocolate boxes. 

MR &M: Had you been playing music 
at all by this time? 

RD: I'd been playing soccer for Finch- 
ley Football Club on Saturdays, training 
two nights a week (Rod Stewart used to 
play there as well), and the other three 
nights a week I was playing in a blues 
club in Soho. Some nights we played at 
Richmond, sometimes we played at a 
club called the Flamingo, and there was 
another club...That's where I first saw 
the Stones play. I was playing in a blues 
band; I used to finish at four in the morn- 
ing and walk home to Highgate and then 
get up and go to college. I was good at it; 
I used to go in and pass the exams. I 
loved it. I was also going to drama 

school on weekends. That was the ideal 
time for me. I left that college because I 
saw no future in painting. My best 
friend, who was also a musician, killed 
himself. He stayed on at college for five 
years and ended up committing suicide. 
He was a great man, but he never 
achieved anything he set out to do. I'll 
always remember him; he was a great 
pianist. In fact, one night we booked the 
Stones out at the college -Ian Stewart 
was playing piano with them. My friend 
pushed him away and started playing 
piano. Stewart was mortified, because 
my friend was so good. 

MR &M: When did rock and roll enter 
the picture for you as a solid, full -time 
thing? 

RD: When I realized I didn't want to 
be a school teacher; And when I realized 
I didn't want to complete the course and 
be ten years behind as a graphic 
designer. Music was really what I 
wanted to do. 

MR &M: Is it true that there were ac- 
tually a couple of records done before the 
band actually became the Kinks, when 
you were still called the Ravens? 

RD: They were just demos, nothing of 
any note. 

MR &M: When "You Really Got Me" 
started taking off, and you became 
caught up in the British Invasion, what 
did that feel like? 

RD: I'll tell you the story of that 
record. They made it at Pye and I didn't 
like it. I refused to put it out, said I'd 
quit the band. They said I was mad and 
I was stupid. It sounded like [a] Phil 
Spector [production]. I said, "I want to 
make it the way I want to make it. I 
want it to sound cheap." They said 
they'd give me 150 pounds, or about 
$300, to record it in another studio, and 
if I blew it, they'd cut my fingernails off. 
We made it in three hours. It came out 
and it was a hit. 

MR &M: Is there any truth to the 
rumor that Jimmy Page played the lead 
guitar solo on that record? 

RD: Jimmy Page played tambourine 
on "Long Tall Shorty" on the first 
album. The guitar player on "You Really 
Got Me" is Dave Davies. There was 
another guitar player on the session 
named Jim, I forget his last name; we 
worked for the publishing company. 
Then, we recorded in mono and I wanted 
three guitars playing the riff, and a 
piano. We did put it all down at once, so 
Jim played the same riff behind, but 
Dave did all the solo work. 

MR &M: What do you remember most 
about that period in the Kinks' career? 
What was it like coming to America and 
having little girls scream at you and tear 
at your clothes? 

RD: It was no different than it was in 
England. They did it there, too. 

MR &M: Do you ever feel nostalgic 
about those days? 

RD: No, not at all. In fact, I don't real- 
ly look back on that era with any kind of 
feeling, apart from the songs. 

MR &M: What made the group turn 
from the R &B style of the first few 
albums to the more pop sound of "Well 
Respected Man," "Sunny Afternoon," 
and so on? And why did you start 
writing "socially conscious" lyrics? 

RD: I'll tell you what happened. We 
got back from an American tour, on 
which we were still playing our bluesy 
stuff. Before that I was just this guy 
from Muswell Hill and just wanted to 
play music. I had gotten married and my 
wife was pregnant. We were living in an 
apartment which was about eight 
pounds a week, or $25, and then we went 
to a posh hotel in Exeter. All these peo- 
ple looked at me strangely, and knew I 
was in a rock and roll band. They tried to 
make me one of them, saying, "Come on, 
play golf with me." I took an instant 
dislike to them because the establish- 
ment draws you in and makes you one of 
them, and that's as far as you can go. 
You can't break out after that. People 
like Lennon realized that. That's what I 
detested about the 60s. The 60s was a 
lie, a total lie. I said, "I'm not gonna play 
flicking golf with you. I'm not gonna be 
your caddy so you can say you played 
with a pop singer." So I decided I was 
gonna use words more, and say things. I 
wrote "Well Respected Man." That's 
the first real word -oriented song I wrote. 

MR &M: In some of those early songs, 
and maybe even still today, it seemed as 
though you didn't always take a stand, 
side with somebody, but just laid out the 
situation and left it open. For example, 
"Dedicated Follower Of Fashion" comes 
down on the so- called "hip" just as 
heavily as "Well Respected Man" did on 
the establishment. 

RD: "Dedicated Follower Of Fashion" 
came after a violent punch -up I had at a 
party. All these awful 60s trendies 
would come around and wear the latest 
fashions, and I would have on a pullover. 
Even at art school, I was always trying 
to be different. Everyone at art school 
wore jeans and I would wear a suit and 
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tie. These jeans I'm wearing now are the 
first I've ever owned. They were given to 
me by Chris Hynde [of the Pretenders]. I 
wear them to look after them for her. 
Anyway, it was an appalling party and 
these people were making snide remarks 
about me, so I had a punch -up with this 
fashion designer. I thought, right, I'm 
gonna write a song about him now, the 
dedicated follower of fashion. "Sunny 
Afternoon" came about after a severe ill- 
ness and mental breakdown. 

MR &M: Do you think that those 
songs actually inspired people to change 
opinions, or to look at themselves a little 
more closely? 

RD: "Dedicated Follower Of Fashion" 
has become a standard headline in the 
English press. I get a kick out of that. 
"Well Respected Man," "Sunny After- 
noon"- people actually remember those 
songs. One song I find that I can do in 
England but not over here is "Dead End 
Street," because kids there really relate 
to it. 

MR &M: After those hits, things 
quieted down until 1969 and Arthur. 

RD: Yeah. Arthur came about when 
the Granada TV company commission- 
ed me to write the first rock opera. But I 
was beaten to the North Pole by Pete 
Townshend. I still haven't heard Tom- 
my, but I feel that as a complete work 
Arthur is better. I was proud of Arthur, 
especially "Some Mother's Son" and 
"Shangri -La." 

Arthur is a real person; I lived with 
him. I left home and lived with my sister 
named Rose, who then went to Australia 
to live with Arthur. The year before I 

formed the band, Arthur and Rose used 
to drop me off in Soho. She used to say, 
"Don't go down there and play in those 
clubs, with all those prostitutes." And I 
would say, "But I like playing." They 
went to Australia just as I started going 
on the road with the Kinks. 

I was very close to Arthur; he was a 
very strict man. He was a welder in a 
plastic factory, a simple man, but he 
realized the British Empire was fucked. 
His brother won the George cross in the 
war and then he got shot down and kill- 

ed. Arthur realized that it was futile; 
that you could never get a break in the 
British Empire. He was such a 
frustrated and tormented man; I wrote 
the album partly for him. He just recent- 
ly died; he died of tension. But the 
greatest thing was that when I went 
home and visited them, and he knew he 
was gonna die -he said, "I'm gonna die 

..... . . .. 
in six months " -he said, "I loved the 
album you did about me." 

A lot of people in the family thought 
he was a bitter man. He was just 
frustrated. A lot of those people who 
gave themselves in the war, gave up 
their lives and their youth for the war, 
came out of it to a promise of a new 
world. And what did they get? Motor- 
ways and concrete. 

"Some Mother's Son" is about Ar- 
thur's brother Stuart. They used to have 
his picture on the wall, and every year 
they'd put another poppy around it. He 
was a really good -looking bloke. 
Anyway, that's for him. He's dead now. 
I get really caught up in my work. 

MR &M: After that came Village 
Green Preservation Society. That was 
really different than anything else that 
was around at the time. It seemed to be a 

reaction to all the chaos of the late 60s. 
RD: We'd been banned from the U.S. 

for three years because of a union prob- 
lem we'd had. [Note: The Kinks perform- 
ed on an American TV show in 1966 
without obtaining the necesssary union 
permits, and were subsequently banned 
from performing in the U.S. for three 
years.] They wanted me to join every 
union under the sun, and I said I'm not 
gonna join anything. I've got a 

notorious reputation for not signing 
things. I don't even have a contract with 
our agency, and I've been with them for 
ten years. So we were banned and I 

wrote my version of what I thought was 
happening in America, which was a 
withdrawal from all the horrible realities 
that were going on. I wanted to save 
things and help things- cherishing 
things that were still there but would go 
within a few years. You can't get 
draught beer now. 

MR &M: If it weren't for that three 
year ban, do you think the Kinks would 
have attained the superstar status of the 
Stones and the Who? By the time you 
came back over here, in 1969, the Stones 
were headlining the coliseums and the 
Who were doing Tommy at Woodstock. 

RD: Yeah, I definitely do think that. 
When we got our visas again, we came 
over here and we were nobodies. We 
opened up for Spirit and the Bonzo Dog 
Doodah Band. 

MR &M: At the Fillmore East, right? I 
think I saw that show. 

RD: We were terrible. We had just 
made this album called Arthur, which a 

e 

lot of people thought was brilliant, and 
we were just trying to revive our pop 
status. It wasn't working and it took us 
about five years to believe in ourselves 
again. We nearly quit so many times. 
But now, I feel as though the band was 
born three years ago, as a great band, a 
happy band. I was really sick tonight 
and the guys got me up there. 

MR &M: Very briefly, if we can skip 
ahead to the theatrical period, when you 
had the Preservation Act I and II 
albums, Soap Opera and Schoolboys In 
Disgrace, a lot of people consider that a 

very strange period for the Kinks, not 
entirely successful. How do you see it 
now? 

RD: Soap Opera worked; it was great 
on TV. Preservation I'm proud of. I'd 
like to do it again in a better form. My 
problem with that is that I did it all 
alone; I should have collaborated with a 

director. I should have made it as a film 
or play straightaway. That's why I did 
Chorus Girls this year, to get that feel- 

ing of theatre again. I've been asked to 
write two projects next year -one for 
channel four, which they also want me to 
direct, and one for what's called fringe 
theatre, which is like Off -Broadway. 

MR &M: After the theatrical period 
ended, the RCA contract finished and 
you went to Arista and started putting 
out albums of short, self- contained 
Kinks songs again. Of those three studio 
albums preceding the new one- Sleep- 
walker, Misfits and Low Budget -do 
you have a favorite? 

RD: This new one is my favorite. 
MR &M: To sum it all up, if you 

can look back on the entire career of the 
Kinks, how, in your opinion, has the 
band influenced music? What will the 
history books say the Kinks con- 
tributed? 

RD: [Long pause] That's a big one...we 
haven't influenced it at all. We're still 
the same band that was playing the 
Muswell Hill Youth Club, when kids 
were dancing and enjoying themselves. 
A lot has gone on in between. We've add- 
ed a lot of things and have innovated 
lyrical things and styles to music. But 
that band you saw tonight was that 
band that was playing in that church 
hall in 1964. I'm not saying we haven't 
progressed. I'm saying that our attitude 
is still what it started out to be: to make 
people enjoy the music. And maybe try 
to say something in the music as well. 
That's all we can do, really. 4 
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plit Enz claims to have had about 

members since its inception in the early 
current quintet is unquestionably the one 

y different 
s; however, the 

sponsible for bring- 
ing the band out of obscurity. Formed in New Zealand, where 
the group originally worked, Split Enz moved to neighboring 
Australia where it became one of the most popular bands on the 
continent. The group recorded a handful of albums in4udzng 
Meilëé 1 Notes and Dizrhythmia, released here on Chrysalis, 
but didn't gain as much notice for its music as for its flam- 
boyant costuming. 
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All of that changed when Split Enz signüith A &M 
Records and released True Colours in 1980. "I Got You" - 

became a Oio staple and the band began filling clubs in the 
U.S. Although some of the attention was focused on the special 
latched graphics on the record itself, the music is what 
ultimately rought Split Enz to the attention of most 
consume 

Split Enz also released Waiata on A &M. Produced by David 
Tickle in Australia, the album furtherëd the band's reputation, 
bringing tracks such as "I Don't Wanna Dance, " "Hard Act To 
Follow" and "History Never Repeats" to the airwaves. The 
members of Split Enz are: brothers Neil (guitar) and Tim (vocals 
and founder) Finn, bassist Nigel Griggs, keyboardist Eddie 
Rayner and drummer /percussionist Noel Crombie. 

The first half of this Split Enz interview was tad by the en- 
tire group during a press confer at A &M Records' 
New York headquarters. To mak article easier to read, the 
questions have been credite o Modarn Recording & Music 
and the answers to Split Enz, rather than to the individual 
answeringestion. 
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Modern Recording & Music: Was 
there anything unusual about your 
youth in New Zealand? 

Split Enz: We all had happy child- 
hoods; that's pretty unusual. New 
Zealand is very isolated, so you see the 
world differently. To us, America was 
"Archie" comics and toys that we 
couldn't get. Also, we were pre -TV. We 
didn't have it till the early 1960s. We got 
a bit of everything thrown at us and 
some of it stuck. 

MR &M: Would it have been easier for 
the band to make it if you'd been from 
England or America? 

SE: It might have been quicker, but a 
band in America has to spread [to other 
countries] to become big, while a band in 
Australia is automatically big there. 

MR &M: What happened to the drum- 
mer, Malcolm Green, who worked with 
the band on True Colours but not on the 
latest album, Waiata? 

SE: We sacked him. We just wanted to 
get into new areas. Noel [Crombie] is our 
percussionist. He's pretty nimble and a 
good anchor man, so he's on drums now. 
We wanted to get into those skippy 
rhythms. 

MR &M: There seem to be more 
Australian bands becoming known in 
the U.S. today. Is there a very healthy 
music scene in Australia? 

SE: Yeah, it's great. The audiences 
there support the bands, so it's very 
healthy there now. Australia is very big 
on fostering Australia. 

MR &M: Do you feel there is a pre- 
judice against Australian bands outside 
the country because the best known 
groups from the area are those such as 
the Bee Gees and the Little River Band? 

SE: There is and we can understand 
that. It's unfortunate that the 
Australian acts that have succeeded in 
America are those that are the blandest. 

MR &M: What did you listen to 
when you were growing up? 

SE: We got the best from America and 
the best from England. 

MR &M: Because you've changed the 
image of the group since it began, do you 
find that people aren't quite sure what 
Split Enz is about right now? 

SE: Hopefully they never will be sure. 
We change more than any other band 
I've ever seen. We like to keep one step 
ahead of ourselves. We may be sacrific- 
ing things by doing that, because with 
most bands, people get a fix on them and 
that's the band. But we like to take 
gambles. We're ready to change again. 

MR &M: What changes do you have 
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planned for the future? 
SE: Nothing definite, but there are 

things we'd like to try, like different 
methods of recording. 

MR &M: You said before that you see 
things differently. Can you elaborate on 
that? 

SE: You're so isolated where we are 
that you get very little of the rest of the 
world. At the same time, you're getting 
everything thrown at you because it's 
such a small country. New Zealand im- 
ports a lot of things -cars, technology - 
and we export things like butter and 
wool. The laser disc that we did ties in 
with all our images of America. 

MR &M: Is there a large recording in- 
dustry in New Zealand? 

SE: No, it's more of an enthusiasts' 
pastime in a lot of ways. It's a hobby. 
There's no money in it. 

MR &M: Are there more companies in 
Australia? 

SE: Mostly the big labels such as 
CBS, Warner Brothers, RCA and 
Polygram. Mushroom Records is the 
largest Australasian company. 

MR &M: Who writes most of your 
material? 

SE: Mostly Tim and Neil (the Finn 
brothers), but Eddie (Rayner) also wrote 
one on the last album. 

and improvement. It might be commer- 
cial suicide to change as quickly as we 
do, but then again, we'll probably con- 
nect when we stop thinking about it. As 
long as we satisfy ourselves, we'll prob- 
ably satisfy a lot of people. 

MR &M: How important is rock and 
roll to Australians? 

SE: It means as much or more to them 
as it does to Americans. There's a pro- 
gram called "Countdown" which prob- 
ably reaches about a quarter of the 
population when it's on. It features new 
bands, whereas every other pop show 
only features acts that have charted or 
have very high profiles. 

MR&M: Why do you think Americans 
are complacent and take what they're 
given on the radio while there's such en- 
thusiasm for new sounds in Australia? 

SE: It has to do with the business and 
the way it's run in the two markets. You 
don't make as much money with change 
as you do with what's consistent. The 
business is still young in Australia. 

MR &M: What are the main dif- 
ferences between the New Zealand and 
Australian scenes? 

SE: There's more of an English in- 
fluence in New Zealand. 

MR &M: How important is it to make 
it in America? 

"It might be commercial suicide to 
change as quickly as we do, 

but then again, we'll probably 
connect when we stop thinking about it." 
MR &M: Do you ever argue over which 

songs to include on an album? 
SE: No, we rarely argue at all. 
MR &M: Have you been involved in 

other media outside of recording? 
SE: We do videos of our singles. 
MR &M: How did the laser- etching 

come about? 
SE: It was A &M's idea. They had the 

process available. Nobody had used it. 
MR &M: Some of the critical reaction 

to Waiata was not as positive as it was 
with True Colours. How do you feel 
when someone says, "Well, it's no True 
Colours"? 

SE: That's an incredibly sensible 
thing to say. Whether you take a state- 
ment like that seriously or not depends 
upon the context in which it's said. The 
album satisfied our desire for change 

SE: It's a challenge, but it's not impor- 
tant to the point of the exclusion of 
everything else. 

MR &M: Why does the group feel that 
it's necessary to change its image so 
often? 

SE: We don't really think about it; it 
just evolves. Most of our favorite ar- 
tists -the Beatles and Bowie -were like 
that. 

MR &M: Do you feel that you're 
primarily entertainers or musicians? 

SE: Entertainers. We try to move peo- 
ple, shake up their emotions. Our music 
and songwriting is entertaining; a lot of 
musicians aren't good entertainers. It's 
easy to be creative as an entertainer, but 
if you're just a musician and you play 
the same songs every night, it can get 
pretty sterile. We just try to have fun. 
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Following the press conference, 
keyboardist Eddie Rayner, a five -year 
veteran of Split Enz, spoke about the 
band's work in the studio, and especially 
about Waiata, the most recent Split Enz 
album. 

MR &M: How does Waiata differ from 
True Colours? 

Eddie Rayner: It's just a different 
bunch of songs. It differs in format in 
that the way we recorded it was dif- 
ferent than last time. We went for more 
depth on this album. David Tickle, our 
producer, used two 24 -track tape record- 
ers, time coded, together. You can use 
twenty four tracks or you can bounce 
one tape recorder to the other and con- 
tinue from there. It allows you to use 
120 tracks! 

MR &M: It's a very clean sounding 
album considering you filled so many 
tracks. 

ER: Yeah, but one of my gripes with 
the album is the lack of clarity in the 
mid- range. The guitar and keyboards 
seem to cloud each other very often. But 
I think the songs still come through. 

MR &M: What did you do with 120 
tracks ?! 

ER: Well, you play one guitar line for- 
ty times and bounce them down to one 
track. You start off with twenty -four 
tracks, but the sound on those twenty 
four can be a combination of forty 
tracks. 

MR &M: How did you prepare for this 
recording? Was there a lot of pre- 
production? 

ER: No more than usual. Of course we 
had far too many songs, but we just go 
through them and pick the ones we can 
play well and that we want. We go in 
with about fifteen songs and record. 
Then we cut it down to, say, twelve. 

MR &M: Where did you hook up with 
David Tickle? 

ER: It was a luck thing, really. We 
were in England in 1979 and a friend of a 
friend knew David. He was due to 
become chief engineer at Ringo Starr's 
studio. He invited us down to the studio 
and we did a single, "I see RED," which 
did pretty well. 

MR &M: Do you think your earlier 
recordings with Split Enz on Chrysalis 
still hold up? 

ER: I don't really listen to them, but 
recently I did and I thought it held up. 
People didn't understand those albums. 

MR &M: How long did the Waiata 
album take to record? 

ER: Five weeks to record and three to 

mix. We recorded it at Armstrong 
studio in Melbourne, Australia. We 
mixed it at the Farmyard in England. 
We didn't particularly like all the mixes, 
so we remixed it at the same studio in 
Australia that we recorded in. 

MR &M: What was David's role in the 
studio? Did he actually influence the 
material? 

ER: Yes, but not as much as anyone in 
the band did. He'd make executive deci- 

sions for us. He'd help with ar- 
rangements but he didn't tell anybody 
what to play. He's a great engineer. He's 
only 21. I think the album is somewhat 
overproduced in spots. 

"There's a real 
lot of technique 

involved getting the 
whole band down 
on tape without a 

lot of spillage." 

MR &M: Did you feel the same way 
about True Colours? 

ER: No, I liked the production of that 
album. Most of it was done on overdub. 
We'd all go out and play in the studio 
and David would mic everything except 
the drums. Then we'd replace the bass, 
dual the guitars and keyboards and do 
the vocals. When I mix the next album 
we do I want to try to do it "live." 

MR &M: Will you be using David 
again? 

ER: I don't think so; we feel it's time 
to try something else. We're at the point 
where we can at least co- produce. I just 
want to get a top-notch engineer who'll 
listen to the ideas we have. 

MR &M: Are you interested in the 
technicalities of recording? 

ER: Yes, I am. I think engineers and 
producers like to keep their recording 
methods secret because it takes them so 
long to develop. Engineers know what 
they're doing and you don't have to 
worry about them unless you're going 
for a particular effect, say for an am- 
bient sound on the drums. There's a real 
lot of technique involved getting the 
whole band down on tape without a lot 
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of spillage. 
MR &M: Because your recordings use 

so many tracks, how difficult is it for 
you to recreate that sound on stage? 

ER: We try to get it as close as possi- 
ble. And I think we do it successfully. 
That involves a good sound man. 

MR &M: How many different 
keyboards did you use on Waiata? 

ER: I just used the same setup I play 
on stage. That hasn't changed in a while 
now. I use a Prophet 5, Yamaha CS 80, 
Yamaha CB 30 electronic piano, 
Yamaha CP 70B Grand and a lot of ef- 
fects. I use my own rack with delays, 
flanging, phasing. 

MR &M: What does the guitarist, Neil 
Finn, use? 

ER: He has a Fender Strat guitar and 
a Yamaha 3000 guitar, through a 
Roland amplifier and a couple of effects. 

MR &M: And the bassist, Nigel 
Griggs? 

ER: He's got two B.C. Rich basses 
which he runs through an Ampeg amp 
with two cabinets each with JBL 15 -inch 
speakers. 

MR &M: Noel Crombie, the drummer? 
ER: Pearl drums. 
MR &M: Anything else? 
ER: I have a Yamaha EN 300 mixer, a 

Roland bi- phase, Roland flanger -all 
run through JBL keyboard cabinets. 

MR &M: What about mics? 
ER: In the studio they're always 

determined by the engineer or the pro- 
ducer. On stage, it's mainly Shure, 58s 
and 59s. 

MR &M: Are there any special miking 
techniques used in the studio? 

ER: On the drums, David likes to use a 
lot of ambience. He puts mies a few feet 
from the drums and close mies as well. 
He keeps the bass cabinet as far away as 
possible, in a separate room. All that's 
happening in the main studio is the 
drums. He doesn't want anything inter- 
rupting the ambience. 

MR &M: Do your songs evolve after 
they've been recorded? 

ER: Yeah, they do. Sometimes they 
benefit, but the more you play them the 
more chance there is of them suffering. 
There's always a prime time to go in the 
studio and record a song. I feel more at 
home in the studio after I've been out on 
the road and have played the song eigh- 
teen times or so. 

MR &M: What do you have planned? 
ER: I think Split Enz and longevity 

mean the same thing. We're going to 
delve into other areas; the next album 
will be done completely differently. 

ALL NEW We took an industry work- / horse -the dbx Model 160 
-and made it even more versatile. We 
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Microphone Notes 

There is a certain device used in our business that is really 
taken for granted. Yet without it, recording of music would be 
impossible. And, "live" performances wouldn't be the same 
at all. What I am talking about is ... the microphone. Usually 
misunderstood, often abused, but where would Mick Jagger 
be without it? 

This month, "Notes" is going to examine this little wonder. 
Let's start at the beginning and look at the various basic 
types currently available. 

Pickup Patterns 
Any microphone you use will pick up sound (as long as it is 

working!). However, depending upon the design, it will be 
more sensitive to sound arriving from one direction than 
another. 

1) Cardioid microphones are the most common types in use 
these days. Directional in nature, a cardioid mic accepts 
sound from one direction (generally straight into the element) 
while greatly attenuating sound arriving from the sides and 
back. This characteristic is very useful for minimizing feed- 
back howls in P.A. applications and for rejecting sound 
generated by other vocalists or instruments in the vicinity. 

Most cardioid microphones exhibit the proximity effect. 
This means that you will hear much greater bass response 
when working the mic up close, while sound arriving from a 
distance will be much thinner sounding. 

The degree of rejection of sounds arriving at the sides and 
rear of the microphones depends upon the particular design. 
For instance, super cardioid and hypercardioid patterns are 
much more directional in nature, as are the shotgun varieties. 
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By Brian Roth 

As a general rule, the more directional a mic is, the more pro- 
nounced the proximity effect becomes. 

Something else to remember when using cardioid micro- 
phones: The frequency response for sound arriving at the 
sides and rear of the mic (or off -axis) is usually different than 
the response on -axis. Hence, off -axis sounds will have a 

peculiar tone color, and if strong enough, can really foul up 
your mix. 

Cardioid patterns are generated by a carefully designed set 
of small holes or vents in the element or body of the 
microphone. If you cover or block these vents, the perfor- 
mance of the mic will drastically change . That's why feed- 
back occurs when you cup your hands ar9und the end of a car - 
dioid microphone on stage. Moral: Those little holes are not 
just for "looks," but rather are an important design feature. 
Don't block them if you want the mic to perform properly. 

2) Omnidirectional microphones do not discriminate be- 
tween sounds arriving from various directions. That makes 
them undesirable for vocalists in "live" performances 
because feedback will become a big problem. 

Omnidirectional mics are useful for recording vocals and in- 

struments in the studio, or for miking instrument amps on 
stage. Keep in mind that omni microphones do not exhibit the 
proximity effect found in cardioid designs, so you won't get 
that warm, fat sound when working them close to the sound 
source. 

3) Bi- directional, or "figure eight," patterns are available 
on a few types of microphones, usually expensive studio 
models. This pattern is most sensitive on the front and rear, 
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while severely attenuating sounds arriving at the sides. 
Figure eight patterns are relatively uncommon these days, 
but can be useful for recording vocal groups. 

4) Hemisphere pattern is a recent development, and, to my 
knowledge, only one company makes microphones with this 
characteristic. The Pressure Zone Microphone, or PZM 
(trademarks of Crown International), looks totally unlike con- 
ventional microphones. It consists of a flat metal plate 
typically four by six inches in size. On one side of this plate a 
pickup element is mounted. 

Due to its design, a PZM will pick up any sound arriving at 
the front surface (with the pickup) while greatly attenuating 
sounds arriving at the rear. 

I have used PZMs in recording and the sound is very pleas- 
ing; bright, open and natural, although usually somewhat 
bass shy. With some care in application, a PZM can be used 
with a P.A. system as well. It takes a bit of experimentation 
to maximize the performance of a PZM, but the results are 
often excellent. 

Types of Microphone Pickup Elements 
The working "guts" of a microphone convert sound energy 

into electrical energy. There are three types of elements com- 
monly in use: 

1) Dynamic microphones are by far the most common. 
Available in a huge variety of prices, physical styles and 
pickup patterns, dynamic elements are the workhorse of the 
audio biz. They are rugged, which makes them a good choice 
for P.A. applications. 

2) Condenser microphones are the next most common 
type. They tend to have a brighter top end response than 
dynamic microphones. As a rule, condenser elements are 
more fragile than dynamics, so you need to take more care 
when using them. 

Additionally, condenser microphones require batteries to 
function, so be sure to have plenty of spare batteries on hand. 
Without good batteries, a condenser mic will be deader than a 
doornail! 

Another thing to remember is to keep the electrical con- 
tacts of the battery and its mating socket clean to ensure 
good connections. 

Many condenser microphones can be operated with "phan- 
tom powering" instead of batteries. The voltage to energize 
the microphone's electronics "rides" along with the audio 
signal through a microphone cord. Many mixers are manufac- 
tured with phantom powering provisions so you can eliminate 
the hassle of defunct batteries. 

The "phantom voltage" available from most mixers is 48 
volts. This will properly power virtually any condenser mic 
available. Some mixers provide 24 volts; this will energize 
most condenser mics, but not those which are manufactured 
by Neumann. 

3) Ribbon microphones are characterized by a warm sound, 
making them a favorite of many male singers. However, rib- 
bon elements tend to be fragile, and they really hate people 
that blow into them. Modern ribbon mics are less susceptible 
to damage from blowing, but nevertheless, care should be 
taken to avoid that. (For that matter, it really serves no pur- 
pose to blow into any microphone. If your wind doesn't 
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damage the element, the moisture in your breath can promote 
corrosion.) 

4) There are other types of microphone elements available 
such as carbon, crystal and ceramic. These are generally not 
found in professional microphones; carbon mics are used in 
telephones, while the others are found in cheaper mics sup- 
plied with inexpensive tape recorders. Avoid these types of 
microphones if you care about high quality reproduction. 

Care and Feeding of Microphones 
After watching the abuse that many mics are exposed to, I 

often marvel at how sturdy these little beasts are. After all, 
microphones are a mechanical device built with tiny bits of 
plastic and metal. 

It should go without saying that microphones should not 
be dropped. Not only will their bodies be damaged, but so will 
the inner workings. A microphone should be securely fasten- 
ed to the stand or boom with a properly fitted adapter. If the 
stand adapter becomes cracked or broken, don't try to rig it 
together with duct tape -buy a new adapter. It's a cheap 
form of insurance to protect your investment from crashing 
to the floor. 

When it is not in use, it is wise to put a microphone into its 
carrying case. This shields the mic from harm and bad 
climatic conditions. 

cc ... After watching the 
abuse that many mics 
are exposed to, I often 
marvel at how sturdy 

these little beasts are ... " 

Ah, yes. Climatic conditions. Moisture is one of the worst 
enemies of any microphone. Rain or high humidity will great- 
ly shorten the life of your microphone. So take care when 
working outdoors or in a garage, and keep that mic in its case 
when storing it. 

Many microphones are supplied with windscreens, or they 
are available as an option. A windscreen is most useful when 
working outdoors, but serves an important function even on 
stage or in the studio. The foam "sock" will greatly reduce 
popping sounds from "P's" and "B's," plus helps absorb 
moisture from your breath. Unless you are using a ball-type 
mic, always use a windscreen for vocal applications. In a 
pinch, I have even heard of people using a foam Nerf ball with 
a hole carved into it! 

Another advantage of windscreens is microphone iden- 
tification if you purchase the color -coded varieties available 
from several manufacturers. That way, the singers can play 
"musical chairs" with the front mics, and the soundman will 
always know which is which (unless some prankster switches 
windscreens when you aren't looking!). 

After heavy usage, it is not uncommon for the parts of a 
microphone to work loose. Usually, the problem can be solved 
by carefully tightening external set screws. Be sure to use a 
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... Microphones tend 
to be one of the more 

expensive investments 
for any P.A. or recording 

system, so treat them 
in a friendly fashion ... " 

proper sized and shaped screwdriver to avoid messing up the 
screws. If this doesn't eliminate internal rattlings, then it will 
be necessary to send the mic to the repair shop, or to the fac- 
tory since the problem won't get any better. 

Switches on Microphones 
The most common electrical switch found on a mic allows 

the performer to turn the mic on and off. Due to their elec- 
trical nature, these switches are a common source of failure. 
That's why many professional mics do not have "on /off" 
switches. 

Many microphones feature other types of switches, often 
cryptically labelled "M" and "S" or "M" and "V." These 
switches activate a bass attenuation, or roll -off, circuit which 
helps compensate for the proximity effect found in most car - 
dioid types. The "M" position stands for "Music" and gives 
the greatest bass response. "S" means "Speech" while "V" 
translates to "Voice "; when the switch is in these positions, 
bass frequencies are de- emphasized. Thus, these switches 
serve as a simple bass tone control. 

Some microphones (the Sennheiser MD -421 comes to mind) 
offer additional positions between "M" and "S." These alter- 
nate positions serve to progressively roll -off the bass 
response from one extreme to the other, and give you more 
tonal choices. 

Other manufacturers label the bass roll -off switch with 
numbers, such as "60" or "150." In this case, selecting "150" 
will attenuate more bass than the "60" position. The numbers 
represent the frequency at which roll -off begins. 

Some microphones feature bass roll -off switches marked 
with graphic symbols. A straight line means no roll -off, while 
a line that is bent on the left -hand end of the symbol indicates 
the bass attenuation position. 

Many condenser microphones feature a switch typically 
labelled " -10" or " -20," or some other number. These 
switches are commonly called pads, and reduce the sensitivi- 
ty of the microphone. In other words, the microphone will pro- 
duce a lower output when the switch is in the " -10" position. 
This helps prevent overloading of the microphone's elec- 
tronics when loud sound sources are present. If you hear 
distortion being generated by a condenser mic, try activating 
the pad; this will usually cure the problem. 

These are the most common "mystery switches" found on 
microphones. If you can't decipher the function of a par- 
ticular switch, refer to the instruction manual supplied with 
the mic, or contact the manufacturer or microphone dealer. 
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Microphone Cables and Connectors 
All microphone cables must be of the shielded variety. This 

type of cable consists of an outer jacket (rubber in the best 
quality cables) over a woven mesh of small wires. This shield 
surrounds the insulated wires that carry the signal and thus 
prevents hum, CB signals and other interference from dis- 
rupting the audio. 

Professional microphones have a low output impedance, 
and require two signal- carrying conductors in the cable. 
"Cannon" or "XLR" connectors are attached to each end of 
the cable. When using these 3 -pin connectors, remember that 
the shield must be soldered to pin #1 on each end. It won't 
matter which of the two wires connects to pins #2 and #3 as 
long as the same color wire connects to the same numbered 
pin at each end. My personal convention calls for the black 
wire to be connected to pin #2, while the red (or white or clear) 
wire is connected to #3. 

Some microphones are supplied with a cable with the mic 
end connector already attached and the mixer end stripped, 
but with no connector. In this case, it will be necessary to use 
an ohmmeter to determine what color code is used for pins 2 

and 3 terminations or to visually examine the wiring. 
High- impedance microphones generally require only a 

single conductor cable with an outer shield. Due to the 
multitude of various connectors utilized for interfacing with 
the microphone itself, it is impossible to give any general or 
specific wiring configurations. If in doubt about "what hooks 
where," consult the manufacturer's literature. The same ap- 
plies to dual impedance microphones, as well as those utiliz- 
ing connectors other than "cannon" -type plugs. 

" ... The best rule for 
proper mic placement 
is that there are no hard 
and fast rules ... except 

handle with care ... " 

Parting Thoughts 
Microphones tend to be one of the more expensive invest- 

ments for any P.A. or recording system, so it makes sense to 
treat them in a friendly fashion, just as you would your Seiko 
watch. With proper care, the sound quality of a mic will re- 
main constant for many years of use. 

When using a mic for vocal or instrumental applications, 
the best rule for proper placement is: there are no hard and 
fast rules. Just think about how the microphone operates and 
experiment with different types of aiming (and possibly EQ 
at the mixer) until you obtain the desired effect. After all, for 
many years the standard studio rule was to work at least six 
feet away from the mic. Then, one day, some maverick 
engineer decided to move it closer to the sound source, and he 
got the sound he wanted! There are no rules, other than han- 
dle with care. 

Until next time, happy miking! 4 
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WHEN YOUR WORK 
BEGINS AT S. 

AND GOES TO 16. 
The New Model 15SL. 

Today it's 8- tracks. To- 
morrow 16. And unless 
you have a pile of money 
stashed somewhere, you'll 
need hardware that can 
grow to fit your future. 

Enter the Model 15SL. 
An 8 -in /8 -out configura- 
tion with a double 8 -track 
monitoring system and 
6- position EQ on all in- 
puts. Expandable to 24 
inputs with full 16 -track 
monitoring. It's the "short 
load" version of our re- 
nowned Model 15. 

The Model 15SL gives 
your ears an almost un- 
limited mixing and mon- 
itoring repertoire. For 
example, you can punch 
up a 8 x 2 or 8 x 4 output 
monitor mix without af- 
fecting what goes onto 

tape. Or solo one or sev- 
eral monitor channels. 
You can listen to a per- 
former's headphone cue, 
hear the echo buss, add 
external signal processing 
to the monitor or tape. 
You'll easily satisfy your 
musicians, your producer 
and yourself, with an 
amazing amount of flexi- 
bility and control. 

The model 15SL is the 
perfect studio mate for the world's most popular 
8 -track recorder: the Tascam 80 -8. Put both to 
the test at your Tascam dealer today. 

And the Model 15SL 
does all this very quietly. 
The mic preamps are all 
discrete FETs (not chips) 
for lower noise and distor- 
tion. The power supply is 
housed separately for re- 
mote mounting to keep 
heat and hum away from 
the amplifiers. Mic input 
S/N is greater than 76dB 
(1 channel, WTD). And 
overall distortion (Mic In 
to Line Out) is 0.03% THD 
@ 1,000Hz. 

So listen to the Model 
15SL. Examine its extra- 
ordinary flexibility. You'll 
find everything you need 
to start work at 8. And go 
to 16. At your Tascam 
dealer right now. 

TASCAM SÉRIÉS 
TEAC Production Products 
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By Len Feldman 

Another Standards Battle Looms 
I recently returned from Tokyo where I attended the 

30th Audio Fair held in Japan. Needless to say, the em- 
phasis was on the compact digital audio disc which had 
been demonstrated months before by both Sony and 
Philips. These two companies, by combining their ef- 
forts, will someday be credited with preventing the kind 
of standards battle that many feel was responsible for 
the "death" of 4- channel sound a few years ago. Faced 
with the clout of the largest European producer of elec- 
tronic equipment, plus the acknowledged strength and 
worldwide prestige of Sony Corporation, other Japanese 
companies quickly fell into line. Many abandoned their 
own versions of digital audio discs. Others who had not 
done much research in this important area were grateful 
for the standardization that was indirectly brought 
about by the joint efforts of Sony and Phillips and quick- 
ly got to work in their labs to build a prototype compact 
digital disc player that conformed to the standards 
agreed upon by Philips and Sony. 

As a result, there were no less than nineteen com- 
panies displaying what purported to be prototypes of 
compact digital audio disc players at the aforementioned 
Tokyo show. 

I hasten to add that some of these displays involved 
more showmanship than advanced technology. If one 
were enterprising enough to look under the draped tables 
which displayed the tiny disc players, one would find, in 
many cases, bulky boxes full of electronic circuitry which 
could not yet fit into the small sized players which have 
been promised for the future. But miniaturization here is 
only a matter of time and since some manufacturers did 
not have to resort to the "under the table" trick, we can 
presume that by the time the compact digital disc play- 
ers actually come to market (sometime in late 1982 over- 
seas and about six months later here in the U.S.) they will 
be smaller than the proverbial breadbox. 

The important thing here is that aside from JVC, 
which still is pushing the AHD (Audio High Density) 
PCM format associated with its VHD (Video High Den- 
sity) videodisc system, just about everyone else has 

agreed upon the Sony -Philips format for a dedicated dig- 
ital audio disc. That bodes well for the audio industry 
which can turn its attention to improving the hardware 
(speakers, amps, etc.) that will be needed when compact 
DADs become significant as program sources in the 
years ahead. 

Unfortunately, the recent Tokyo Audio Fair was also 
the scene of several product introductions (previews 
would be a better descriptive term) which may well cause 
additional confusion, if not chaos, in the audio market- 
place. I am speaking of the latest development in audio 
tape recording, the digital or PCM cassette deck. Much 
to everyone's surprise, a few engineering oriented com- 
panies have actually succeeded in developing prototype 
machines that employ standard sized compact cassettes 
(the same cassette tape package used in present day 
cassette decks) and use non -rotating record /play heads to 
record audio information in digital form. Such 
stationary -head PCM recording differs from the helical 
recording scheme used in video cassette decks, where the 
wide bandwidth needed for either video signals or PCM 
audio signals is achieved by having the record /play heads 
mounted in a rapidly spinning drum, thereby increasing 
the relative tape head gap to tape speed. In the case of 
stationary head PCM digital recording, bandwidth cap- 
acity can be increased in only two ways: Either the tape 
must run at a tremendous linear speed past the sta- 
tionary tape head, or the digital information must be 
divided into many tracks across the width of the tape. In 
the case of the prototype PCM cassette decks which I 

saw in Tokyo, the latter approach was used by all of 
those manufacturers who showed such products. How- 
ever, despite the well known tendency for major 
Japanese companies to "talk to each other" when it 
comes to matters of standardization, in this instance, the 
makers of PCM cassette deck prototypes seem to have 
accomplished their tasks without consulting their com- 
petitors. As a result, there are as many different sets of 
operating standards for the decks as there were decks on 
display. 
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As an example, there was no agreement as to how 
many tracks should be used to contain the digital infor- 
mation. Pioneer's working prototype PCM deck uses 
eight tracks, with the tape operating in one direction on- 
ly. The operating tape speed, in the case of this deck, is 
twice the standard speed of an audio cassette or 33/4 ips, 
which means that with a C-90 length cassette tape pack- 
age, maximum recording time would be only 221/2 

minutes (remember, the cassette operates only in one 
direction in this version). Certainly, that's an objection, 
but Pioneer advised us that, in all likelihood, a C -120 
package might be used in the future, since the objections 
normally cited against C -120 lengths of cassette tape 
would not apply in the case of PCM digital recording, 
where physical and magnetic characteristics are quite 
different from those required of tape when it is used for 
analog audio recording. 

JVC, on the other hand, showed and demonstrated a 
system in which the standard compact cassette tape was 
divided into eighteen tracks, but in which the tape 
travelled in both directions, much as it does when used in 
an analog cassette deck. That made for nine tracks in 
each tape direction: one control track and four tracks per 
stereo channel. Sony also displayed a PCM cassette deck, 
but theirs used thirty -eight tracks across the width of the 
tape- sixteen per channel plus six control tracks. 

Nor was there any agreement on tape speed. Some 
manufacturers used the "standard" 1 -7/8 ips to assist in 
achieving the recording density needed, while still others 
used totally "new" tape speeds not previously used in 
any audio recording format. Even in the realm of purely 
digital parameters, standards varied from manufacturer 
to manufacturer. Pioneer's sample deck employed the 
same sampling rate as that used for the now- standard- 
ized compact digital audio disc: 44.1 kHz. As a result, the 
Pioneer unit boasted a "flat" frequency response exten- 
ding clear out to 20 kHz (sampling rate, you may recall, 
must be at least twice the highest frequency to be record- 
ed in a digital recording system). On the other hand JVC 
chose to demonstrate a machine which employed a much 
slower sampling rate of 33.5 kHz. While this limited max- 
imum frequency response at the high end to 16 kHz, it 
does permit a longer recording time of sixty minutes per 
cassette (thirty minutes per side, since the cassette is 
recorded and played in both directions). In subsequent 
discussions held with JVC personnel in this country (that 
company displayed its PCM cassette deck at the recently 
held AES Convention, in New York City) I learned that 
JVC already has developed the capability to increase 
sampling rate and thereby improve frequency response, 
but no one could tell me if, in fact, the first consumer ver- 
sions of its PCM cassette deck would, in fact, have higher 
frequency response than this first sample or not. JVC 
stressed the fact that, in its opinion, any PCM cassette 
recording system should, above all, use both sides of the 
cassette tape (record and play in both directions) and 
should have a total recording time of at least one hour. 

64 we may end up 
with a bunch of 

non -compatible PCM 
cassette decks in 

science museums .." 
With this increased activity in PCM cassette record- 

ing taking place in Japan, it becomes increasingly impor- 
tant for the industry to try to arrive at standards for this 
new type of component before things go too far. It should 
be pointed out that in the case of digital audio processors 
that are intended to work with existing VCRs, opera- 
tional standards were set by the Electronic Industries 
Association of Japan (E IAJ) some time ago, and those 
companies exhibiting such VCR -related PCM audio pro- 
cessors highlighted the fact that their units do conform 
to those standards. While such processors have come 
down in price since their introduction two or three years 
ago, when you add in the price of the necessary VCR with 
which such processors must be used, the combination is 
hardly a bargain -often exceeding $5000. 

Dedicated PCM cassette recorders, on the other hand, 
while not firmed up in price (we're a long way from even 
having commercially available mass produced models) 
are likely to range from perhaps $1500 to $2500 in price 
and may therefore be a relatively attractive item for 
small recording studios (for mastering or even for or- 

iginal "live" recording, if the "mix" can be done in real - 
time), as well as for the more serious audiophiles who 
seek wider dynamic range, lower distortion and total 
elimination of audible wow- and -flutter for their recording 
efforts. After all, there are several analog cassette decks 
and even a greater number of semi -pro or high -end con- 
sumer open -reel decks that go for a lot more than that 
and yet enjoy continuing sales in the marketplace. 

None of this will come to pass, however, unless the in- 

dustry can quickly agree on such things as sampling 
rate, tape speed, word -bit rate and error correction 
schemes for the new PCM cassette deck product cat- 
egory. If corporate egos prevail instead of unified in- 

dustry resolve, we may end up with a bunch of non-com - 
patible PCM cassette decks in science museums and ex- 
hibitions around the world. They will be found standing 
next to examples of 4- channel hardware, wire recorders, 
binaural playback tonearms and other relics of the past 
which failed because we couldn't agree on standards, and 
lacking them, no one would take a chance on a product 
that was about to be replaced by something better -or 
different. 
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NORMAN EISENBERG AND LEN FELDMAN 

Cerwin -Vega GE -3 
Graphic Equalizer 

General Description: The Cerwin -Vega GE -3 
equalizer is a dual, 13 -band graphic equalizer. Unlike 
the usual 10 -band or 3rd -octave equalizers, the GE -3 
falls somewhere in between, adding three more filter 
bands between the standard octave frequencies in the 
bass region. 

Other features include transformerless balanced /un- 
balanced inputs and outputs, using XLR or phone con- 
nectors. The equalizer features 600 -ohm drive capabili- 
ty and separate gain controls for each channel. 

As we might have expected, the GE -3 is equipped 
with active filters which go by various names but which 
add up to the fact that the unit does not need to employ 
actual inductors in its individual filter circuits. A block 
diagram of the circuit path from the balanced input 
amplifier, through the subsonic and equalization filter 
circuitry and on to the output non -inverting and inver- 
ting op -amps is shown in Fig. 1. 

Test Results: In Fig. 2 we have plotted the complete 
boost and cut characteristics of each of the thirteen 
bands of the equalizer, as well as its response curves 

when all controls are set to their maximum boost or 
maximum cut settings. As these plots indicate, there 
was very little interaction between non -adjacent bands 
which makes the GE -3 particularly easy to adjust. Very 
little back and forth trimming is required, once a 
system has been analyzed on a band -by -band basis and 
proper settings have been applied. As indicated in the 
Vital Statistics chart, all of the published specifications 
of the Cerwin -Vega GE -3 were met or exceeded. 

General Info: Dimensions are 19 inches wide, 3.5 in- 
ches high, 10.24 inches deep. Weight is 13 pounds. Price 
is $625. 

Joint Comment by L.F. and N.E.: The aspect of 
the Cerwin -Vega GE -3 equalizer that appealed to us 
most was its half- octave filter capability in the bass 
region, below 250 Hz. The additional filters were not 
just put there to come up with thirteen bands instead of 
the usual ten, but as a well -thought -out price /perfor- 
mance balancing act between the real -world equaliza- 
tion requirements and a full half- octave or third- octave 
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graphic equalizer. The fact is, that it is in the bass 
region that a system is apt to need a greater degree, or 
more correctly, a finer degree of signal processing and 
tailoring than in other areas of the audio spectrum. 
Such a degree of equalization is simply not possible 
with octave -wide controls and Cerwin -Vega's solution - 
adding three more filter bands between the standard oc- 

tave frequencies -solves the problem without adding 
undue cost per channel of equalization. 

The balanced input stage of the equalizer as well as 
the choice of balanced or unbalanced outputs, plus the 
ability of the system to drive line impedances as low as 
600 ohms, in either the balanced or unbalanced mode, 
will be appreciated by the professional soundman. The 
availability of standard 1/4-inch phone jacks make it 
easy for the audiophile who is not equipped with XLR 
audio cables to use the equalizer as well. 

The peak clip indicators are a welcome addition to the 
GE -3. Normally, these indicators should not flash, even 
on peak signals, but during the set -up they can help the 
user to adjust input and output levels to the equalizer 
so as to obtain maximum possible signal -to -noise per- 
formance of the unit without introducing unacceptable 
levels of distortion. 

We are reminded of Cerwin -Vega's popular slogan, 

0Ui)UT 
LEBEL 

(eel 

.15 OB 

.10 OB 

5 de 

0 dB 

-5 d6 

-10 d9 

-15 dB 

0 OB .7751 ¿P 60001 

Fig. 2: Cerwin -Vega GE -3: Overall response curve and 
individual band response range curves of the unit. Up- 

per and lower curves are overall response with all con- 
trols set to maximum or minimum. 

which sets forth the proposition that "Loud Is 
Beautiful -If It's Clean." We can't always subscribe to 
the first part of the slogan, but Cerwin -Vega has cer- 
tainly seen to it that everything that comes out of this 
equalizer is clean! 
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Fig. 1: Cerwin -Vega GE -3: Block diagram of equalizer's signal path. 
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CERWIN VEGA GE -3 GRAPHIC EQUALIZER: Vital Statistics 

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTIC 

Maximum input level 
Input impedance 

Unbalanced 
Balanced 

Rated output level 
Unbalanced 
Balanced 

Maximum output level 
Gain (controls set flat) 
Subsonic filter 
Center frequencies (Hz) 

Individual filter range 
Frequency response (controls flat) 
THD at rated output 
THD, any setting below clipping 
SMPTE -IM at rated output 
Slew rate 
S /N, "A " -wtd. 
Power requirements 

MANUFACTURER'S SPEC 

+22 dB (9.75 V) 

45 K ohms 
65 K ohms 

+2 dBm 
+8 dBm 
+ 20 dBm (7.75 V) 

Up to +6dB 
-3dBat10Hz 
31.5, 45, 63, 90, 125, 180, 250, 500, 
1 K, 2 K, 4 K, 8 K, 16 K 

± 12 dB 
29 Hz to 20 kHz, ± 0.15 dB 
0.005% 
0.01% 
0.005% 
8 V/usec. 
100 dB 
105-125 V, 50/60 Hz, 15 W 

CIRCLE 16 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

LAB MEASUREMENT 

10.0 V 

Confirmed 
Confirmed 

8.0 V 

Confirmed 
-3 dB at 12 Hz 

Confirmed 
Confirmed 
25 Hzto22kHz, ±1.0dB 
0.003% (1 kHz) 
0.012% 
0.005% 
10 V /usec. 
106 dB 
12 W 

Nikko ND-1000 Cassette Deck 

_. V. 7 . 
..,o _. ..... 

General Description: The Nikko ND -1000 is a 
three -head model cassette deck using a direct -drive two - 
motor tape transport system. The transport features 
full IC logic control which allows tape function switch- 
ing without the need to go through the "stop" position. 
The IC logic also permits all tape mode functions to be 
controlled at a distance with the addition of an optional 
remote control unit. 

Nikko is certainly not the first company to have come 
up with a self- adjusting cassette deck that takes care of 
minor variations in bias requirements between tapes of 
the same generic family. Furthermore, its self - 
adjusting capabilities are not nearly as comprehensive 

as those introduced in the past by cassette deck com- 
panies such as Nakamichi, JVC, Phase Linear and 
others. But by waiting till the microprocessor chips 
needed to do this job became sufficiently inexpensive, 
Nikko has come up with a mid- priced deck that many 
serious recordists will be able to afford and enjoy. 

At the extreme left of the front panel are a push- 
button power switch, a 3- position auto rewind timer 
switch and a cassette eject button. The cassette com- 
partment comes next, and to its right is a 3 -digit tape 
counter and reset button. Below this is a tape /source 
monitor switch. Three tiny buttons are involved in what 
Nikko calls its "Compu -TECS" system. This system 
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FR 

60. 

10dB/D L-33.3dB R-04.1dB 30.0kHz 

Fig. 1: Nikko ND-1000: Record /play frequency response 
at 0 and - 20 dB record level (Maxell XL -I tape). 

(which stands for Computerized Tape Evaluation and 
Control System) takes care of only two parameters: bias 
and sensitivity. Recording equalization is, as far as we 
could tell, not altered during the self- adjust process. 
Since the record and play tape heads are housed in a 
single package, there is also no need for auto -azimuth 
adjustment. 

Nikko does provide memory capability for the ad- 
justment bias and sensitivity settings, but that 
capability is limited to one per tape type. 

To the right of the Compu -TECS buttons are a tape 
selection switch (metal, norm and CrO2), a Dolby on /off 
switch with an MPX filter position and a memory re- 
wind switch which include provisions for starting the 
play sequence automatically after rewind has taken 
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10dB/D L-00.1dB R-18,1dB 18.5kHz 

Fig. 2: Nikko ND -1000: Record /play frequency 
response, 0 and - 20 dB record level (Maxell XL- II -S). 

FR 
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A 

10dB/D L-10.9dB R-03.9dB 20.0kHz 

Fig. 3: Nikko ND -1000: Record /play response at 0 and 
- 20 dB record level (Maxell metal tape). 

place. Logic- controlled light -touch tape transport but- 
tons are positioned along the bottom section of the 
front panel. They include the usual "record," "play," 
"pause," "fast rewind," "stop" and "fast forward" 
functions as well as a special "record mute" button. 
This latter switch, when depressed and held, manages 
to interrupt recording without having to go into the 
pause mode. 

Record level indicators consist of two 12- section 
LED peak level displays oriented in a vertical direction. 
Separate left and right master record level controls are 
concentrically mounted at the upper right of the panel. 
Below these are a separate output level control, a stereo 
phone jack and left and right channel microphone input 
jacks. 
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Fig. 4: Nikko ND -1000: Third -order distortion vs. record 
level (Maxell XL -I tape). 
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Fig. 5: Nikko ND -1000: Third -order distortion vs. record 
level (Maxell XL -II -S tape). 
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Fig. 6: Nikko ND -1000: Third -order distortion vs. record 
level (Maxell metal tape). 

Test Results: The more basic performance 
characteristics of the Nikko ND -1000 are summarized 
in the usual table of Vital Statistics and verified using 
our now- familiar Sound Technology Recorder Test Set 
Model 1500A. We used Maxell XL -I tape as represen- 
tative of ferric -oxide premium formulations; Maxell 
XL -IIS for chrome -equivalent seventy microsecond 
equalization tape; and Maxell's metal tape for our metal 
tape sample. Figs. 1, 2 and 3 show record /play response 
at 0 dB record level (upper trace) and at -20 dB record 
level (lower trace) for all three types of tape. In each of 
these plots, the vertical dotted line cursor has been 
moved to that frequency closest to the -3 dB roll -off 
point for the -20 dB response curve. (In Fig. 1 for ex- 

NS WD L-68, 5dB R-60. 3dB 

- -- -- -- _,--- _ - 

10dB/D L-77.9dB R-70.6dB 5.00kHz 

Fig. 7: Nikko ND -1000: SIN analysis using Maxell XL -I 
tape, with and without Dolby. 
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Fig. 8: Nikko ND -1000: S/N analysis using Maxell XL- 
Il -S tape, with and without Dolby. 

ample, response is down -4.1 dB at 20 kHz, so we 
estimated the -3 dB point for that tape sample as be- 
ing at 19 kHz). 

Third -order harmonic distortion versus record level 
is plotted for each of the tapes and is shown in Figs. 4, 5 
and 6. Interestingly, as self- adjusted by the deck, the 
Maxell metal tape sample had the lowest third -order 
distortion level at 0 dB recording level (0.32 %) and 
almost the best headroom. Maxell XL -I did a bit better 
with a +9 dB compared with +8 dB for metal. On the 
other hand, the XL -I tape showed the best signal -to- 
noise ratio of all three tapes tested with Dolby off (60.2 
dB relative to the 3% distortion record level) and with 
Dolby on (68.5 dB). We can't guess what sort of tape 
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Fig. 9: Nikko ND -1000: SIN analysis using Maxell metal 
tape, with and without Dolby. 

FL WD L0.030% 

-_ - _ tL 
.01 L+0.022% 1.00 Hz 

Fig. 10: Nikko ND -1000: Wow and flutter analysis. 

Nikko may have used to achieve the 72 dB S/N figure 
that they claim in their published specifications or what 
type of weighting curve they used. We used A- weight- 
ing for our particular measurements this time. 

Our updated test equipment now enables us to present 
an analysis of the spectral distribution of noise in addi- 
tion to calculating the overall "single number" S/N ratio 
in dB. Spectrum analyses for each of the tape types are 
reproduced in Figs. 7, 8 and 9. Overall S/N figures are 
printed at the top of each of these displays, with the 
higher of the two figures representing results obtained 
with Dolby B on and the lower figure representing 
results with Dolby circuitry turned off. 

WRMS wow- and -flutter is plotted over a frequency 
range from 0.5 Hz to 200 Hz in Fig. 10 and was an ex- 

cellent 0.03% as opposed to the published figure of 

0.05 %. More often than not, the most offending wow 
component usually shows up at a frequency between 3 

Hz and 5 Hz, but in the case of this deck, the greatest 
component of wow seemed to occur at 1 Hz, as shown in 
the plot of Fig. 10. That component contributed 0.022% 
of the total 0.03% shown. 

Fig. 11 is a plot of stereo separation vs. frequency 
(from 20 Hz to 20 kHz) and the cursor has been set to 1 

kHz where channel separation measured 45 dB. The ver- 
tical scale is 10 dB per division so you can easily deter- 
mine separation of other frequencies. Double line ver- 
ticals are at 100 Hz, 1 kHz and 10 kHz in this diagram as 
well as in earlier Figs. 1, 2 and 3. Speed accuracy was 
good, hovering about the +1.0% deviation mark for 
the first few minutes of tape motion shown in Fig. 12. 

General Info: Dimensions are 17.25 inches wide by 
4.75 inches high by 11.25 inches deep. Weight is 11.6 lbs. 
Price is $650. 

Joint Comment by L.F. and N.E.: While the tape 
parameter adjustment and memory features are not 
quite as impressive as those found on more expensive 
self -adjusting decks, when you think about it, how many 
of us actually keep switching from one type of ferric ox- 

ide tape to another? Or from one brand of metal tape to 
another? And even if we did, memorizing and adjusting 
for an alternate tape within a generic type would take 
something under a half minute (including analysis and 
new memorization) which is really not a big problem. 

It is pretty obvious from the results obtained for all 
three types of tape that the self- adjusting feature of this 
deck emphasizes extended frequency response rather 
than lowest distortion or best signal -to -noise ratio. 
That's an approach with which we are not necessarily in 
agreement, but one which will no doubt appeal to the 

CS 

10dB/B L-45.0dB 1.00kHz 

Fig. 11: Nikko ND-1000: Channel separation vs. fre- 
quency. 
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Fig. 12: Nikko ND -1000: Speed accuracy deviation dur- 
ing first three minutes. 

audiophile consumer who rates frequency response 
above all other parameters. We should note, incidentally, 
that "0 dB" on the LED meters of this unit corresponds 
to approximately 145 nWb /meter or about 3 dB below 
standard Dolby calibration level. It's for this reason that 
the headroom figure (recording level for 3% third -order 
distortion) seems so high as tabulated in the Vital 
Statistics chart. 

The Nikko ND -1000 handles easily and seems like a 
well -designed unit both electrically and mechanically. 
This unit is at the top of the line of cassette decks offered 
by Nikko this year. As far as we are concerned, it offers 
excellent value for its suggested price. We do wish that 
there was a third choice other than auto -adjust and 
factory -fix bias settings so that we might have been able 
to favor lower distortion and somewhat better S/N per- 
formance rather than ruler -flat frequency response for 
every application. Still, we're not talking about major 
possible improvements in these areas; just perhaps a cou- 
ple of dB here and there. 

NIKKO ND -1000 CASSETTE DECK: Vital Statistics 

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTIC 

Frequency response, Hz to kHz, ±3 dB 
Maxell XL -I 
Maxell XL -IIS 
Maxell Metal 

Wow -and -flutter, WRMS 
Speed accuracy 
SIN ratio, Dolby off 
(re: 3% 3rd -order HD record level, 
"A " -wtd.) 

Maxell XL -I 
Maxell XL -IIS 
Maxell Metal 

S/N ratio, Dolby on 
(re: 3% 3rd -order HD record level, 
"A " -wtd.) 

Maxell XL -I 
Maxell XL -IIS 
Maxell Metal 

Record level for 3% 3rd -order HD 
(0 dB = 145 nWb /m) 

Maxell XL -I 
Maxell XL -IIS 
Maxell Metal 

3rd -order HD at 0 dB record level 
Maxell XL -I 
Maxell XL -11S 
Maxell Metal 

Line output at 0 dB 
Headphone output level at 0 dB 
Mic input sensitivity for 0 dB 
Line input sensitivity, 0 dB 
Fast rewind time (C -60) 
Bias frequency (kHz) 
Power consumption 

MANUFACTURER'S SPEC 

30-15 (no tolerance) 
30-19 (no tolerance) 
30.20 (no tolerance) 
0.05% 
NA 

NA 
NA 
NA 

NA 
NA 
72dB 

NA 
NA 
NA 

NA 
NA 
NA 
450 mV 
90 mV 
0.25 mV 
50 mV 
90 sec. 
NA 
22 W 

CIRCLE 17 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

LAB MEASUREMENT 

29-19 kHz 
29.19 kHz 
27-19.5 kHz 
0.03% 
+ 0.116% 

60.2 dB 
57.3 dB 
59.6 dB 

68.5 dB 
67.2 dB 
67.6 dB 

+ 9.0 dB 
+6.0 dB 
+ 8.0 dB 

0.45% 
0.60% 
0.32% 
380 mV 
61 mV (8 ohm) 
0.25 mV 
37 mV 
85 sec. 
NA 
20 W 
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General Description: The SAE A1001 power 
amplifier is that company's highest powered basic 
amp. It is rated at 500 watts RMS power output per 
channel into 8 -ohm loads and 750 watts per channel in- 
to 4-ohm loads. All of the "01" series amplifiers (of 
which this is an example) are designed to be mounted 
into a 19 -inch rack. The A1001 requires 8.75 inches of 
vertical space in the rack. Because of its weight (67 
lbs.) SAE recommends using #10 size screws and 
washers in the course of rack -mounting. 

The front panel of the A1001 has interlocking power 
on/power off push buttons located near the lower 
center with the lower panel dedicated to a rather 
elaborate dual display system. What may at first ap- 
pear as a somewhat superficial feature turns out to be 
very useful indeed. Dual rows of LED power indicators 
are arranged so that one row shows instantaneous peak 
power while the other row shows average power to the 
speakers. The user is therefore given complete visual 
information about the state of the system when it is 
delivering high -power levels. Speakers as well as the 
amplifier itself are easily monitored for overload 
conditions. 

The rear panel provides a choice of inputs for each 
channel. The "normal" inputs provide full bandwidth 
frequency response. When these are used, amplifier 
response is from below 1 Hz to over 50 kHz. The "high 
pass inputs" are provided for applications where a 
"01" series amplifier is to be used in a bi- or tri- 
amplified system, or where extended low- frequency 
response has proven hazardous to speaker performance 
or caused acoustic feedback between the speakers and 
the turntable. These high -pass inputs provide 6- dB -per- 
octave roll -off below 20 Hz. 

The A1001 amplifier uses 5 -way binding posts for 
output signal connections. Amplifier outputs have a 
common ground connection to the chassis at both 
black output terminals. Red- colored coded binding 

posts are intended for connections to the "hot" or 
positive terminals of loudspeakers. 

Test Results: It almost goes without saying that all 
of the static published specifications were met and 
usually exceeded by a wide margin. Referring to our 
Vital Statistics chart for this unit, we measured a 
CCIF IM distortion of 0.003 percent (about as low as 
our test equipment permits). The twin -tone IHF 
measurement yielded readings below 0.03 percent. 
Mid -frequency power output was more conservatively 
stated for 8 -ohm operation (550 watts as against a 
claimed 500) than for 4 -ohm operation (770 watts as 
against 750 watts as claimed). Note, too, that rather 
than measure frequency response "from DC to channel 
5," we have elected to follow SAE's course and report 
only the deviation from flat response over the useful 
audio range from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. For those who insist 
upon knowing how far beyond the audio range the 
amplifier can handle signals, without significant at- 
tenuation, SAE does quote a " -3 dB" frequency 
response extending from 2 Hz to 160 kHz. We substan- 
tiated those claims. Beyond that SAE saw fit to offer a 
high -pass input for each channel as an alternative. 
When that input is used, response rolls -off below 20 
Hz. So much for what SAE thinks about "response 
down to DC!" 

General Info: Dimensions are 19 inches wide, by 
8.75 inches high, by 17.25 inches deep. Weight is 67 
lbs. Price is $1550. 

Joint Comment by L.F. and N.E.: Once we got 
over the shock of seeing just how physically enormous 
a 500 watt amplifier (750 per channel if you use 4 ohm 
speakers) can be, we were able to concentrate on the 
sheer ruggedness and conservativeness of this design 
from SAE. Accompanying our sample was an SAE 
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"white paper" dealing with the design philosophy 
behind all of this company's "01" series amplifiers. We 
strongly recommend this document to anyone who is 
confused and bewildered about conflicting claims for 
what's important (and what isn't) in a power amplifier. 
We've all been party to the arguments as to whether 
TIM really matters or whether a super -high slew rate 
really shows up as an improvement in sound repro- 
duction from a given amplifier. Then there's the ques- 
tion of the importance of DC- coupling (ability of an 
amplifier to deliver power down to "0 Hz"). We don't 
want to give away the punch line of SAE's white paper, 
but if you'll take a quick look at our Vital Statistics 
chart at the end of this report, you'll notice that SAE 
(and we) report "slew factor" rather than "slew rate." 
Obviously, since it's slew factor that SAE quotes, it 
was slew factor that we had to measure. 

One of the key points made by SAE in the aforemen- 
tioned "white paper" is the need for a high- powered 
amplifier to be able to supply large current to loads of a 
varying impedance (such as loudspeakers) which may, at 
times, dip down to well below 2 ohms. It is this require- 
ment which, no doubt, is responsible for the rather large 
size of the amplifier. After all, there are 24 -count 'em- 
24 output transistors per channel and the twin power 
supplies, though deriving their AC inputs from a com- 
mon massive power transformer, are each tied in with 
four separate filter capacitors. While our tests were 
limited to 8-ohm and 4-ohm loads, SAE maintains that 
the A1001 can deliver enough current to produce 500 

watts per channel even if the load drops to 1 ohm! We 
have no doubt that this is true judging by everything 
else we saw and measured concerning this mammoth 
amplifier. 

What needs to be said, too, is that for an amplifier 
of this power capability we were pleasantly surprised 
at just how accurately it reproduced music signals when 
coupled to our reference speakers. Somehow, we have 
been conditioned to expect that super- powered amps are 
going to be brute force designs that place sonic quality 
below ruggedness and long -term reliability. Not so with 
the SAE A1001. We could detect no flaw in its sound 
quality whether listening at nominal 1 -watt levels or 
at levels approaching its maximum power output 
capability. 

Admittedly, this amplifier was not designed specifical- 
ly for professional applications. Its input jacks are com- 
mon garden -variety phono-tip types used in home -audio 
equipment. We would have expected at least quarter - 
inch phone jacks here, if only for more secure and perma- 
nent connections. Accidental loss of a ground return 
caused by a loose phono-tip plug is one thing when we're 
talking about 10- or 20 -watt amplifiers; it's quite another 
thing when such a mishap could "zap" 500 or more watts 
of hum into a speaker's unsuspecting voice coil. For all of 
that, given the sonic quality of the A1001, and its almost 
inexhaustible power capability, we would be willing to 
overlook that minor bit of "unprofessionalism," even if it 
means tying down the audio input cable with cable 
clamps to forestall any intermittents. 

SAE A1001 POWER AMPLIFIER: Vital Statistics 

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTIC 

Continuous power for rated THD, 1 kHz 
8 ohms 
4 ohms 

FTC rated power (20 Hz to 20 kHz) 
8 ohms 
4 ohms 

THD at rated output 
1 kHz, 8 ohms 
1 kHz, 4 ohms 
20 Hz, 8 ohms 
20 kHz, 8 ohms 

IM distortion, rated output, 
SMPTE 
CCIF 
IHF 

Frequency response at 1 W, Hz -kHz 
(for -1 dB) 

SIN ratio, re: 1 W, "A " -wtd, IHF 
SIN ratio, re: rated output, "A " -wtd 
Dynamic headroom, IHF 
Damping factor at 50 Hz 
IHF Input sensitivity 
Input sensitivity, re: rated output 
Slew factor 
Power consumption: idling, maximum 

MANUFACTURER'S SPEC LAB MEASUREMENT 

500 watts 
750 watts 

500 watts 
750 watts 

0.025% 
0.025% 
0.025% 
0.025% 

0.025% 
NA 
NA 

20-20 ( - 0.5) 
90dB 
117 dB 
NA 
60 
0.11 V 

2.50 V 

3 

NA; NA 
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550 watts 
770 watts 

540 watts 
750 watts 

0.005% 
0.007% 
0.008% 
0.016% 

0.014% 
0.003% 
less than 0.03% 

20.20 ( - 0.2) 
92 dB 
118 dB 
1.5 dB 
60 
0.10 V 

2.50 V 

3.5 
220 W; NA 
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"The EX18 
could well become a 

audïo _classic 
June 15E' rkdern Re urcing and b4isi . 1981 Cowan Publishing. 

That's wha Modern Recordirg said abort 
the Etc -1$ stereo 2- way /mono 3 -way 
electrcni-3 crossover. The same stateme 1 

couic vet well apply to the new TAPCO 
2210 anc 2230 graphic equal zers as we I. 

Th3 EX --8 provides all the n_cessary 
contra s and functions for bi- arplifying 
stereo or tr -amplifying monaural speake- 
systems and this can be accctnpiishec 

using a unique mode s-wi_ch so no external 
patcii-1g is recuirec. Asñgle knob on 
eaci- channel adjusts tle crossover friquen- 
cies.hith a 10 }_ mul iplier availabe for 
very h gh frequency crc ssover operation. 
It s definitely c.ne or the Dleanes- and 
quie -est electronic crossovers available. 

The same Dtecisi i design and human 
ençi-leering found in the EX -18 is found 
in the )ne -tl-irc octave 2230 and -he dual 
ten -band 2210grapi c equalizers. faith 
ara riagnifican- performers in reco-ding and 
soLrd reinfo-ce men awl cations.Vhether 
you feed the precisior of the 2230 with its 

coiibining filter action,.. witchat le hick 
an I low -bass filters and floating balanced 
outputs, or tie economy and fla <ibilit. Df 

the 2210 there are simpy no bolter values 
in today's rnarketp ace . 

all tiree Lnits are egipped with reTov- 
ab e security covers to p-event acciden-al 
opDration of any of tie ontrols once 'our 
requirements have be set. 

There is ro need -o sf-ttle foi less than 
the best soLnd availabE. Especially when 
these E -V /TAPCO signal processing _nits 
gNe you professional sound quality fcr 
less tfar you'd expect iofess onal gJality 
to cos:. These units must be aL ditioned 
at you- E -V /TAPCO dealer. Its t e only way 
to sear how good ycur sound can be. 
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Reviewed By: 

ELLEN ZOE GOLDEN 
NAT HENTOFF 
JOE KLEE 
NORMAN WEINSTEIN 

ADAM AND THE ANTS: Prince Charm- 
ing. [Chris Hughes, producer; Ross 
Cullum, engineer; Nigel Barker, assis- 
tant engineer; recorded at Air Studios, 
London, England, August 19811 Epic 
ARE 37615. 

Performance: Formulaic 
Recording: Cluttered and muddy 

Last time around it seemed like Adam 
Ant might be the breath of fresh air 
needed in the stale music mainstream as 
his tribal rhythms, delirious chants and 
astute sense of pride pumped vigor and 
vitality into the collapsed sing -song 
lung. Unfortunately, the praise seems to 
have gone straight to his head, as the 
latest Adam and the Ants album, called 
Prince Charming, takes the excitement 
of the past and changes Ant Music into 
systematic and unimaginative fodder. 

Adam is still preoccupied with mak- 
ing heroes out of every possible clan 
( "Scorpios" is a West Side Story gang 
tune with a glitter twist, "Picasso Visita 
El Planeta De Los Simios" puts the 
Spaniard "on quality street" and 
"Mowhok" says the Mohicans are 
"proud and fair"), but what began as 
pride has quickly changed to egotism as 
Adam proclaims greatness in almost 
every song. Those tunes that aren't 
pompous fall straight back into the 
Ant /Sex trap, and cuts called "S.E.X." 
and "Ant Rap" carry things a bit too 
far. 

Musically, there's more than enough 

evidence that these new songs are made 
up of bits and pieces of styles and tricks 
that worked so wonderfully last time. "5 
Guns West" (just guess what that's 
about) uses the same type of steely 
prairie guitar and ho-ho-ho- and -a- bottle- 
of -rum riff from Kings of the Wild Fron- 
tier's "Los Rancheros" and "Jolly 
Roger." "That Voodoo" has a break that 
urges me to sing the line "Dirk wears 
white sox" from "Don't Be Square (Be 
There)." To add injury to insult, pro- 
ducer Chris Hughes, who last time pro- 
perly layered all of the Ants' going on's, 
has cluttered the howls, the double 
drummers, and even Adam's voice to 
the point where the stereo needle ap- 
pears to be trudging through mud. 

It would be unfair to chuck the whole 
Ant Music concept out the window, but 
when the most entertaining cut of this 

ADAM ANT: Trudging through mud? 

new collection is "Stand and Deliver," a 
song previously available as a bonus 
single to Kings..., there's a strong indica- 
tion that Adam isn't able to progress 
and grow. More like it though, is that 
the man became more important than 
the music, and he better straighten out 
soon or Adam and the Ants are going 
to get squashed. E.Z.G. 

THE RAMONES: Pleasant Dreams. 
[Graham Gouldman, producer; Lin- 
coln Y. Clapp, Harvey Goldberg, Chris 
Nagle and Keith Bessey, engineers; 
recorded at Media Sound, New York, 
N.Y., Strawberry Studio North, 
Stockport, England and Strawberry 
Studio South, Dorking, England; 
mastered by Melvyn Abrahams at 
Strawberry Mastering, London, 
England.] Sire SRK 3571. 

Performance: Pleasant Ramones 
Recording: Top notch 

With Pleasant Dreams, there's no 
need to bother analyzing and categoriz- 
ing the music, for this record is, quite 
simply, a hell of a lot of fun. Granted, 
it's chock full of messages and innuen- 
dos (I don't think the Ramones are kid- 
ding when they sing "We Want The 
Airwaves"), and don't expect any 
appearances by Judy or Sheena. The 
bottom line is that you can sing and 
dance to this collection all night long. 
Now, ain't that sweet and simple? 

Sure, 'cause the Ramones have gone 
back to playing shorter, catchy tunes 
without those thick Phil Spector 
touches that cluttered End Of the Cen- 
tury. The emphasis of Pleasant 
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Dreams seems placed on cohesive 
lyrics and a rich melodic rock'n'roll 
sound, courtesy of new producer 
Graham Gouldman (of the group 10cc 
and producer of such wonders as Her- 
man's Hermits, the Yardbirds and the 
Hollies). The boys themselves are more 
soulful, a tinge more precise with their 
tempo changes, and still able to kick 
shit if they have to. 

Lyrically, the record appears to be 
divided between the maturing insight 
of Joey and the ever -lasting childhood 
of Dee Dee (both of whom take in- 
dividual credit for the music and lyrics 
of their respective songs). While Joey 
writes of love, pain and "How This 
Business Is Killing Me," Dee Dee 
chooses to remain a "comic book boy," 
or so he writes in "Come On Now." 
Even when Joey rebels with "It's Not 
My Place (In The 9 To 5 World)," he 
does it with enough perception to make 
me wanna quit my job. 

With this insight comes definition, 
and that easily explains the move back 
to 4/4 ceremony. Most of the musical 
arrangements this time around exude a 
new -found confidence that allows the 
Ramones to build ever -so- slightly on 
their pleasing primitive style. The raw 
grit remains (note the album's cat- 
chiest number, a friendly ditty called 
"The KKK Took My Baby Away "), it 
just doesn't burn so much anymore. 
And, to tell the truth, this fresh ap- 
proach is just as hot -and exciting -as 
anything that came before it. And cer- 
tainly as much fun. E.Z.G. 

BRAVE COMBO: Music For Squares. 
[Producer not listed; Bob Singleton, 
engineer; recording site not given.] 
Four Dots Records FD -1005. 

Performance: Boisterous, bold, brazen 
Recording: A bit lacking in brilliance 

Don't believe the title of this album. 
This music is for anyone but squares. 
And it is an absolute must for lovers of 
one of America's most neglected 
musical genres: the "Tex -Mex" sound. 
"Tex -Mex" is a polyglot genre con- 
sisting of rock, rockabilly, Mexican 
popular music, swing music, etc. It's a 
bit like a friend's favorite chili recipe: a 
little bit of everything but the kitchen 
sink gets simmered with tons of hot 
pepper. Translate this culinary 
metaphor into music and you get 
groups like the Sir Douglas Quartet, 

1i'Jhether notching out the feed -back howls 
in an unruly venue or sweetening the mix, 
this four stage PAIA Parametric designed 
by Craig Anderton is the most powerful 
and versatile tone control available. Each 
of the 4 independent section features in- 
finitely variable control of frequency, 
resonance and boost /cut and the handy 
patch bay allows sections to be used 
separately or together in any combina- 
tion. With PAIA's famous step -by -step in- 
structions saving money is quick, easy 
and FUN. 

Order TODAY and save even more by us- 
ing the free shipping coupon below 
r 

L 

INA Electronics, Inc. 
Dept 2MR 1020 W Wilshire By Oklahoma Crty OK 7311614051843 -9626 

I I Send the 6760 Parametric Equalizer Kit. 
S79.95 plus shipping for 31bs. enclos. 
Send Free Catapg a. 
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Tape 
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ASK FOR OUR CATALOG 
OF PROFESSIONAL 
RECORDING SUPPLIES 

Poly 
Corp. 

1233 Rand Rd. Lies Plaines, IL 60016 

312/298 -5300 25 
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IFYOU PLAY BASS 

PLAY WITH THIS 
Mike Richmond -Mingus Dynasty says. "The GLI -FRA -2 can 

handle anything I can play. including electric bass. It's the best 

bass speaker you can buy." 

' INTEGRATED SOUND SYSTEMS, INC. 
I29 -50 Northern Blvd., Long Island City, N.Y. 11101 

(212) 729.8400 Telex: 968020 
A Subsidiary of The VSC Corporafron 
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SUBSCRIBER SERVICE 

CHANGE OF ADDRESS 
Planning to move? Please let us know six 
weeks in advance so you won't miss a 
single issue of MODERN RECORDING 
& MUSIC. Attach old label and print new 
address In space provided. Also include 
your mailing label whenever you write 
concerning your subscription to insure 
prompt service on your Inquiry. 

Attach 

Label 

Here 

Modern Recording & Music Magazine 
16 Van,1e.:en te. Ave Port Washington NV 11050 

But I Paid 
$1000.00 

For It! 
I'm sorry Bud this .Mixer is 
.JUNK, look the knobs are 
falling off and besides no- 
body wants to buy a turkey 
like this! I'm sorry the best I 

can do is $200.00. 
If you are in the habit of mak- 
ing poor investments like our 
friend Bud, its time you got 
our SOUNDBOX Flyer. You'll 
find that we carefully select 
the pro -audio gear we sell to 
insure that your investment is 
a sound one. Call or write us 
for your free SOUNDBOX 
river. 

P.O Box 2094 
Rockville, MD 20852 

U.S.A. 

1 -800- 638 -6050 
MD RES. (301) 881 -2663 

Purveyors of Fine Audio Systems 

CIRCLE 59 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

"King" Carrasco and the Crowns, and 
Sam the Sham. I imagine that there are 
numerous "garage bands" throughout 
the Lone Star State playing in this 
tradition. I can't imagine any more 
charged with energy and humor than 
Brave Combo. 

What Brave Combo adds to this 
tradition is a passion for old dances. 
This album features four polkas, a 
rhumba, a tango, and (are you ready for 
this ?) a cha cha. All are played at a 
furious and frenetic pace utilizing 
acoustic as well as electric instruments. 
Carl Finch (the apparent group leader) 
plays torrid guitar, piano, and accor- 
dion. (Can you remember the last time 
you heard a tight rock band explore the 
possibilities of the accordion ?). On 
drums and percussion is Dave Cameron 
who plays with saucy abandon. Tim 
Walsh plays extremely tasteful fills on 
sax and clarinet while Lyle Atkinson 
plays attentive bass. 

Finch and Walsh do vocals with con- 
viction and rough -edged charm. The few 
lyrics that appear on this record are 
generally forgettable. The instrumental 
cuts are my favorites. Their version of 
"Perfidia" is a riotous explosion of 
Latin dance rhythms. And their version 
of the "Peanut Polka" threw me into 
gales of laughter. They manage to 
sound like an old German Beer Hall 
Band circa 1939 playing their hearts 
out while under the influence of LSD. 
Every cut on this album is infused with 
wild enthusiasm and an obvious love for 
joyous dance music. Can you say as 
much for the last ten Rolling Stones 
albums? 

The recorded sound, well, no one's 
perfect. Maybe this was recorded in 
somebody's garage. The sound could 
stand more body, more brilliance. I 

might be asking too much from a low - 
budget operation. Suffice it to say that 
a band with Brave Combo's talent 
deserves a brighter studio environment. 

Don't be surprised if you can't find 
this album in your favorite record outlet 
(unless you currently reside in Denton, 
Texas). Write to Four Dots Records, 
Box 233, Denton, Texas 76201 for 
ordering information. 

Rock in the 70s and 80s has thrived 
on recycling old styles. I wouldn't be 
surprised to hear the clarion cry of 
"Let's Twist Again" from a new wave 
band. In the meantime, these guys from 
Texas make me shout (with my tongue 
well placed in my cheek): "Let's 
polka!". N.W. 

EIJI KITAMURA: Swing Eiji. [Eiji Kit - 
amura, Yoichiro Kikuchi, Carl E. Jeffer- 
son and Noibuo Oitani, producers; Phil 
Edwards and Frank Dorrite, engineers; 
recorded at Coast Recorders, San 
Francisco, Ca., August 12 and 13, 

1980.] Concord Jazz CJ -152. 

Performance: They blow hot clarinet in 
Japan plus the all -stars 
from the U.S. 

Recording: Exceptional 

I'm not going to try to convince any- 
body that Eiji Kitamura is a better clar- 
inetist than Benny Goodman or Ed- 
mund Hall, but the fact that he's worthy 
of the comparison says something about 
this Japanese clarinetist who appears 
here with a typical Concord Jazz rhythm 
section (Nat Pierce, piano and arranger, 
Brian Torff on bass, Cal Collins on 
guitar and Jake Hanna on drums) along 
with a surprise appearance each by 
guitarist Herb Ellis, tenor saxophonist 
Fraser MacPherson and cornetist War- 
ren Vache. 

It's a great record to try on a blindfold 
test. I just can see some of my friends 
scratching their heads and wondering if 
it's Peanuts Hucko or Aaron Sachs or 
Sol Yaged. Like the three above men- 
tioned clarinetists, Kitamura has his 
roots in the Benny Goodman of, shall we 
say, the late '40s. Even most of the rep- 
ertoire is identifiable with Benny of that 
eia. There's a blues, six standards out of 
the swing litany and one pop tune from a 
1953 Doris Day movie, Secret Love (and 
for my money, that's the one they could 
have left off and I wouldn't have missed 
it). Eiji is at his best on Eubie Blake's 
"Memories Of You" which he begins 
with the release, rather than taking the 
tune from the top. This cut also fur- 
nishes the best playing from the back -up 
group spearheaded by Cal Collins on 
guitar in a wonderfully constructed solo. 

The three guests (Vache, McPherson 
and Ellis) show up on one cut each. Even 
though the liner doesn't label which cut 
Herb Ellis plays on, anyone who 
remembers his work with Oscar Peter- 
son's Trio of yore will have no trouble 
recognizing Herb's work on "But Not 
For Me." Fraser MacPherson's tenor is 
heard on "Sunny Side Of The Street" 
and Vache's cornet joins on 
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"Undecided." The guests do give an ad- 
ded sparkle and dash and an element of 
surprise to those cuts they're on. It's a 
pleasant surprise but an unnecessary 
one. Yet if it makes a Herb Ellis fan or a 
Warren Vache fan pick up this record 
and become an Eiji Kitamura fan, that's 
not bad either. 

Concord Jazz has released this album 
under agreement from Toshiba -EMI of 
Japan who have a digital version avail- 
able there. The sound on the analog re- 
cording is plenty good enough. Better 
than this would just be gilding the lily. 

J.K. 

ERIC DOLPHY: Stockholm Sessions. 
[ENJA, producer; unknown engineer; 
recorded at the Swedish Broadcast 
station in Stockholm, Sweden, 
Sept. -Nov., 1961.] Inner City IC 3007. 

Performance: Dazzling Dolphy (with 
fellow players "out to 
lunch ") 

Recording: Clean 

Dear Eric: 
You've been dead for seventeen 

years and this reissue of your music is 
the best release I've heard in months. 
Not only were you the first innovative 
jazz artist I ever heard, but you were 
the first to teach me how to be a jazz 
critic. I learned while listening to your 
records how to appreciate a brilliant 
musician who finds himself playing 
with pedestrian sidemen. 

And Stockholm Sessions is a perfect 
example of what I mean. Why did you 
ever agree to record with such 
mediocres? Idrees Sulieman's trumpet 
playing on "Ann" is really an embar- 
rassment. He sounds like Freddie Hub- 
bard on a bad night. A creaky and tin- 
ny tone. Drummer Sture Kahn sounds 
uninspired throughout. Only bassist 
Jimmy Woode sounds like your peer. I 

remember those Prestige records you 
made with Carter and Mal Waldron. 
They understood that your music ex- 
tended the vocabulary of Charlie 
Parker. They knew that you, Coltrane 
and Ornette Coleman were among a 
precious handful of innovators who 
would create the post -bop jazz 
tradition. 

But even with this sadly lacking 
band you still capture my heart. Your 
version of "God Bless the Child" on 
bass clarinet makes this record ab- 
solutely essential. Just you and your 
horn -no backing band heard on that 
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- 4684 INDIANOLA /COLUMBUS, OHIO 43214.614- 268 -5605 
Pro -Audio Sales and Serna; JBL Speaker Raccre Center 
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We've Put SIZZLE Into Echo and Revell) 
-At an Affordable s'n. *'- 

The main problem with most echo and reverb snits is that they dor'2 have the hi* 
frequency response it takes to "cut" through the mac and add the type of darity and dept 
that vocals in particular need. Our Echo Control Center provides over twe the frequency 
response of units costing almost twice as much as curs. The reverb se_tia- is the quietest 
crispest, and least boomy portaale unit we have seer.. 

Capabilities include: *Straight Delay Echo and Reverb Dcubhing Slapbadc 
Chorus and Vibrato Over 93 dB Delay Dynamic Range. 'rice: $595.00 

Write for a 24 page brochare on our full prodict line and a de-ro mold. 
Send S I to: LT Sound, Dept ME., PO Box 338, 

Stone Mountain, GA 30086 Pion_ 404 493 -1258 

54m/144 
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THE EUROPEAN ALTERNATIVE 

When performance is the only 
criteria 

TCD3004 
The first truly professional quali- 
ty cassette recorder. Dyneq and 
Actilinear headroom extension 
systems. Four motor micro- 
processor transport. Cue /review 
with wind speed adjustment. 
Built -in calibration oscillators 
and metering system. Peak 
reading equalized meters. 

TD2CASE 

The breakthrough' in reel -to -reel 
design. Compatible with EE 
tapes yet capable of 80dB S/N 
ratio with standard tape in SE 
position 

TCD3034 

Dyneq and Actilinear headroom 
extension systems, coupled with 
a unique new logic controlled 
transport designed for simplicity 
and dependability. Superb sound 
quality and specifications. 

*Recommendation presented to A.E.S. 
1978 dealing with Special Equalization 
in Reel -to -Reel Recording 

TAN DBERG OF 
AMERICA INC. 
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SOLO FLIGHTS: 
JIMMY ROWLES AND 

BARBARA CARROLL 

By Nat Hentoff 

For a long time, Jimmy Rowles 
was a continually busy studio musi- 
cian in Los Angeles, but one day it 
forcefully occurred to him that this 
ceaseless round of trivia, well- paying 
though it was, had hardly been his 
reason for going into music in the 
first place. So he left, came East, and 
in recent years, has achieved renown 
among his peers, and a considerable 
number of lay congnoscenti, as one of 
the subtlest, wittiest, and lyrically 
haunting pianists in all of jazz. 

When Jimmy was young, Duke 
Ellington -and Ben Webster in 
Duke's band -were huge influences 
on him. Posthumously, they still are. 
Accordingly, what may well be his 
most fully realized album so far is 
Jimmy Rowles Plays Duke Ellington 
and Billy Strayhorn on Columbia. 
It's a solo set, for Jimmy is one of the 
very few pianists who doesn't need a 
rhythm section. With regard to his 
time, as Tom Piazza observes in the 
notes, "notice...how firm Rowles' 
tempos are, whether or not they are 
explicitly spelled out by the left 
hand." 

Furthermore, though Jimmy is 
nowhere near so fast as Art Tatum 
was, his harmonic and melodic sur- 
prises are so subtle that he's truly 
liberated as an unconstrained soloist. 
As well as you may know the Ell- 
ington and Billy Strayhorn songs 
here (one side for each), Rowles con- 
tinually finds new dimensions of col- 
or and line while always retaining and 
distilling the spirit of Duke and 
Strayhorn. 

The piano sound is a tribute to 
engineer Stanley Tonkel and his 
assistant Nancy Byers. It's full and 
real -an ideal collaboration between 
the control room and Rowles' free im- 
agination. 

While Jimmy Rowles' easeful, 
probing mastery of the difficult art of 
solo piano is no surprise, Barbara 

Carroll's first solo album of the fif- 
teen she has made is unexpected. She 
became an invigorating member of 
the New York scene in the 1940's as a 
disciple of Bud Powell, and then 
shaped her own firmly swinging, ur- 
bane style as leader of her own trios. 
But the idea of recording all by 
herself seemed dangerous to her. If 
her imagination were to flag, there'd 
be no one else to ignite it again. 

The temptations to try a solo flight 
grew, however, and the singular, 
deeply absorbing result is Barbara 
Carroll "At The Piano" 
(Trend /Discovery). With a pro- 
vocatively diversified repertory - 
songs by Cole Porter, Keith Jarrett, 
Johnny Mandel and herself -Bar- 
bara sets and sustains a total mood, a 
one -of -a -kind microcosm on each 
track. Her melody lines are silvery 
clear and never just "licks." (She is 
one improviser who does indeed com- 
pose when she plays.) Furthermore, 
the intertwining of melody, harmonic 
textures, and a deep, implicit pulse 
are remarkably seamless. 

Put another way, Barbara's 
strengths are co- equal; she doesn't 
have to compensate for thin inven- 
tiveness, predictable chords, or an ap- 
prehensive beat. In addition, there is 
humor along with tenderness, and 
above all, the sheer pleasure of, as she 
puts it, "getting into" the piano. 

The piano sound, while not as 
warm as on the Rowles' album, is 
vibrant and crisp. 

JIMMY ROWLES: Plays Duke El- 
lington and Billy Strayhorn. [Henri 
Renaud, producer; Stanley Tonkel, 
Nancy Byers, engineers]. Columbia 
FC 37639. 

BARBARA CARROLL: "At The 
Piano" [Barbara Carroll, producer; 
Frank Laico, engineer]. Discovery 
DS -847. 
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A SINGER'S DREAM! 

REMOVES VOCAL FROM MOST STEREO DISCS 

The Thompson Voca' Eliminator can actually 
remove most 3r virtJally al of a solo vocalist from a 

standard stereo record and yet leave most of the 
background music untouched. Not an equalizer! We 
can prove it works over the phone. Write for a 

brochure and demo -ecord below. 

YOU SHOULD SEE US 
Studio Echo /Reverb 
Tape Noise Reduction 

For: Parametric Equalization 
Electronic Crossovers 
Comp /Limiters 

We manufacture a full line tof high quality audio 
and recording equipment. You will probably have 
to pay twice as much elsewhere to obtain 
comparable quality. Omly Direct Sales make our 
prices and quality possible. Send S1 for a 24 page 
brochure and 20 minute aemonstration record. 

Write to: LT Sound, Dept. MR, P.O. Box 338, 

Stone Mountain, GA 30086 (404) 493 -1258 

cut. All of your musical virtues are 
heard in high relief: your dazzling 
speed and fluid inventiveness, your 
precision and grace. And how I cherish 
your thin yet pretty flute tone on Mal 
Waldron's "Alone." Every instrument 
you touched -alto sax, flute, bass 
clarinet -you brought a Midas touch 
to. Your sax work on several cuts 
burns with an existential urgency that 
is thrilling. How you could create 
streams of novel sounds using clusters 
of thirteen or seventeen notes at a 
time! You always sounded like a man 
in a hurry -with death breathing down 
your neck. It was by the time 
Stockhold Sessions was recorded, 
wasn't it? Perhaps that knowledge 
caused you to play with anyone the 
Swedish Broadcasting Company could 
dredge up. Was there a tinge of ironic 
humor in titling your final cut on 
Stockholm Sessions "Don't Blame 
Me ?" I won't. Your flute scales 
musical heights with the power of a 
condor soaring over mountaintops. 

I must express gratitude to the 
Swedish Broadcasting people for re- 
cording you sensitively. The sound on 
Stockholm Sessions is as fine as you 
would ever receive in your lifetime. 

Hope this record sells well (not that 
the royalties will do you very much 
good where you are). The following 
message is printed on the record 
jacket: "Mr. and Mrs. Eric Dolphy Sr. 
have authorized the release of this 
album." They must miss you terribly. 

I know I do. N.W. 

MARIO LANZA: The Mario Lanza Col- 
lection. [C.E. Crumpacker, reissue pro- 
ducer; Edward Rich, remastering en- 
gineer; original recordings made be- 
tween 1949 and 1959, in New York, Hol- 
lywood, Rome and London.] RCA 
CRMS -4158. 

Performance: Lanza from beginning to 
end 

Recording: Typical pop engineering of 
the '50s 

It is difficult to realize that all of 
Mario Lanza's more than 200 recordings 
were made in a space of ten years or so. 
He was a prolific performer and if his 

Used with any equalizer, a Gold Line 
Analyzer is the fastest, most effective 
way to prevent feedback. Each slider 
on your octave equalizer corresponds 
with a column on a Gold Line Analyzer 
Simply feed calibrated flat sound from 
a pink /white noise generator (Gold Line 
PN-2) into the performing area, and raise 
or lower the sliders on your EQ until the 
Gold Line Anaylzer displays a flat set- 
ting. By eliminating the frequency spikes 
that cause "howl," your sound will be 
more natural and less feedback -prone. 

FOR FREE INFORMATION 
OR A DEALER IN YOUR AREA, 

CALL OR WRITE 
203 -938-2588 

Box 115 
West Redding 
CT 06896 GOLD LINE 
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The best 
all-in- 
one-IxiJi 
sound 
system 

is the three -way horn- loaded 
FR -350 sound reproducer from EAW. 

Among its major performance features are: 

Frequency range 45 to 19,000 Hz 
Acoustically compensated 18 dB per octave crossover 
Efficiency of 107 dB SPL per watt Virtual indestructibility 

Audibly, it outperforms its two big -name competitors for only a few 
dollars more. Hear it before you buy any sound reinforcement speaker system 
at any price. For Amithe name of your demonstrating EAW dealer, circle 
reader service L number or contact: 

59 Fountain Street, 
Eastern Acoustic Works, Inc. 

Framingham, MA 01701 USA (617) 620.1478 
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performances were uneven there was 
still enough there to be of interest even 
at the last. The last, presented here at 
the end of this five LP series, is a mostly 
orchestral "One Alone" made for a ster- 
eo remake of "The Desert Song" album. 
Certainly the youth and much of the 
vigor of the earlier recordings was no 
longer there, but there was still a raw 
power and the immediacy of a singer 
who gave everything he had to every- 
thing he did. Whether he was singing 
"Vesti la giubba" from "Pagliacci" or 
some schlock film tune such as "Boom 
Biddy Boom Boom" from "The Toast 
Of New Orleans" he gave it the same 
commitment. 

The accompanying booklet by C.E. 
Crumpacker is filled with vintage 
photos and anecdotes, many of them 
surprising, about the meteoric career of 
this tragic performer. I had always 
blamed Lanza for the emphasis on pop 
music (and much of it rather poor pop 
music) in some of his films. The liner 
notes point out the way he was manip- 
ulated by Hollywood moguls, like Louis 
B. Mayer, Jack Warner, and Joe Pas- 
ternak, into making films that showed 
him off at less than his best. 

This is by no means a complete Lanza 
collection. In fact it's a mere drop in the 
bucket. The hits "Be My Love," "Be- 
cause You're Mine," "The Loveliest 
Night Of The Year" and all the others, 
are here. They are mostly put together 
on side one and side two coupled with 
their original 78 RPM or 45 RPM issued 
second sides. Most of the operatic mat- 
erial is on side nine and it's a formidable 
recital including his first recording, 
"Celeste Aida" and climaxing with a 
wonderfully dramatic "Addio alla 
madre" from " Cavalleria Rusticana." In 
between the hits, the film songs and the 
operatic arias are a good many standard 
pop tunes either from commercial re- 
cordings or from Mario Lanza's famous 
transcribed radio program for Coca 
Cola. One of these is particularly ex- 
cellent. I don't think I've ever heard 
Lanza sing pop material better than he 
sang "Temptation" on the Coke show of 
Jan. 7, 1952. 

Beautiful, perhaps not beautiful but 
certainly magnificent, voice that it was, 
Lanza's voice was a flawed voice and his 
techique was an imperfect technique. 
One need only to listen to his recording 
of "Yours Is My Heart Alone" (side two) 
to notice Lanza's tendency to sharp in 
moments of tension. It may or may not 
have been a voice that could have been 

heard easily in the opera house. I've 
heard it said by those who heard him in 
person (I did not) that the voice was so 
amplified you couldn't tell how much 
was real, while others have pointed to 
certain similarities on Lanza's records 
with some of the great singers of the 
golden age pointing out that the voice 
was just as powerful. With a recording 
it's not easy to tell. 

There is at least one fact we know. 
Mario Lanza sold more records than any 
other artist who ever recorded for the 
Victor Red Seal division. He even sur- 
passed Caruso's sales figures. 

There's some fine music here...es- 
pecially "Temptation" (side five), "The 
Lord's Prayer" (side six), and "Softly As 
In A Morning Sunrise" recorded live at 
a London concert in 1958 released here 
for the first time (side ten). There are 
some more selections that I wish were 
here, such as the unaccompanied "Mat - 
tinata" from "The Great Caruso" or the 
"Otello" excerpts from "Serenade." 

Unfortunately, perhaps due to his 
temperament and the subsequent bad 
publicity it elicited, those of us who lived 
through the Lanza era got a rather 
"Peck's Bad Boy" picture of the artist. 
Now that the ledgers have been closed 
and two biographers have written books 
about him and we have this collection of 
some sixty representative recordings, 
we finally come to the realization not on- 

, ly that behind the headline- making Hol- 
lywood star there was a fine artist, but 
that the more sensationalistic aspects of 
Lanza's life were not entirely of his own 
making. At any rate here is a tenor, how- 
ever good or bad he may have been, who 
influenced a generation of movie goers. I 

bet that if you polled an audience at the 
Metropolitan Opera today and singled 
out those who would have been in their 
teens somewhere during the '50s, more 
than half would tell you that their love of 
good music and opera dates from their 
seeing Lanza on film. J.K. 

BACH: The Well - Tempered Clavier, 
Book One. Mieczyslaw Horszowski, 
pianist. [Robert Lurie, producer and 
engineer; recorded at Vanguard 
Studios, New York, N.Y., December 
1978 to December 1979.] Vanguard 
VCS 10138/40. 

Performance: Personalized Bach 
Recording: Servicable not spectacular 

Although Vanguard's Cardinal series 
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is a budget label ($5.98 as opposed to 
$7.98 for the regular series, I believe), it 
is a label which does occasionally put 
out first -time (non- reissue) perform- 
ances. Here is the latest example. 

Bach's Well Tempered Clavier is too 
well known to need much comment 
here. There are five complete versions 
listed in the Schwann catalog for May. 
This, presuming that book one will be 
followed by book two, will be the sixth 
and a worthy addition to the field. To- 
day Mieczyslaw Horszowski, at eighty 
years plus, has a personal view of Bach. 
This is in contrast to so many per- 
formers who offer us scholarship 
without any individuality. This is a 
committed performance by a pianist 
who has been playing this music since 
the age of five and has some definite 
ideas about how it should be played. 

My first acquaintance with 
Horszowski's playing was a perfor- 
mance of Bach's concerto for violin, . 

flute, clavier and orchestra along with 
John Wummer, Alexander Schneider 
and the Prades Festival Orchestra 
under the direction of Pablo Casals. His 
recorded repertoire includes concerti 
and chamber music as well as solo piano 
performances. Still he is represented by 
far fewer LPs than his considerable 
talent deserves. I am glad to see that 
Vanguard is remedying the situation. 

Having established that Horszowski 
is a personal, communicative pianist 
who has not been adequately 
represented on recordings, we come to 
the question of Bach's Well Tempered 
Clavier. Written down in 1722 for, as 
Bach put it, "the profit and use of 
musical young people eager to learn, as 
well as for special pastime for those who 
are already proficient in this study," 
this music has been much in the center 
of the controversy regarding the 
preference of the piano or the historical 
tradition of the harpsichord. According 
to the Fifth edition of Grove's Dic- 
tionary of Music and Musicians in the 
18th Century, the word "clavier" meant 
simply a stringed keyboard instrument 
of any kind. Therefore the notion that 
"clavier" is to be translated as 
"Clavichord" does not necessarily 
follow. It could have referred, as Wanda 
Landowska asserts, to the harpsichord 
as well. Grove's takes the view that 
Bach desired to make his 24 preludes 
and fugues available to the students 
and practitioners of all keyboard in- 
struments of the day. That this has 
been taken to mean primarily harp- 
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sichord or piano is more in line with the 
performing traditions of such artists as 
Wanda Landowska, Edwin Fischer, 
Wilhelm Backhaus and Glenn Gould 
than any intention of the composer. 
This has not prevented arrangers and 
scholars from tampering with holy writ 
and full orchestrations, as well as 
chamber music versions, which do exist 
on recording. Gratefully, we've been 
spared versions on the Moog Syn- 
thesizer but we may have to come to 
terms with even that eventually. I feel 
that far more important is the question 
of the validity to the average listener of 
music which, by the composer's own ad- 
mission, was intended as a group of 
pieces for the study and practice of the 
performer. I have in past years had to 
come to grips with listening to the 24 
preludes and fugues of The Well 
Tempered Clavier uninterrupted. It's 
not an easy task and the amount of 
reward that the listener can expect to 
reap from such an experience depends 
largely on the ability of the performer to 
shade and shape the music with subtle- 
ty and variety. Among Bach scholars 
this practice is frequently frowned 
upon. The correct Urtext reading which 
omits nothing and adds nothing of the 
performer's own interpretation to the 
music can be a deadly bore. One such in- 
terpretation (or lack of interpretation) 
very nearly had the calamitous conse- 
quence of turning me off to this music 
forever. I'm glad that many years after 
that painful experience I again found 
cause to hear this music from beginning 
to end. I am particularly glad that this 
cause coincided with a performance as 
diverse and personal as that of 
Horszowski. 

The recording is certainly pre -digital 
but more importantly there's a certain 
tubbiness with which I'm less than real- 
ly comfortable. A little fiddling with the 
knobs should eliminate much of this 
problem but it's certainly not represen- 
tative of the state -of- the -art of recording 
quality. The recording was spaced out 
over an entire year's time beginning in 
December of 1978 and lasting through 
most of the following year. It was also 
one of those rare cases where the pro- 
ducer was also the engineer. It was ob- 
viously a labor of love and the recording 
that has resulted will certainly suffice 
until one comes along with better 
sound...but then there's no guarantee 
that any new digital version will bring 
as much warmth and humanity to 
Bach's music as this one. J.K. 
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BUY C 
SELL 
TRADE 

PRODUCTS 

EQUIPMENT 

SERVICES 

Classified Rates 
75c per word 

Minimum 10 words. Copy must be 

received at Modern Recording 
& Music, 14 Vander venter Ave., 
Port Washington, N.Y. 11050 
by the 1st day of the 2nd month 

prior to cover date [for example, 

the April issue closes February 
1st]. Payment must accompany 
order. Phone numbers count as 

1 word. Zip codes are free. 

DISPLAY ADVERTISING 
$115.00 per column inch. 

In general, spring reverbs don't have the 
best reputation in the world. Their bassy 
"twang" is only a rough 'approximation of 
natural room acoustics. That's a pity because 
it means (hat many people will dismiss this 
exceptional product as "just another spring 
reverb ". And it's not. In this extraordinary 
design Craig Anderton uses double springs, 
but much more importantly "hot rod's" the 
transducers so that the muddy sound typical 
of most springs is replaced with the bright 
clarity associated with expensive studio 
plate systems. 

Kit consists of circuit board, instructions, 
all electronic parts and two reverb spring 
units. User must provide power (±9 to 15 v) 
and mounting (reverb units are typically 
mounted away from the console). 
r INA E lectronics, .Inc 

Dept. 2m.1020 W. Wilshire BY Oklahoma City. OK 771181405) 843 -8826 

I I Send the 6740 REVERB KIT $59.95 plus 
shipping ($3) enclosed or charged. 

I I Send Free Catalog 
name 

address 

city state zip 

`visa_ mc_card no 
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[cLISSIFIED Al1S', 
AMPEX TAPE AT DISCOUNT PRICES, 
SINGLE OR QUANTITY AVAILABLE, IN 1/4", 
1/2 ", 1" or 2" WIDTHS. ALL PRO MIC LINES 
ALSO OFFERED AT UNBEATABLE 
PRICES. CALL OR WRITE ISLAND SALES, 
PO BOX 242, CLARKSBURG, MD. 20734 
(301) 972 -1653. 

ACOUSTIC TEST INSTRUMENTS 

Maw USE TO ADJUST EQUALIZERS, OPTIMIZE 
SPEAKER PLACEMENT, ETC. 

q .. .. ) 
iMS 

Complete Test Se! $399 
Calibrated Sound Level Meter $169 
Fractional Octave Pink 

Noise Generator $299 
Handbook on Acoustic Testing S6 

Free brach HALL ENGINEERING, Dept R4 

P D Box 506, Martinsville. NJ 08836 

1201) 647 -0377 

CUSTOM LENGTH BLANKS made to order 
featuring AGFA and Magnetic Media tape. 
Any length from C -2 to C -122. For pricelist 
write OMEGATAPE, Box 39253M, Redford, 
Michigan 48239 or call (313) 532 -8103. 

RECORD PROMOTION: Give your record a 
shot. Get your record to the right stations 
and people. Save time and money. Attract 
attention of major labels. 100 stations for 
$99. Send for FREE BROCHURE. 
AMERICAN RECORD MARKETING COM- 
PANY, 1536 Monarch Lane, Davis, Ca. 
95616. 

FOR SALE: MCI 400 SERIES CONSOLE 
24x24 $17,500; DOLBY M16 $9000; TELEX 
235 CASSETTE DUPLICATOR $1500; 
AMPEX 300 TRANSPORT $500; PANDORA 
TIME LINE $500 -JIM 513 -681 -8400. 

FOR SALE: Yamaha PM700 mixing con- 
sole $1500. John Richardson, 407 Carolina 
Blvd., Isle of Palms, S.C. 29451. 

Electrodyne console 16 in 8 out with patch 
bay 4 sends per module, 513 -258 -2463. 

FOR SALE: Gates "Criterion Series" cart 
machine. (The kind radio stations use). 
Playback and record units. Great condi- 
tion $500.00. Perfect for taped accompani- 
ment. Orban Model 516EC DE -ESSER 3 
separate channel of sibilance control. 
Retail $659.00 SALE -$400.00. Ashly Model 
SC -66 Stereo Parametric Equalizer. Great 
condition. Retail $659.00 SALE -$500.00. 
Marius Perron, 8535 Fairhaven, San An- 
tonio, Texas 78229. 512 -690 -8888. 

FOR SALE: Tascam 80 -8 and 32 -2B with 
DBX. MOD. 5B, Crown D -150A, JBL 4311's; 
PL -20's, PZM, DDL, Stereo Reverb, 2CH 
Parametric, 2CH Compressor /Limiter /Ex- 
pander. Koss, Teac, Shure, Atlas and 
more. NEW. As Package. (402) 462-8462. 

SATIN PANTS, etc. for entertainers, etc. 
Write /call for catalog, enclose $1.00, refun- 
dable with order. SATIN SALES; Dept. 7, 7 

South 5th Street, Minneapolis, MN 55402 
(612) 333 -5054. 

TECHNICAL AUDIO HARDWARE. TECH - 
NIKIT INC. -The only source for: Spkr. 
Mounting, Allen Hdwr., XLR Hdwr., Rack 
Mounting Kits. Call or write for our FREE 
AUDIO CATALOG with these and many 
other Audio Hardware items. TECHNIKIT 
INC. PO BOX 500, Dept. 2, HICKSVILLE, 
NY 11801 (516) 349 -0166. 

BLANK AUDIO AND VIDEO CASSETTES: 
Direct from manufacturer: Below 
wholesale: Any length cassettes, four dif- 
ferent qualities to choose from. BULK & 
REEL MASTERTAPE: From 1/4" to 2 ". 
Cassette duplication also available. 
BROCHURE. ANDOL AUDIO PRODUCTS 
INC. 4212 14th AVE., DEPT. MR, 
BROOKLYN, N.Y. 11219. TOLL FREE 
#1-800-221-6578/N.Y. RES. 212 -435 -7322 
Ext. 2 

Famous "InterFax Ground Fault 
Detector" solves grounding problems. 
$12.95 includes report of electrocuted 
musicians. 5 yr. warranty. InterFax, 5833 
West Silver Spring, Milwaukee, Wi., 53218. 
(414) 462 -8840. 

Professional Sound Labs 

110 N. Franklin St., Hempstead, N.Y. (516) 

486 -5813. Over 70 major lines of Pro Audio 
Products including: Urei, dbx, Otari, AB 

Systems, Ramsa, Sound Workshop, 
Audioarts, JBL Pro, Altec, AKG, Orban, 

Tascam 8516, Fostex and more. Large stock- 

ing inventory on Altec, JBL and EV 

diaphragms. Full repair and reconing center 

in house. Authorized warranty service for 

Altec, JBL, EV, PAS. Get your best deal and 

then call us. 

WE HAVE IT ALL! Audio and Video Tape, 
Accessories, Recording Equipment, Fine 
Audio Components. KNOWLEDGEABLE 
Staff! COMPETITIVE Prices! FREE Buyer's 
Guide! SOUND IDEAS, Dept. MR, Box 671, 
Cary, NC 27511 -0671 (919) 467 -8578. 

RECORDING ENGINEERING COR- 
RESPONDENCE COURSE. An intensive 
and comprehensive correspondence 
course based on the new, acclaimed text- 
book, "Sherman Keene's Practical Tech- 
niques for the Recording Engineer," is now 
available from the author. The course in- 
cludes textbook study, additional reading, 
thought provoking homework assignments, 
and question and answer dialogue via 
cassette. There are eight lessons per level, 
three levels (Basic, Intermediate, and Ad- 
vanced) -$250 per level. For more informa- 
tion write to: SHERMAN KEENE RECORD- 
ING COURSE, 1626 N. WILCOX, No. 677C, 
HOLLYWOOD, CA. 90028. 

STORE BUY -OUT ELECTRONICS & AMP- 
LIFIERS: BGW 150, $425 (2 ea); BGW 250D, 
$575 (3 ea); PHASE A -60, $725 (1 ea); 
YAMAHA Q1027, $685 (1 ea), ASHLY SC -63, 
$235. Barney O'Kelley (614) 268 -5643. 

STORE BUY -OUT: JBL SPEAKERS NEW 
AND DEMO: 2205H, $125 (8 ea); 2245H 18 ", 
$225 (4 ea); 2441, $325 (2 ea); 2421 B, $187 (4 

ea); 2220H, $125 (4 ea); E -120, $115 (6 ea); 
E -140, $120 (6 ea); 2231H, $100; 2220A, $99; 
2482 Diaphragms, $62. Barney O'Kelley 
(614) 268 -5643. 

FREE ADVERTISING for your used Stereo, 
Recording, PA equipment. Pay low commis- 
sion ONLY IF YOU SELL! Send stamp for 
details. AVI, Box 264 -R1, Buffalo, NY 14215. 

COMPLETE YOUR UNDERSTANDING OF 
RECORDING ENGINEERING. Have you 
read other books and still feel that a great 
part of the story of professional recording 
remains untold? Well it has. Read "Sher- 
man Keene's Practical Techniques for the 
Recording Engineer" and learn the rest. "Its 
content and progression are the best I've 
come across as far as presenting the real 
world experience of doing sessions." 
-David Schwartz (Mix Magazine). 381 
pages; 28 chapters (four on computer - 
assisted mixing) Not Another Dry Technical 
Book -actual methods and practices for 
doing sessions, avoiding problems, keep- 
ing details straight, and doing things right! 
Book Price: $29.75 plus 6% (California only), 
plus $2.25 shipping. You may order by 
phone: (213) 464.4322. Available at OPAMP 
TECHNICAL BOOKS, 1033 N. SYCAMORE, 
SUITE C, LOS ANGELES, CA. 90038. 

WOULD YOU LIKE TO LEARN THE GUITAR 
from the most respected teachers and per- 
formers playing today? Folk, Blues, Jazz, 
Bluegrass and many other styles are taught 
on cassette taped lessons. The teachers in- 
clude John Renbourn, Stefan Grossman, 
Duck Baker, Dick Fegy, Eric Thompson, 
Barry Solomon, Ton Van Bergeyk, and Larry 
Coryell. For your free catalog please write 
to Stefan Grossman's Guitar Workshop, 
Box 804, Cooper Station, NY 10003. 

SPECK 800C 16x8x16 CONSOLE w/208 pt. 
p /bay & pedestal. (New over $10,000). Demo 
$6800. ERS Inc. (412) 221 -2737. 

PRO SOUND SYSTEMS: Ampex, Revox, 
Technics, Ramsa, NEI, Tangent, Klark- 
Teknik, Gollehon, others. ERS SOUND (412) 
221 -2737. 

LIST OF EQUIPMENT FOR SALE. ALL 
TYPES. SEND STAMP. AVI, BOX 264 -MR2, 
BUFFALO, NY 14215. 

PROJECTS! BUILD YOUR OWN RECOR- 
DING, PA, LIGHTING EQUIPMENT AND 
SAVE! AVI, BOX 264 -MR22, BUFFALO, NY 
14215. 
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The UREI power amplifiers are 
designed to extend EIRE! quality Prim our 
low level signal processing all the way 
through to our exclusive Time Align 
studio monitors. 

The New UREI 
Power Amplifiers 

Careful evalcation 
of competitive power 
amplifiers indicates 
that while in some 
cases adequaterelia- 
bility has been 

achieved, audible performance is often 
marginal. 

The UREI 6000 Series amplifiers offer 
the knowledgeable professional the relia- 
bility he demands and the sound quality 
he deserves. 

Exceptionally large power supplies and 
exceedingly high speed, high curent cir- 
cuitry combine to produce low-end 
punch and Ligh -end sparkle which is 
unexcelled in professional power amps. 
Moderate use of negative feedback results 
in fast recovery from transient overloads 
and avoids excessive high order harmonic 
distortion when the amplifier is 
driven into clipping. 
The Model 6500 
Listening Amplifier 

Two totally independent plug -in chan- 
nels, removable from the front panel, 

..UM11moms ^. 
low. 

each with its own rower simply and con - 
tinucusly variable co :lingIan. E x Iusivc 
Concuctar Compensati :gin. corrects fur 
wire loss and transducer related load 
anomalie -, resulting in absolutely accu 
rate waveforms at the sneaker terminals 
275 Uatt; per charnel into 8 ohms, 600 
Wads Der channel into 2 aims. Standard 
rackm-ourt, 7" high. 

The Model 6300 
Dual Channel Power Amplifier 

2_5 Watts per channel into 8 Dims, 
380 Watts per channel int a 4 ohms. 51/4' 
rack s ?ac! 
The Model 6250 
Dual Channel Power Amplifier 

I+C Watts per diar_r_el :um 8 ohms, 
200 Wat . per channel intr. 4 ohms. 31/2" 
rack Spade! 

The Model 6150 
Dual Channel Power Amplifier 

8') Wats per ct_annel iu-o 8 ohms, 80 
Wars per channe into4 orms. 13" rack 
space! 

Audition the UREI Power Amplifiers at 
your nraïessionalsound dealer and dis - 
cover how good a reliableampliier can 
sound. 

Flrcm One Pro _o Another -trust all 
your toughest signal processing -weds to 
UREI. 

1 

'Time-Aligr s a Tradémak of =.N. L3eg Assoc. Oaklanc CA. 
All rt eiend Tradenaló are propeyi of, or licaised by 
United Recc=ding Electraiics ndusties, a URC Compant 

w.14200 uvn wvrn 

$11 ass 

va.' 
sa«. 
rurs 
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fet 

i 
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lJ From One Pro To Another 
United Recording Electronics Industries 
8460 San Fernando Road. Sin Va ley, Callornia 91352 (213) 767 -1000 Telex 65 -1389 UREI SVVY 
Worldwide: Gotham Export Corporation, New York: Canada: Gould Marketing, Montreal H47 1E5 

CIRCLE NO. 96 ON READER SERVICE PAGE. 
See yo..r professional audio products 
dealer 1 D full technical intor -nation . c uF_I 1981 
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Providing extendeddelay times at an 
a ble price, the new MXR Model 151 

De ay System Il gives you over three full 
seconds of delay (three tinies ma of sfini- 
larly-priced digital devicesi. Specific-W 
the Delay System II can offer you up to 
800 milliseconds of clean, quiet delay at 
a full 16 kHz bandwidth (over 200 millisec- 
onds more than thelclosest competitor). 
As a digital recorded the Delay System II's 
exceptional memory capability lets you 
capture entire musical phrases or obtain 
a wide variety of dynamic and musical 
studio-quality effects from flanging and 
chorus to echo and doubling infincruggeint 

WM* package. 
And it's easy tame In real time The large 
front panel Ancr simple contrç f rmat make 
it a snap to quickly select from a vast range 
of time delay effects. The Delay System ll's 
high-resolution four digit readout displays 
the precise amount of delay and the band- 
width is indicated by LED's, so there's no 
"squinting & thinking" to find out exactly 
where you are. Level-indicating LED's let 
you set up the optimum level in seconds. 

inuotrr II/ 

*loom BM 

The Delay System II fits right into your rack, 
looks ides clean, noise-free 
perfonhnow A sviAfehtiMINIntetti-v 
optimize sigrfat-to-nOtselorproTOSSIonat/ 
home recording all-TM-Stage applications. 
The Delay System II allgofM044 easy ,er 

2-access with °VAR arid phone jack 
connectors (i puts-iffd outputs) on the 
rear panel fo instant interfacing with your 
patch bay. I am 7 OUT 

MXR Del - More)time Oil your 
hands and more ways to use it as a creative 
tool on stage and in the studio. Hand- 
assembled in the U.S.A. with the finest 
components available in a compacCeasy- 
to-use rack-mountable package. 

nEum 

IN 

ME NM OUT 

MXR Professional 
Products Group 

41ger,/d 
MXR InnovationtAnc an aubier 

' 740 Driving Park Avenue 
Rochester, New York 14613v' 

(716) 254-2910 
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